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Preface 

This volume is a collection of papers which were presented at the 2001 International 
Conference on Rapid Thermal Processing (RTP 2001) held at Ise Shima, Mie, on November 
14-16, 2001. This symposium is 2"̂  conference followed the previous successful 1̂^ 
International RTP conference held at Hokkaido in 1997. The RTP 2001 covered the latest 
developments in RTP and other short-time processing continuously aiming to point out the 
future direction in the Silicon ULSI devices and II-VI, III-V compound semiconductor 
devices. 

The first day of the symposium covered the future trend of shallow junction technology, 
advance MOS integration and novel metallization technology. Two invited papers are 
presented in the session related to future technology trend of RTP toward 21̂ ^ century and 
single wafer process in DRAM manufacturing. 

The second day of the symposium is the presentation of novel TFT fabrication, process 
monitoring and thin dielectric film formation technologies including two invited papers 
related to TFT fabrication and ferroelectric thin film formation. Poster session is covering the 
novel MOCVD processing, junction technology, novel oxidation, optoelectronics application 
etc. 

The symposium ended with a session of novel RTP equipment and epitaxial thin film 
technologies, which included the invited paper related to wafer floating processing, and 
contributed papers for SiGe epitaxial process for HBT and quantum devices. 

The symposium was sponsored by the 131̂ ^ University-Industry Cooperative Research 
Committee on Thin Films and the 154̂ ^ University-Industry Cooperative Research Committee 
on Semiconductor Interfaces and Their Applications organized in Japan Society for the 
Promotion of Science (JSPS). The symposium was successful from many aspects. Friendships 
were successfully formed through fruitful discussions and the social activities including a 
welcome-reception and banquet. The success of the symposium was greatly dependent on the 
efforts of organizing, steering and program committees, and also financial support of 10 
organizations. 

Yukio Yasuda 
Chairperson of RTP 2001 
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Role of Rapid Thermal Processing in the Development of Disruptive and 
Non-disruptive Technologies for Semiconductor Manufacturing in the 21̂ * 
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1.Introduction 
Rapid thermal processing, popularly known as RTP has been around for more than two 

decades. In the context of silicon integrated circuit manufacturing, the equipment 
manufacturers and R&D groups from chip manufacturers as well as from universities have 
demonstrated a number of advantages over conventional furnace processing. As of today, RTP 
has not penetrated deep in Silicon IC manufacturing as it was forecasted and predicted by 
industry experts. Other than silicon ICs, the market size is very small. From the business point 
of view, the current status of RTP market is not very surprising since we operate in a world 
where only one out of 10 predicted markets ever come to fruition [1]. The introduction of 300 
mm wafers in manufacturing (potential of 450 mm diameter wafer in future manufacturing), 
70 nm gate length transistors in current 130 nm silicon integrated circuit manufacturing, the 
announcement of industrial researchers [2-3] for fabricating 15-20 nm gate length 
transistors, non-silicon IC technologies (display, storage, photovoltaics, optoelectronics etc.) 
and the issue of bringing disruptive technologies in production are some interesting issues that 
need to be considered for overall future of RTP. Thus, it is important to examine RTP 
technology from the current and future semiconductor manufacturing needs. In this paper, we 
have attempted to predict the future role of RTP in disruptive and non-disruptive 
semiconductor technologies. 

2.Global Picture of Semiconductor Manufacturing 
An examination of the growth of the semiconductor industry shows that the ability to 

reduce the feature size (leading to lower cost/per function) is largely responsible for the 
sustained growth in the last four decades. The market size in 1959 was less than $1 B and the 
current market size is about $200 B. In spite of several negative growth cycles, over the last 
40 years the semiconductor industry has maintained 17 % compound annual growth rate [4]. 
The overall semiconductor market consists of silicon ICs for low-power applications as well 



as for power-electronics, micro electro mechanical systems (MEMS), compound 
semiconductor ICs, optical devices and optoelectronics, flat panel display, solar cells as well 
as disruptive technologies. In principle RTP has potential to meet thermal processing and 
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) needs of all the above-mentioned technologies. However, 
our discussion in this paper is focused mainly on silicon ICs for low power applications and 
disruptive technologies. In a recent paper we have discussed the role of RTP for photovoltaic 
applications [5]. 

In recent years researchers are raising an open question about how far the feature size 
reduction trends of silicon based CMOS will continue [6-7]. Alternate device structures (e.g. 
single electron transistors (SETs)), alternate materials (e.g. carbon nanotubes, magnetic 
materials, biological materials), molecular electronics, optical switches, quantum computers 
etc. have been proposed as an answer to the question, "what after silicon CMOS? ". Careful 
examination of all the published results show that none of the proposed solutions can lead to 
manufacturing. The best results published to date involve the use of self-assembled 
monolayers of conjugated polymers in a vertical CMOS structure [8]. Due to small channel 
length ('1-2 nm), the drain current is higher than the smallest silicon based CMOS reported to 
date. However, due the unstable nature of the organic semiconductor, the drain was deposited 
at lOOK. Thus, from defects and reliability considerations [9], it is unlikely that the work 
reported in reference 8 can lead to manufacturing. The feature sizes of Si CMOS in 1980 and 
year 2000 were about 2 micron, and 0.2 micron respectively. It is expected that by the year 
2020, the feature of Si CMOS will be about 20 nm. 

3.Current Trends in Semiconductor Manufacturing 
During the last 40 years, due to increased wafer size, decreased line widths and larger 

capacities in wafer out per month have driven a decrease in capital cost per normalized unit 
(e.g. cost per transistor of an IC chip). However, the cost of semiconductor facilities is 
increasing exponentially with time. In recent years, the most difficult challenge for IC 
manufacturer is to meet the demands of time-to-market of a particular product. The current 
mega fabs are dominated by batch processing. In future, batch processing will play a reduced 
role in mega fabs. The agile manufacturing based on mini fabs will be driven by shorter 
products life and dominated by single wafer processing. In the context of current 
manufacturing trends the key features of agile manufacturing are [10]: (i) driven by quick turn 
around time and low-cost, (ii) small size fab supported by a virtual fab, (iii) multi-task and 
muti-functional tools, (iii) minimization and smoothing of raw process time 

Historically, the concept of agile manufacturing for microelectronics was introduced in 
1989 [11]. Funded partially by US Department of Defense, Texas Instruments completed 
microelectronics manufacturing science and technology (MMST) project in 1993. Using 
home built single wafer processing tools, TI demonstrated a cycle time of 3 days. The details 
of earlier work of TI and the limits of single wafer processing are discussed in a recent paper 
by Doering and Nishi [12]. 
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Single Wafer Processing shortens time-to-revenue and enables users to hit the accelerate 
cash inflow [14]. 

Currently the equipment manufacturers are divided on the issue of single wafer processing 
vs batch processing. Current vendors of thermal batch processing tools advocates that with 
innovation, the batch processing can meet the future needs of microelectronics manufacturing. 
Some of the innovative steps are: (i) small load size and high speed transfer, (ii) ultra fast 
heater and thermo plug combination valve, (iii) fast ramp down, soft back fill injector and 
small reactor volume, and (iv) rapid cooling units [13]. Although, the details of the 
approximations used in fab simulations are not known, it is claimed that after production 
wafer in progress reaches steady state levels, the batch processing actually provides shorter 
turn around time than single wafer processing [13]. As shown in Fig. 1 [14] the single wafer 
processing (SWP) vendors advocates that SWF shortens the time- to -revenue and enables 
users to hit the accelerate cash inflow. 

In addition to the early work of Texas Instruments, currently there are many chip 
manufacturers who are advocating SWP over batch processing. As an example, Koike [15] 
has recently demonstrated the cycle time reduction features of SWP. These results are 
summarized in Table I. Our own general observation about cost vs raw processing time is that 
currently single wafer processing cost is generally 2-4 times higher than the batch processing. 
On the other hand, SWP raw processing time is about 2-4 times less than batch processing. 
For manufacturing beyond 70 nm node, we expect the dominance of SWP. In the ultimate 
limit of IC manufacturing, the SWP will take over batch processing. 

4.Lessons from the History of RTP 
It is important to look at the history of RTP. The first paper dealing with the use of low-

thermal mass graphite heater for annealing GaAs ion-implanted wafers was reported in 1977 
[16]. In 1980, Nishiyama and co-workers [17] used halogen lamps as a continuous source of 
radiation to anneal boron-implanted Si for a very short time (6 sec). The use of incoherent 
lamps as the source of energy led to the field of rapid thermal processing. For the early history 
of RTP, one is refereed to Ref. [18]. In the 80s, the availability of R&D commercial tools by 
AG Associates was one prime reason that a number of researchers contributed in this field. 



Table I Cycle Time (arbitrary unit) Simulation of 300 nm Fab [ 15] 

Batch Process 

Single Wafer Process 

25 wfs/lot 

43 

25 

13 wfs/lot 

17 

3 wfs/lot 

10 

Most of the researchers attributed low-thermal mass leading to high heating cooling rates as 
the only difference between RTP and conventional furnace processing (CFP). As early as 
1985 [19], one of us pointed out the fundamental difference in the energy spectrum of 
resistive heater based CFP systems and incoherent lamp based RTP systems. We pointed out 
the reduction of cycle time and process activation energy as the two distinct advantages of 
RTP over CFP [20]. Temperature measurement, and temperature uniformity were identified as 
the major issues in the use of RTP in manufacturing. Although, termed as Cinderella 
Technology [21], RTP did not find any manufacturing application in 80s. Titanium silicidation 
appeared as the first use of RTP in manufacturing [22]. However, the introduction of better 
control systems in CFP, use of the mini-furnaces, and partial or no use of photo effects in RTP 
are the main reasons that RTP could not replace CFP as it was expected in earlier studies. 

S.Key Issues for the Development of Future RTP Systems 
The introduction of new interconnect materials (copper as well as low dielectric constant 

materials) has already allowed the continuous feature size reduction of silicon ICs. At the gate 
stack level, high-dielectric constant materials and new gate materials are absolute necessities 
for sub-50 nm node technologies. As shown in Fig. 2 [modified from Ref. 23], for cost-
effective manufacturing (minimization of process steps) reduction of processing temperature 
is a very important process integration issue. 

For the manufacturing of ultimate minimum feature size silicon ICs it is widely believed 
that alternate transistor structure (e.g. double gate CMOS) will be required. A comparison of 
single and double gate CMOS devices is given in Fig. 3 [24]. As shown in Fig. 4 [24], the use 
of current RTP tools does not provide minimum variance for double gate CMOS devices. 
Thus future RTP systems should provide reduced variance of the critical device design 
parameters. 

In a recent publication [9], we have addressed the most important issues for 
semiconductor manufacturing in the 21̂ ^ century For obtaining improved performance, 
reliability and yield of any semiconductor device, use of homogenous microstructure is a 
necessity. This can be achieved by optimizing the thermal cycle for obtaining minimum and 
uniform thermal stress. Fig. 5 depicts the essential features of our approach in obtaining 
homogenous microstructure materials. A complete details of the process outlined in Fig. 5 is 
given in Ref. [25] and other related publications [26-28]. 



6.NewRTP Markets 
From an equipment manufacturer's point of view (different chemistries provide a number 

of applications), all the current and future applications of RTP can be divided in two 
categories: (i) single wafer substrates, and (ii) multi-wafer or larger size substrates. The first 
category is the driver of current applications of RTP. The introduction of new materials in 
manufacturing is possible when RTP can provide significant advantages over other processing 
technologies. As an example, the introduction of high dielectric constant as the gate dielectric 
material can provide ultimate Si CMOS devices for manufacturing. As pointed out in Ref [2], 
the sub-threshold slope of current devices is 100 mV/decade. If the RTP based CVD systems 
can provide a value close to 60-70 mV/decade, a whole new CVD based market will open. 
This will require a change in the current practice. In addition to Si ICs, basically the same 
equipment (with change of chemistry and some other details) can open new markets for 
compound semiconductor processing. 
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Fig.2 CMOS process flow: (a) Standard process flow (b) Proposed [23]-process flow, using dummy 
gate. 



The second category involves areas such as solar cells, and display technologies. The 

tolerance for temperature variations is greater than what is required for applications discussed 

earlier. However, these applications require order of magnitudes higher throughputs. By 

significant reduction of activation energy and using lower-cost control systems (compared to 

single wafer based RTP) these applications are possible. 

T.Conclusions 

In this paper we have analyzed the current and future prospects of RTP for semiconductor 

manufacturing. Current trends are in the direction of single wafer processing based 

manufacturing and RTP will play a very important role. We have pointed out the essential 

features that need to be introduced in the design of future RTP systems. Specifically, reduction 

of processing temperature, reduction of variance of critical device parameters and obtaining 

homogenous microstructures are the key issues for designing future RTP systems. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig.3 Schematics of Single Gate (SG) and Double Gate (DG) devices: (a) an ultra thin body SOI 
single-gate device; (b) the same device with two gates; (c) an ideal double-gate device [24]. 
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1.Introduction 
Scaling theory requires shallow junctions [1-4]. Spike annealing, where the isothermal 

time period is zero or quite short, enables us to obtain these shallow junctions. Combined with 
low-energy ion implantation, this technology is hence frequently used in the high-speed 
MOSFET processes [5]. Temperature is always time dependent in these processes, and we 
need to acquire accurate parameters over a wide temperature range including the transient 
effects of the processes to analyze these processes. This kind of rigorous treatment has been 
performed in commercial process simulators [6-8]. However, many ambiguous models and 
their related parameters exist. Therefore, it is difficult to obtain a clear idea of how to 
optimize the spike annealing conditions. 

Many researchers have studied high concentration diffusion profiles using analytical 
approaches [9-16]. However, the diffusion coefficient depends on the doping concentration 
[17], and the diffusion equation thus becomes nonlinear and difficult to solve. Nakajima and 
Fair proposed models for the profiles [9-12]. These models are functions to express the 
profiles and are not based on the diffusion equation. Anderson solved the nonlinear equation 
in the case of a constant total dose condition [13, 14]. However, the common boundary 
condition for the high concentration diffusion is the constant surface concentration instead of 
the constant total dose in high dose conditions. We derived a diffusion model with the 
constant surface concentration based on the nonlinear diffusion equation [15, 16]. 

Here, we extend our model for high-concentration-diffusion profiles to accommodate 
spike annealed diffusion profiles and the corresponding junction depth, Xj, and show the 
optimum condition to obtain shallow the junctions with abrupt profiles. 

2.ExperimentaI 
We used Si(lOO) substrates, and ion implanted B at 0.5, 1, 3, 5 keV or As 1, 3, 5 keV and a 

dose of 1 X 10̂ ^ cm'̂ . The substrates were then subjected to rapid thermal annealing with the 
ramp-up rate of 60^C/sec and isothermal process time was 1 sec. The impurity profiles were 
evaluated using secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS). The junction depth Xj was defined 
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by the depth where impurity concentration is 10 cm' . 

3.Re$ults 
Figure 1 shows B SIMS diffusion profiles at the energies of 0.5, 1, and 3 keV for the 

maximum temperatures of 975, 1000, and 1025^C. At the energy of 0.5 keV, Xj decreased with 
decreases of the maximum temperature as was expected. However, Xj became insensitive to 
the maximum temperature with increases of the acceleration energy, and finally, it became 
invariant at 3 keV. This is because transient enhanced diffusion (TED) dominates Xj, and TED 
starts and finishes during the ramp-up time period before reaching 975°C [17]. The thermal 
equilibrium diffusion dominates Xj at low energy since TED is suppressed in the low-energy 
region [18-20]. Xj then becomes dependent on the annealing condition. On the other hand, Xj is 
less dependent on acceleration energy in the low energy range of less than 1 keV. Therefore, it 
is good to reduce energy to be free of TED and control Xj by temperature. 

Figure 2 shows As SIMS diffusion profiles at the energies of 1, 3, and 5 keV for the 
maximum temperatures of 975, 1000, 1025^C. Xj always decreased with decreases of the 
maximum temperature for all energy ranges as was expected. This is because As is insensitive 
to TED. 

Figure 3(a) summarizes the dependence of Xj associated with B diffusion profiles for the 
maximum annealing temperatures. Dashed lines correspond to the Xj of as-implanted profiles. 
In the low-energy region of less than 1 keV, Xj increases with increases of temperature, and 
the difference of Xj between 0.5 and 1 keV becomes at the increased maximum temperature. 
This is because the diffusion length is much deeper than the Xj of the as-implanted profiles. Xj 
is independent of temperature in the higher energy range of 3 to 5 keV. This is because TED 
dominates Xj, as mentioned before. 

Figure 3(b) summarizes the dependence of Xj of the As diffusion profiles on the maximum 
annealing temperature. Dashed lines correspond to Xj of as-implanted profiles. Xj increased 
with increases of temperature over the whole acceleration energy range as was expected. 
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4.Discussion 
We developed a model for high-concentration-impurity diffusion profiles [15] given by 

(1) 

where Ns is the maximum diffusion concentration, Y is the normalized depth, and y is the 
parameter which expresses the significance of the impurity diffusion coefficient on 
concentration and is 0.5 for B and 1 for As [16]. Y is expressed by 

Y-

(2) r^^^^"' 
where r|ya is a constant number and depends on y, however it is around 1.7 [15]. Equation 1 is 
valid for the isothermal process. In the spike annealing processes, it is unclear what are Dj and 
t in our model. It may be possible to include the time dependent Ns, Uj, and Dj in the model. 
However, we need to have accurate values for Ns, Uj, and Dj over a wide temperature range 
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and accurate time-temperature curves, which are very difficult to obtain. Therefore, we adopt 
an empirical approach with the aid of experimental data. 

The denominator of Y in Eq. 1 is related to the diffusion length, and we express the 
denominator as xo, therefore, Y is then expressed by 

Xp is the depth at the maximum concentration, and we use the projected range Rp of ion 
implantation for Xp. XQ empirically expresses the diffusion length that should be related to the 
ramp-up, ramp-down, and Tm. Inspecting Eqs. 2 and 3, xo is a function of Ns, ni, and Di, and 
they are all expressed by their corresponding activation energies. Therefore, we expect that xo 
is expressed by an activation energy, which is t be verified later. 
Xj can be estimated as N = 0 in Eq. 1. The corresponding Y, Yj, is given by 

Jl= Y = . , 
J / y + / y T 2 

and hence Xj is given by 

(4) 

(5) /F + /Y+2 

The definition of Xj is the difference between the analytical model and the experimental data. 
However, the profile based on the analytical model is abrupt near the junction, and hence the 
value is insensitive to the concentration. We extracted xo so that Eq. 1 fits the SIMS data in 
the high-concentration region shown in Fig. 4, and they are given by 
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XQ[B)=, 

[3.3+0.9E) X lO^exp 

6x lO^exp 
\j{eV) 

kBT 

l{eV) 
kBT 

nm for E<3 keV 

forE>3keV 

(6) 

XQ[ASJ= (4.2 +OAE)X lO êxp 
•05(gr) 

kBT 
(7) 

xo depends on temperature and energy, xo for As is smaller than that for B, which is plausible 

since the diffusion length of As is smaller than that of B. XQ weakly depends on the energy 

value. We do not know what is the physical meaning of the energy dependence. 

The analytical model agrees well with the experimental data for 0.5 keV for the B 

diffusion profiles. Our model reproduces the experimental data in the high-concentration 

region for the higher energy regions. However, it deviates from the experimental data in the 

low concentration region. The profiles suffer from TED and our model does not include TED. 

The analytical model agrees well with the experimental data in the high-concentration region 

of the As diffusion profiles. However, the experimental data deviate from the analytical model 

in the low-concentration region. The experimental data may suffer resolution limit of SIMS 

measurement. However, we do not know its significance, or if the tail profile in the low-

concentration region is real or not. 

Our model focuses on the profiles associated with normal diffusion and assumes that the 

initial junction depth is Xp, which is the peak position of as-implanted profiles, and it does not 

include TED. Therefore, the information associated with as-implanted profiles and TED 

should be obtained experimentally. 

We denote the junction depth associated with the as-implanted profile Xj(as-impl), that with 

TED Xj(TED) and that with the thermal equilibrium diffusion Xj(diff). TED starts and finishes 

within quite a short time, and the thermal equilibrium diffusion occurs dominantly in the high-

concentration region and Xj(as-impl) and Xj(TED) are invariant during the thermal equilibrium 

diffusion, as shown by the schematic in Fig. 5. Therefore, each junction depth can be treated 

independently and the final junction depth is the maximum value among the junction depths, 

expressed by 

xj = MajAxj{as impl), XJ[TEDI ^k^^ff] (8) 

Note that the abruptness of the diffusion profile is better than that of as-implanted or TED 

profiles. Therefore, we can regard the optimum profile as the normal diffusion profile that 

dominates Xj. Therefore, the diffusion condition should be selected so that thermal equilibrium 

diffusion dominates Xj, that is 

Ma^x{as impl\ X{TED\ x^diff"^ = x{diff] (9) 
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Figure 3(a) shows the analytical model for the dependence of Xj on maximum temperature 

for B diffusion profiles. We can draw lines that correspond to Xj associated with normal 

diffusion. We can estimate the optimum diffusion condition graphically as a cross point of the 

line and junction depth associated with the as-implanted profiles or TED profiles. For 0.5 keV, 

the optimum point was the cross point of the junction depth associated with the as-implanted 

profile and that with the normal diffusion profile. For 1 keV, we observed TED at 975°C, and 

the optimum point was the cross point of TED and the normal diffusion. For 3, and 5 keV, the 

optimum point clearly was the normal diffusion condition where the diffusion reached Xj 

associated with TED. 

Figure 3(b) shows the analytical model for the dependence of Xj on the maximum 

temperature for the As diffusion profiles. The optimum diffusion condition is the cross point 

of the line of Xj associated with the normal diffusion and that with as-implanted profiles, as 

TED does not affect the diffusion profiles significantly for As diffusion. 

Figure 6 summarizes the optimum junction depth. As the energy decreases, the junction depth 

decreases accordingly with lower maximum temperatures. For 0.5 keV B, a 20-nm junction 

depth can be expected at 945^C spike annealing, and 13 nm junction depth can be expected 

forAslkeVat945^C. 

S.Summary 

We showed systematic spike annealed diffusion data and showed that low-energy B ion 

implantation is effective to be free from transient enhanced diffusion. We extended our high-

concentration diffusion model to spike annealing profiles by introducing an effective diffusion 

length. Our model well expresses the diffusion data in the high-concentration region, but 

deviates from the data in the low-concentration region, where transient enhanced diffusion or 

the as-implanted profile dominates the junction depth. Optimum points are evaluated as the 

cross point of the junction associated with the normal diffusion junction and junctions 
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associated with the as-implanted profiles or the transient enhanced diffusion. We can realize 

20-nm junction depth with 0.5 keV and 945^C spike annealing for B, and 13 nm junction 

depth with 1 keV and 945^C spike annealing for As.Since our model is empirical, we should 

obtain similar data related to annealing equipment used, and corresponding the ramp-up 

period and ramp-down process. 
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1.Introduction 
Cost of ownership (COO) continues to determine that batch wafer systems dominate 

front-end-of-the-line (FEOL) DRAM processes such as low pressure chemical vapor 
deposition (LPCVD) of films, oxidation cycles, and wafer anneal cycles. As of today, process 
advantage for a single wafer technology can only be gained by an enabling process that is not 
available in a batch system. Therefore, to displace the batch system, single wafer technologies 
must show some unique process capability or significant process advantage. As DRAM 
devices shrink below the 0.15|im technology node, however, the process control of the 
transistor devices becomes more critical for optimal DRAM performance. Thus, one potential 
process advantage may be gained by a reduced thermal budget for single wafer tools in 
process areas still dominated by batch processing. In this paper, we review the current status 
of single wafer FEOL processes in DRAM production as well as possible paths for current 
batch processes to move toward single wafer tools. 

2.Current Rapid Thermal Processing (RTP) Anneal Technologies 
As shown in Table I, each RTP anneal technology has potential advantages and 

disadvantages for processing wafers. In choosing an RTP tool set for DRAM manufacturing, 
cost of ownership and tool footprint are two very important parameters to consider. As 
reviewed in previous work, DRAM devices to date have not needed the advanced temperature 
control and temperature uniformity that logic devices need due to the high thermal processing 
associated with construction of the DRAM cell capacitor (for non-trench cells) [1]. As 
projected, however, the need for high-temperature uniformity is close at hand due to 
decreasing gate lengths in DRAM technology. 
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Table I. Brief review of the current commercially available RTF technologies for BPSG reflow and 
spike anneal. 

Technology (heating/temperature 
control) 

Advantages Possible issues 

Axi-symmetric lamps/ reflecting plate 

Double-sided lamps/ripple pyrometer 

Furnace core/augmented pyrometer 

Isothermal heater(s) front and/or back 

Ease of rotation 
No interference between 
temperature control and 
wafer 
MIMO temperature control 
Known technologies 
Reduced complexity 
Reduced pattern effect 
Very simple 
Low power 
Little pattern effect 
Very simple 
Low power 
No pattern effect 

Coating of reflecting plate 
More susceptible to pattern effect 
Power requirements 
Lamp/quartz interactions 

Coating of quartz ware/temperature 
control 
No MIMO 
No MIMO 
Uniformity changes very difficult 

Emissivity issues on ramp 
Uniformity cannot be changed 

Most of the temperature control systems in RTF systems as of today can safely claim <4°C 

total temperature variation wafer-to-wafer as a result of wafer emissivity change. As shown in 

Fig. 1, this particular technology has a 4°C variation due to backside emissivity changes and 

an approximate 3°C offset with variation of front side films. However, even the most 

advanced temperature control systems can have issues resulting from chamber conditioning. 

As shown in Fig. 2, even with a relatively simple process such as oxide growth, the most 

advanced RTF technologies may suffer from mundane issues such as first wafer effect. 

Another area of continuing emphasis should be in the area of tool-to-tool matching. Although 

temperature control on individual tools is excellent, process variation tool-to-tool may be 

more than the individual chamber variation specifications, depending on the calibration-

matching technique for the given RTF technology. 
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3.BPSG Reflow 

RTP technology has now been in production for doped-glass reflow for over ten years. 

The need for high-temperature reflow of doped oxide is due to the very tight wordHne-to-

wordUne pitch in a DRAM device relative to that of a logic device. Inadequate reflow can 

result in shorts between the wordlines or digit contacts. Due to the high temperatures needed 

to reflow the doped glass, a batch system would densify the BPSG before the reflow could be 

achieved. As shown in previous publications, this RTP anneal is typically the first major heat 

step post-transistor implants and thus can account for up to 30% of the final transistor 

variation [1]. The temperature uniformity of this anneal has not been a critical issue in the past. 

As mentioned, however, as DRAM technologies continue to shrink, the temperature 

uniformity of the doped glass reflow will become more critical. 

4.Gate Dielectrics 

One of the potential future applications for single wafer processing for DRAMs would be 

gate-oxidation. It is known that oxides grown with steam (and usually some post-treatment or 

anneal) perform better in reliability testing than do dry oxides. As shown in Fig. 3, the charge-

to-breakdown (Qbd) of these wet oxides is greatly improved over dry (O2 oxides) when 

subjected to DRAM processing. 
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Fig.4 Cumulative probability of breakdown 
for gate oxides from a DRAM 
process flow. Decreasing the 
temperature (T3>T2>T1) at which 
these oxides were grown is shown to 
increase the defect density for the 
early defect failures of the oxides. 
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However, it is also true that higher temperatures of growth also may provide an advantage 
to gate oxides. As shown in Fig. 4, decreasing oxide growth temperature increases the defect 
tail of the intrinsic defect strength of the oxide subjected to a ramped voltage stress. Thus, 
DRAM gate oxide performance drives the gate oxide growth regions to higher temperatures 
with steam. Obviously, as DRAM technology continues to scale down, the decreasing gate 
oxide thickness may eventually make a higher temperature, single wafer steam process 
preferable to that of a lower temperature batch system. The shorter processing time also 
increases the throughput and therefore lowers the COO. 

An ideal single wafer system for DRAM gate oxides should have at least the following 
characteristics: 
• Quartz-lined chamber for steam processing as well as possible use of chlorine source for 

metals gettering. 
• A small volume for rapid ambient changes such that a substantial portion of the growth is in 

the ideal regime. 
• Load lock and ambient control for staging with pre-gate oxide growth cleans. 
• Multi-chambers (>2) on a small platform for improved throughput and foot print (COO). 

Another process necessity that may drive DRAMs to single wafer gate oxides is the need 
for surface P-channel devices. For boron penetration, conventional anneals in nitric or nitrous 
have been shown to be effective in stopping boron. However, relative to a logic process, the 
higher thermal budget of a DRAM requires a higher amount of nitrogen at the oxide-silicon 
interface. This high amount of nitrogen will lead to device transconductance loss and 
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Fig.6 Measurement of corona ion leakage through the gate oxide, virgin (diamonds), post 1-hour 
UV stress (square), and post-atmospheric anneal at 250°C (triangle). 
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Fig.7 Electron spin resonace spectra from a gate oxide with nitric oxide anneal on silicon as grown 
(blue) and post-UV light stress (red). The E' (oxygen vacancies are reduced relative to the 
standard gate oxide. 

reliability issues as shown in the literature [2-5]. As shown in Fig. 5, a 40A oxide grown by 

conventional means shows the typical interface states (Pb centers) and oxide vacancies (E' 

centers) as analyzed by electron spin resonance [6-8]. These oxides were then subjected to a 

UV-light stress (carrier injection). The relative number of interface states, as well as the 

relative number of oxygen vacancies in the film, is shown to increase post-UV stress. This 
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increase in oxide defects is reflected in the increase in Corona leakage through the films as 
shown in Fig. 6. As shown, however, the leakage degradation can be recovered through an 
atmospheric anneal at 250°C. 

For nitric annealed wafers, though, the relative number of E' and Pb centers are lower 
prior to stress and do not increase as much as the standard oxide post-UV stress, as shown in 
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. This is consistent with previous published estimations of interface 
traps/states [9]. However, in the case of the nitric annealed wafers, the atmospheric anneal 
does not recover fully the leakage current. Thus, some unpassivated leakage paths exist post-
stressing in these films. This may ultimately lead to reliability issues with the DRAM process 
flow. This issue compounds the issue of transconductance loss for DRAM applications. 

As one potential alternative process, composite gate dielectrics of oxide and higher K 
material may be potential candidates for DRAM devices. Although composite nitride-oxide 
gates may be precluded from logic applications due to the high effective oxide thickness 
(EOT), these may be useful for the relatively thick DRAM gate dielectrics [10-11]. Many 
parameters have made single wafer processing the choice for these composite gates. The most 
prevalent are the choice of nitride growth precursor for high nucleation on oxide and the need 
for pre- and/or post-nitride treatments for reduced dielectric charges in the final composite 
film. 

S.Advanced Oxidation 
For standard wordlines with tungsten silicide gates, it is known that oxidation of the poly 

Fig.8 Measurement of corona ion leakage through the gate oxide with nitric oxide anneal, virgin 
(diamonds), post-1 hour UVstress (square) and post-atmospheric anneal at 250°C (triangle). 
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gate sidewall and gate oxide edge post-patterning with dry etch is needed for improved 
reUability of the device. As these device widths shrink, the amount of oxidation under the gate 
becomes critical. The process demands a minimal amount of oxidation under the gate while 
still oxidizing the sidewall of the poly silicon wordline. To achieve this goal, many logic 
companies have turned to single wafer systems [12]. These systems allow for higher oxidation 
temperatures with a minimal thermal budget. The higher oxidation temperatures therefore 
allow for higher poly oxidation rates (reaction rates) relative to the oxide thickening (diffusion 
limited). DRAM devices may ultimately find such advantages with single wafer solutions. 

Device speed improvements may ultimately push DRAM devices to move to advanced 
gate stacks such as TiSix, CoSix, or tungsten. Equipment manufacturers are already exploring 
selective oxidation of silicon (relative to tungsten) to use in the oxidation of the wordline and 
gate oxide [12]. As shown in Fig. 9, selective oxidation may be a very successful single wafer 
application. The need for strict ambient control in isolating wafers from free oxygen as well 
as reportedly nitrogen would favor the use of a smaller, single wafer chamber over the large 
volume batch systems. 

The advantage of high temperature oxidation in a single wafer tool may ultimately be 
needed for STI oxidation liners. The potential for a more uniform oxidation of the trench 
sidewall relative to the comer rounding of the trench may ultimately show a large process 
advantage for future DRAM generations. 

6.Ultra-Shallow Junctions 
To date, the DRAM thermal processing budget post-critical transistor implants (for 

DRAMs with non-trench cells) is still too high to benefit from a spike anneal of the boron 
implant [13-16]. To demonstrate this, BF2 was implanted into silicon through a thin oxide 
surface and processed as follows: one wafer was spike annealed, one wafer was run through a 
simulated DRAM process flow, and one wafer was spike annealed immediately post-implant 
and then run concurrently through the DRAM process flow. As shown in Fig. 10, the SIMs 

Fig.9 Comparison of SEM cross section after RTP oxidation in (a) a non-selective regime (950°C 
30% steam) and (b) selective regime (950°C 1% steam) for test structure. 
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Fig. 11 SRP profile of boron from a BF2 
implant into silicon, spike anneal 
only (red), DRAM processing 
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profile of the boron in the wafer showed little if any difference between the DRAM process 

and the spike anneal + DRAM process. The SRP profiles of Fig. 11 also show that the active 

carrier concentration profiles are very similar. Previous work has shown that the P-channel 

subthreshold voltage of a DRAM device is a good measure of thermal budget. Transistor 

devices show that the subthreshold voltage for two different spike anneals immediately post-

transistor implants do not improve the DRAM device performance (Fig. 12). The devices are 

actually made more aggressive by the additional thermal budget as shown by the increase 

(more positive) subthreshold voltages. 
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Fig. 12 Sub-threshold voltage of DRAM device 
with a spike anneal of critical implant 
prior to DRAM processing relative to 
standard DRAM processing only. 
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7.RTP Activation Anneals 
A rapid thermal anneal can be used as a possible activation for the doped polysilicon or 

active areas in a DRAM device. As shown in Fig. 13, placement of the RTP activation anneal 
can be critical for the DRAM transistors. For the same thermal budget, the RTP can have 
drastically different effects on the transistor leakage characteristics (important for DRAM 
refresh) as measured by the change in the subthreshold voltage. 

One potential application of spike anneals would be to activate dopants with reduced 
overall thermal budget. As shown in Fig. 14, doped poly is activated with a spike anneal with 
the resulting Rs measured relative to a more conventional RTP anneal. Again, the placement 
of the RTP relative to the other thermal processing is important. In Fig. 15, the resulting 
crystal structure from the initial crystallization anneal affects the final Rs in addition to the 
final activation anneal. In Fig. 16, however, it is shown that increased cell plate activation due 
to RTP activation reduces the poly cell plate depletion while improving the capacitance. These 
gains in speed and capacitance are not limitless [17]. As explored previously, increased 
thermal budget can increase the number of DRAM manufacturing defects even as overall 
speed of the devices increases as shown in Fig. 17. 

8.LPCVD Processes 
In general, the advantage of an LPCVD single wafer technology over the batch process is 

not clearly established for FEOL DRAM production. The COO of most single wafer 
processes, such as polysilicon, nitride, LPCVD oxide, and so on, are very large relative to a 
batch process. The cost of ownership is not only the cost of single wafer tools and the number 
of tools needed relative to batch technologies, but it is also the cost of down time; the need for 
cleans, chamber pre-treatments, and equipment maintenance; and consumable costs. 
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3.00 

Established single wafer technologies for FEOL are ones that have deposition chemistries that 
are not conducive to batch processing, such as silicide deposition for the wordline. However, 
other processes such as selective rough polysilicon and ultra-thin cell dielectrics that may 
benefit from stringent ambient control may ultimately benefit from single wafer processing. 

For LPCVD batch processes, reducing the deposition parameters of temperature and time 
is only now becoming important for DRAM production. While much less critical to the 
overall DRAM thermal budget than oxidation and RTP reflow processes, single wafer tools 
may at some future point provide some advantage for DRAMs. As shown in Fig. 18, the 
thermal budget saved by a fast ramp LPCVD process over a standard furnace already 
noticeably affects advanced DRAM devices. 

The focus for single wafer tools for these established LPCVD batch processes should, 
however, be on advanced chemistries that fundamentally alter the property of the material. 
For example, to benefit DRAMs that rely on a hard mask pattern for dry etch control, 
advanced chemistries for silicon nitride or alternative materials should be explored on single 
wafer to provide more margin for dry etch chemistries. 

9.Summary 
Advanced DRAM processing will migrate toward single wafer processing only when 

process requires the advantages of single wafer technologies. Ultimately, processes such as 
the oxidations of the wordline poly or active area for gate dielectric formation may become 
single wafer processes due to the need for ambient control in future DRAM devices. Other 
processes that are post-critical DRAM transistor implants will benefit eventually from the 
lower thermal budget of the single wafer processing relative to batch systems. Most processes 
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to date, however, will need to show some distinct process advantage for a single wafer 

technology to overcome the large COO associated with a single wafer technology relative to a 

batch system. 
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1.Introduction 
In recent years, there are increasing demands for future ULSI devices such as decreased 

size of ULSI circuits and wide variety of functions on a device chip. It is necessary to develop 
ultra thin film growth technologies which offer several critical- requirements; high 
controllability of the film thickness, high controllability of the grain orientation, low 
contaminants in the films, good step-coverage, uniformity of the film thickness, and 
flexibility of the selection of materials used for sorts and impurities. Ultra-high vacuum rapid 
thermal chemical vapor deposition (UHV-RTCVD) is expected to be one of powerful methods 
which meet these requirements and has several advantages. First, the ultra-high vacuum 
system provides low partial pressure of H2O and O2 during growth, which avoids hydrolysis 
of reactive source gases and suppresses unintentional oxidation of deposited films and 
substrates. Second, the rapid thermal process (RTP) [1-2] with rapid heating and quenching 
provides accurate control of reaction source gases so that the incorporation of contaminants 
due to by-product of the reaction are greatly suppressed. Therefore it is possible to deposit 
thin films with excellent quality by the UHV-RTCVD. 

In this work, we have developed an UHV-RTCVD system and grown TiN films using the 
system. CVD-TiN films grown using TiCU and NH3 as source materials are attractive 
candidates used for the multilevel metallization in the ULSI devices. Especially, the TiN film 
as a diffusion barrier metal for metallized Cu has been required to be thin enough and have 
low resistivity, low contaminants in the films, and good step-coverage. We have applied the 
UHV-RTCVD method to the TiN film growth and investigated structural and electrical 
properties. 
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2.£xperimental 
UHV-RTCVD system 

Figures 1 shows a schematic illustration of an UHV-RTCVD system which we developed. 
It can be equipped with three growth chambers, each of which is bakeble to attain ultra-high 
vacuum as shown in Fig. 1(a). Each growth chamber is connected through transfer chamber 
and wafers are transferred from a load-lock chamber into the growth chambers by a robot arm. 
The growth chambers can be evacuated with alternative pumping systems; two turbo 
molecular pumps with a rotary pump or turbo booster pump with a dry pump. 

Figure 1(b) shows a detailed structure of the TiN growth chamber which is mainly made 
with quartz and placed between infrared halogen lamp heaters for rapid heating. Five circle 
heaters with 900-4000W can be controlled separately for ensuring temperature uniformity of 
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Metal 0-ring 
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the UHV-RTCVD system. 
(a) Schematic of the UHV-RTCVD system including load-lock chamber, transfer chamber, and growth 

chambers. 
(b) Schematic of TiN growth chamber. 
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Figure 1(b) shows a detailed structure of the TiN growth chamber which is mainly made 
with quartz and placed between infrared halogen lamp heaters for rapid heating. Five circle 
heaters with 900^000W can be controlled separately for ensuring temperature uniformity of 
the substrate surface. The substrate table can be rotated to provide the uniformity of film's 
characteristics in a 4-inch wafer scale. The substrate temperature is measured by a pyrometer 
sensitive to long wavelength infrared radiation in order to permit the measurement of 
temperature ranging from 400°C to llOO^C. The pyrometer is set up to view the substrate 
surface through the quartz chamber. During film growth, the growth chamber is evacuated by 
a turbo booster pump and a dry pump. This realizes an oil-free environment and thus prevents 
unintentional carbon contamination in the growth chamber. TiCU and NH3 as source gases to 
form TiN films are introduced into the growth chamber through separate lines and gas 
injectors so that reaction takes place near the hot substrate surface. The TiCU gas injector is 
made with quartz which is transparent for the infrared radiation in order to prevent thermal 
decomposition of TiCU by inside the gas injector. 

TiN film growth 
Si02 layers with a thickness of 80 nm formed by thermal oxidation on Si (100) wafers 

were used as substrates. The base pressure was less than 1x10"̂  Torr before deposition. The 
deposition was performed at substrate temperatures ranging from 450°C to 650°C with a TiCU 
gas flow of 3 seem and a NH3 gas flow of 20 seem with a N2 carrier gas. The total pressure 
during the deposition was 10 mTorr and the partial pressures of TiCU and NH3 were, 
respectively, 0.73 mTorr and 4.9 mTorr which were calculated by the method of Buiting [3]. 

The thickness of the deposited films was measured by a stylus surface profiler. The 
crystalline structure of the TiN films was analyzed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and 
transmission electron microscope (TEM). The surface morphology was observed by atomic 
force microscope (AFM). A four points probe method was used for the measurement of the 
resistivity. The contaminant in the film was measured by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). 

3.Results and Discussion 
Figure 2 shows deposition time dependence of the thickness of TiN films deposited at 

various substrate temperatures. The growth rates were determined from the gradient of each 
plot, which were 3.6 nm/min, 8.8 nm/min, and 8.5 nm/min for the temperatures of 450°C, 
550°C, and 650°C, respectively. The growth rate increases with the increase in the substrate 
temperature and appears to be constant at the temperatures over 550°C, suggesting that the 
growth is limited by the gas flow rates of TiCU and NH3. These values of the growth rates are 
lower than those in low pressure CVD (LPCVD) reported previously [3-6], which comes from 
the lower partial pressure in our RTCVD compared with that of the LPCVD, typically about 
100 mTorr. 

Figure 3 shows low incident angle XRD profiles taken from the films grown at 450°C and 
SSO'̂ C for various deposition times. The peaks related with TiN (111), (200) and (220) were 
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clearly observed in all profiles of 550T samples, which indicates that polycrystalline phases 
with a NaCl type structure are formed. On the other hand, in the case of 450°C, peaks related 
to TiN are hardly observed not only for the 4-min-deposited film but also for the 5-min-
deposited film whose thickness is nearly equal to that of the sample grown at 550°C for 4 min. 
This result suggests that a growth temperature above 550°C, at least, is required to obtain 
crystalline TiN films. 

Figure 4(a) shows a transmission electron diffraction pattern taken from a TiN film 
deposited at 550T for 5 min. Diffraction spots corresponding to TiN (111), (200), (220), 
(311), (222), (400), (331), (420), and (422) with a NaCl type structure are observed and this is 
consistent with the XRD resuhs shown in Fig. 3. A bright-field plan-view TEM image of the 
same sample is shown in Fig. 4(b). Textures consisting of polycrystalline TiN grains are 
clearly observed. An average grain size was measured to be about 12 nm in diameter. 
Compared to the value (9.4 nm) for the 3-min deposited sample measured from its TEM 
image (not shown), the increase in the grain size in plan-view is smaller than that in the film 
thickness. This suggests that the film TiN has columnar grain structures. Figure 4(c) is a 
bright-field cross-sectional TEM image for the same sample as that shown in Fig. 4(b). 
Polycrystalline TiN films and grain boundaries are clearly observed and the TiN layer was 
confirmed to have columnar grain structures. 

AFM images of TiN films deposited at 550°C for 5 min are shown in Fig. 5(a). An average 
diameter of the observed dots was measured to be about 20 nm and this value does not agree 
with that obtained by the plan-view TEM image show in Fig. 4(b). This results suggests that 
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Fig.4 TEM observations for the same sample deposited at 550°C for 5 min. 
(a) Transmission electron diffraction pattern. 
(b) Bright-field plan-view TEM image. 
(c) High resolution cross-sectional TEM image. 
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the AFM image did not reveal individual grains but reflect the surface morphology of 
coalesced grains. Figure 5(b) shows root mean squares (RMS) values of film surface 
roughtnesses estimated from the AFM observations for samples deposited at 450°C, 550°C, 
and 650°C. The RMS values of about 1 nm were obtained for 550T- and 650°C- deposited 
samples and this value does not change very much with increasing the deposition time. 
Compared to these, the surface of the sample deposited at 450''C for 5 min was much rougher 
and the RMS value of 3.5 nm was obtained. 

Figure 6 shows the resistivity of TiN films deposited at 550°C as a function of the film 
thickness. The resistivity decreases with the increase in the film thickness and approaches to 
the values of TiN films grown by the other TiCU-based CVD [3-6, 8-10]. The observed higher 
resistivity for thinner films should be caused by the oxidation of the film when it is exposed to 
the atmosphere after the growth. It has been reported that TiN film surfaces are oxidize and 
the TiN-oxide thickness amounts to 6 nm [6,7]. Therefore, the surface of our TiN films might 
be oxidized and thus the film resistivity increases when decreasing the film thickness. 

Figure 7 shows AES spectra of the sample deposited at 550°C for 5 min, which were 
obtained after in situ Ar"̂  sputtering. In all spectra, TILMM+NKLL, TILMM, OKLL peaks are 
observed. OKLL peak intensity in the as-deposited sample is larger than in the samples after 
sputtering for 2000 s and 4000 s, which indicates the surface oxidation of TiN films due to 
exposure to the atmosphere. It is found that the intensities of SILMM peak appeared at 77 eV 
and the OKLL peak increase after 6000 s and kinetic energy of the OKLL peak shifts to a lower 
energy side by about 7.5 eV. This means that the sputtering time longer than 6000s is enough 
to expose the surface of the substrate Si02 layer. Nevertheless, the CILMM peak is hardly 
observed at every stage of the sputtering of the TiN films. On the other hand, we confirmed 
that CILMM peaks appeared in the TiN films deposited at 450°C (not shown). Therefore, the 
residual chlorine concentration in the film critically depends on the deposition temperature 
and is less than the AES detection limit in the 550°C-deposited films. 

4.Suminary 
We have developed an UHV-RTCVD system and examined the characteristics of TiN 

films formed with this system using TiCU and NH3 as source gases. It was found that TiN 
films had a polycrystalline texture which consisted of nano-meter scale grains having 
columnar structures. Smooth surface morphology, with an about 1 nm RMS value, was 
obtained for deposition temperatures about 550°C. The resistivity of the films was higher for 
thinner films but was comparable to the ordinary values reported previously when the 
thickness amounted to about 20 nm. The residual chlorine concentration in the film depends 
on the deposition temperature and the low chlorine concentration was obtained for 550°C-
deposited films, which was less than the detection limit of the AES measurement. 
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Fig.7 AES survery spectra of the TiN film deposited at 550°C for 5 min. The times on the right-hand 
side of the figure in dicate the sputtering time with Ar̂  
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1.Introduction 
Thin film transistor (TFT) technologies have enabled the realization of active matrix 

liquid crystal flat panel displays, which have contributed to the widespread use of laptop 
computers. Currently, emphasis is being placed in the replacement of the cathode ray tube 
(CRT) displays with flat panel displays in desktop computer systems. Future applications 
of thin film transistors will include "systems on the panel" in which TFTs, in addition to their 
use in the system display, could also be utilized in the fabrication of the system processing 
circuits and memory modules. The realization of such highly integrated systems will require 
the performance of the thin film transistors to approach that of silicon single crystal CMOS 
devices. In addition to the TFT high performance requirement, the fabrication of these 
devices needs to take place at low thermal budgets in order to be compatible with low cost 
glass substrates. The polycrystalline silicon (polysilicon) TFT technology is being currently 
actively pursued for such "system on panel" applications [1]. A critical feature of the 
polysilicon TFT technology is the use of Rapid Thermal Processing in order to achieve both 
the high performance and the low thermal budget requirements. The fabrication of polysilicon 
TFTs requires three different high temperature process steps, which in order of 
implementation, are: a) dehydrogenation of amorphous silicon, b) crystallization of 
amorphous silicon and c) activation of ion-implanted dopants. This paper focuses on the 
crystallization of amorphous silicon for the formation of the polysilicon TFT active layer and 
presents recent advances on the Excimer Laser Annealing (ELA) and xenon-lamp based RTP. 

2.Amorphous Silicon Crystallization Processes. 
Excimer Laser Crystallization 

Excimer laser crystallization relies on the strong absorption of UV light by Si and the 
corresponding coupling of photon energy to the Si network. This results in the very rapid 
heating of the Si material at or above its melting point. Since the annealing process involves 
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melting and recrystallization, significantly improved microstructure can be obtained vis-a-vis 
solid-phase crystallization methods. The final microstructure is very sensitive to the 
conditions of the irradiation. In fact, the sensitivity and instability of this process has long 
inhibited the wide application of excimer laser annealing as a mass-production worthy 
crystallization method. Research in this area dates back to 10+ years and has led to a much 
better understanding of, and associated advances on, this process. 

The excimer laser of choice for Si crystallization is XeCl (308nm). At this wavelength a-
Si absorbs very strongly (a~10^cm'^), whereas the cost and lifetime of the associated optics 
are suitable for mass-production operations. Typical excimer lasers operate in a pulse mode, at 
frequencies around 300Hz. The laser pulse is typically very short, with duration in the range 
of 20-30nsec. On the laser equipment side one significant issue has been the pulse-to-pulse 
stability. This issue emanates from the need to operate in a highly unstable regime, during 
crystallization, to obtain the best poly-Si microstructure [2]. Hence, even small variations in 
the laser fluence that reaches the sample at each pulse can result in significant differences in 
the film's microstructure (figure 1). As a result, a compromise between material quality and 
process stability seems necessary to overcome this problem. 

Over the past few years, laser equipment makers have made significant efforts to improve 
the process stability by gradually improving the pulse-to-pulse stability of their excimer lasers. 
Surprisingly enough, early excimer lasers, based on corona-discharge method, demonstrated 
good stability characteristics which, however, were compromised, by moving into other pre-
ionization techniques, to benefit power output. The one exception to this case was the high-
energy (15J) laser commercialized by SOPRA (France) that offers a 3% peak-to-peak stability, 
due to a stable X-ray pre-ionization method [3]. Over the past 2 years, the market leader in 
TFT excimer lasers (Lambda Physik) has also introduced mass production models with 3a 
peak-to-peak variation of better than 9% (and reportedly better than 6%) [4], [5]. 

These improvements in the laser equipment characteristics are certainly beneficial as far 
as the process window but, nonetheless, cannot by themselves overcome the sensitivity of 
laser crystallization to process variations and, furthermore, guarantee the development of 

280 300 320 340 360 

Laser Energy Density (mJ/cm') 

Figure.] TFT Mobility vs. Laser Fluence for standard laser annealing process 
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Figure.2 Classification of advanced laser annealing techniques. 

poly-Si microstructures with crystal quality compatible with future generations of product 
(display) requirements. To that end, a whole new class of laser-based crystallization schemes 
has been developed with various degrees of success as far as flexibility and potential for 
commercialization [6-8]. Figure 2 shows a "family tree" of such techniques and a suggested 
classification scheme. There are at least two common denominators among such schemes: (1) 
Schemes that use laser aimealing in conjunction with another crystallization technique (2) 
Schemes that invoke controlled lateral growth using laser annealing. Some of the techniques 
shown in figure 2 are briefly described here. Combination of Solid Phase Crystallization 
(SPC) with excimer laser annealing has been shown to yield improved material quality with a 
slightly improved process window [9]. A variant of SPC technique, so-called Metal-Induced 
Lateral Crystallization (MILC) has been quite effective in improving the microstructure of 
solid-phase crystallized films [10]. When this technique is combined with ELA an even 
greater improvement of the properties of the resulting poly-Si microstructure has been 
observed [11]. It should be noted that the initial, SPC crystallization step can be carried either 
by furnace annealing or rapid thermal aimealing (RTA). Thus, the possibility of combining 
RTA and ELA processes to obtain high quality poly-Si precursor is possible. This presents an 
excellent opportunity for RTA process to make its way to the poly-Si TFT fabrication flow. 

A different set of techniques rely on the concept of controlled lateral growth (CLG) that 
has been coined by Im's group at Columbia University [8], [12]. Looking at the TFT-mobility-
vs.-laser-fluence curve of figure 1 it is clear that the material characteristics are optimized 
within a very narrow fluence range, below and above of which the material shows rather poor 
performance. Flence, the idea of controlled lateral growth is to use this optimal fluence range 
in a manner that is consistent with uniform and reproducible material characteristics. Unlike 
the traditional approach to laser annealing that tries to avoid at all costs complete melting of 
the film, the family of CLG schemes aims at complete melting of the film, however, within a 
very narrow (and controlled) region. The width of such region is typically in the order of a 
few microns (i.e. 2-5|am). Hence, the incident laser beam (typically having a widthof many 
100s of microns) has to somehow be transformed to such fine "beamlets". The transformation 
process (or "shaping") can be achieved by a variety of masking methods, (i.e. [12]). Other 
approaches to achieve CLG include pre-patterning of the active layer [13] and/or 
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Figure.3 Poly-Si microstructure after multiple translations of the initial seed under the laser beamlet 
(inset: original seed, i.e. poly-Si microstructure after the first laser irradiation). 

a variety of concepts, which aim to alter the heat diffusion patterns during and after the 
irradiation process [14], [15]. Manipulation of the incident beam through masking (primarily 
by projection) presents the most flexible and efficient approach to CLG. Such schemes are 
based on a simple principle, very similar to ZMR: first, a localized seed of laterally grown 
poly-Si material is generated and then the seed is "dragged" laterally by precise and highly 
controllable positioning of the substrate under the shaped, laser beamlet. Figure 3 shows an 
example of the resulting poly-Si microstructure based on this technique (coined Sequential 
Lateral Solidification, or SLS [16]). The inset in the figure shows the microstructure of the 
original seed (i.e. after the first irradiation). The direction of motion of the substrate under the 
shaped beamlet is indicated by the arrow. As long as the substrate moves with a pitch less or 
equal to the length "p" the resulting microstructure resembles that of figure 3. 

Application of standard laser annealing crystallization process results in a poly-Si 
microstructure that resembles that shown in figure 4(a). It consists of relatively small grains 
(0.1-0.3|im), having approximately an equiaxial cross-section, with random orientations. 
Efforts to enlarge the grain size, in order to improve the film's electrical properties, have been 
based on lengthening the melt duration (i.e. the average time the Si film stays in the molten 
state during crystallization). Figure 4(b) shows this relationship. 

^ngt Meh Duration (a.u.) 

(a) Typical microstructure of standard laser-crystallized poly-Si film, (b) Correlation of 
average grain size and melt duration, (c) and (d) Microstructure of laser crystallized poly-Si 
films by advanced process. 
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Table 1 :TFT performance characteristics versus type of laser annealing process 
(poly-Si film thickness ~1 OOOA) 

Process 

Std.ELA 

Adv. ELA 

Adv. ELA 

Style 

Projection 

Projection 

Type 

Directional 

(p<w) 

Periodical 

TFT Mobility (cmWs) 

Channel // 

150 

370 

340 

360 

240 

220 

Channel _L 

150 

150 

140 

160 

80 

90 

Uniformity 

30% 

10% 

7.5% 

5% 

3% 

References 

[17] 

[18] 

LiZ] 

Despite of the successes in enlarging the grain size of standard-processed ELA poly-Si 
films, the variance in the grain size and the randomness of the location of grain boundaries 
render these efforts unsuccessful in simultaneously producing very high quality material with 
excellent uniformity across the crystallized area. In contrast, advanced laser-annealing 
schemes, based on CLG, have shown significant promise in achieving such breakthroughs. 
Figures 4(c) and (d) show the microstructure of poly-Si films obtained by SLS-type laser 
process with a beam pitch ("p") of p>w -fig. 4c - and p<w -fig. 4d (for definitions of p and w, 
see figure 3). It is clear that implementation of such advanced schemes allows the precise 
manipulation of the resulting poly-Si microstructure, which enables the realization of different 
material qualities, when and where desired. The application of advanced, laser-based 
crystallization processes in TFT fabrication makes possible the improvement of both 
performance and uniformity of poly-Si TFTs, to levels not possible before (see table 1). One 
disadvantage that is currently noted, for these crystallization schemes, is the existence of 
performance directionality. In other words, TFT characteristics demonstrate a strong 
dependence on the degree of misorientation between the direction of carrier conduction in the 
active layer and the direction of lateral growth in the film. 

6CX) 650 700 750 800 

Crystallization Temperature 

Figure.5 Correlation between crystallization temperature and grain size of RTA crystallized 
amorphous silicon deposited by PECVD under various deposition conditions 
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Rapid Thermal Crystallization 
An alternative, to the melting and solidification processes that occur during the excimer 

laser annealing, is the all solid phase crystallization of amorphous silicon. This approach has 
certain cost advantages over laser annealing and, moreover, lacks the complexities that are 
associated with the highly non-linear effects in laser crystallization. This process has been 
studied extensively for furnace crystallized films [19-21]. However, furnace anneal is not 
suitable for the low cost manufacture of flat panel display on large area glass substrates. 
Recently, a Rapid Thermal Processing (RTP) system, suitable for large area glass substrates, 
has been developed by Intevac Corporation [22]. This new RTP approach utilizes two linear 
arc xenon lamps to rapidly heat and crystallize the silicon film as it is moved underneath the 
two lamps. RTP promises higher throughput, lower cost and better material uniformity. 

The crystallization of amorphous silicon by such RTA process has been recently studied 
through the use of statistically designed experiments [23]. Figure 5 shows the relationship 
between the crystallization temperature of the RTA process and the resulting grain size of the 
crystallized silicon films. All the data shown in Figure 5 are for PECVD deposited amorphous 
silicon films. The films were deposited under various conditions and this is the reason for the 
scatter in the data; though there is a trend that indicates that films crystallized at a higher 
temperature have larger grain size. This is the result of the difference in the nucleation rate 
(the rate with which new crystallites are formed in the film during the RTA annealing process) 
of the films deposited under different conditions. In general conditions that favor low 
nucleation rate during annealing result in larger grain size but are more difficult to crystallize 
thus requiring higher RTA temperatures. Films deposited by PECVD in general have small 
grain size as shown in Figure 5. In contrast films deposited by low pressure chemical vapor 
deposition (LPCVD) had larger grain size. The mobility of the n-channel polysilicon TFTs 
fabricated in RTA crystallized silicon films was found to depend upon the polysilicon grain 
size. Typically, higher mobility devices are obtained from crystallized Si films deposited by 
Low-Pressure CVD (LPCVD), instead of Plasma-Enhanced CVD (PECVD) method. The 
performance of Si-films deposited by LPCVD can be further classified depending upon the 
type of precursor gas used for the deposition. Films deposited with disilane gas enable higher 
mobility than films deposited with silane. This is traced back to the intrinsic properties of the 
as-deposited films, as a function of the gas precursor, which have been characterized in detail 
in earlier studies [19], [20]. In brief, disilane gas favors the formation of a-Si films with 
increased degree of structural disorder that, in turn, yields poly-Si structures with larger grain 
size upon crystallization. The larger grain size is considered responsible for the increase in 
TFT mobility. The one drawback, however, is the typically higher crystallization temperature 
range required to effectively complete the phase transformation [20]. Addition of a "seed" 
layer has been found to alleviate this requirement, resulting in crystallization at lower 
annealing temperature. The "seed" layer is essentially supplying nucleation sites and is a thin 
a-Si layer deposited at conditions that favor nucleation. Once nuclei are formed, they can then 
consume the a-Si film deposited by disilane gas without the need of nucleation occurring 
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Figure.6 TFT mobility versus poly-Si grain size for poly-Si films crystallized by SPC, in the range of 
600-800°C. 

within this layer. Such concepts of stacked layers have been originally developed for fiimace-
annealing applications [24], [25] and are now successfully exploited in RTA crystallization, as 
well. 

In figure 6 we have plotted the electron mobility as a function of the grain size of poly-Si 
films prepared by RTA (this work) or furnace anneal (previous works). As a general trend, it 
can be seen that the grain size correlates well with the mobility. However, the improvement of 
mobility with grain size tends to saturate beyond a certain point. This trend applies rather 
globally to poly-Si films prepared by SPC method (being furnace anneal or RTA). This trend 
can be explained by a mobility model that takes into account the effect of grain boundaries, as 
well as, that of defects within the grains [26]. For small grain size, the mobility is limited by 
the grain boundary energy barrier, whereas at large grain size, the intra-grain mobility 
dominates. Eq. 1 expresses the measured, total mobility as the sum of these two terms, (|IG-
B"^grain boundary mobility, îi-o"̂  inter-grain mobility). 

1 1 1 
MTOIOI MG-B Mf-G 

(1) 

The grain boundary related mobility term can be modeled as a function of grain size, as 
shown in eq. (2). For this derivation it is assumed that the grains are partially depleted [27]. 
The average grain size is represented by Lg, T is the absolute temperature, and Vc is defined as 
(kT/27rme)̂ .̂ EB is the barrier height caused by trapped carriers at the grain boundaries. An 
expression for EB is given in eq. (3), where NT (cm"'̂ ) represents the surface density of defects 
at a grain boundary, tch is thickness of the depleted poly-Si channel and Vth is the threshold 
voltage of the device. For a given crystallization method the grain boundary mobility will be 
approximately proportional to the grain size as implied by eq. (2), with a proportionality 
coefficient "K". 
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/^G-

^ « = 

kT 
LG=K'L, 

Substituting the equivalent relationship for fic-B (=K-LG) from eq. (2), eq. (1) becomes, 

1 1 
- + -

MTO,, ^•La fi,-G 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

The experimental data in figure 6 were fitted with eq. (4) to yield best-fit values for the 
parameters |ii.G and K. From this fit, the intra-grain mobility was extracted to be 61cmWs 
and the average level of intra-grain defects in such poly-Si films was computed as 3x10 cm" . 
The extracted intra-grain mobility places an upper bound as to the level of mobility 
performance that can be achieved in SPC poly-Si films crystallized in the temperature range 
of 600-800°C. Figure 7 shows a similar plot to figure 6 but with additional data from laser 
crystallized poly-Si films. The general trend is the same in all cases: the mobility initially 
increases with the grain size and eventually saturates due to intra-grain mobility limitations. 
The main difference between SPC and standard laser crystallization processes is the level of 
the intra-grain mobility. The model described by eq. (l)-(4) applies in both cases and suggests 
an intra-grain mobility, for laser annealed poly-Si films, in the range of 150-250cm^A^s. 

It is, therefore, concluded that the performance of SPC poly-Si films can never approach 
the high levels of excimer-annealed poly-Si films. However, moderate mobility values in the 
range of 20-40cmWs with high uniformity can be useful in certain applications, such as pixel 
TFTs, especially in the field of Organic-Light-Emitting-Diodes. OLEDs are current-driven 
devices, thus, require high and uniform current at the pixel level. Hence, RTA technology 
provides an economic alternative to meet such requirements. 

In the area of LCDs, SPC crystallization technology can also find suitable implementations. 

0.8 1.2 

p-Si Grain Size (^m) 

Figure.7 TFT mobility versus poly-Si grain size trend for SPC and laser annealed poly-Si films [28]. 
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One such implementation relates to the combination of SPC and ELA technologies for the 
formation of high quality poly-Si films. When SPC is used with films doped with appropriate 
metal catalyst, the resulting poly-Si microstructure has improved characteristics, such as high 
crystal quality. Furthermore, the phase transformation process typically occurs at lower 
temperatures and at much faster rates than by conventional SPC method. If in addition, ELA 
process is combined with such improved microstructure, high performance material can be 
obtained as has been recently demonstrated [29]. 

3.Conclusions 
Figure 8 summarizes the typical performance data for the key crystallization techniques 

discussed in this paper. Historically, solid-phase-crystallization has been the first method to 
produce poly-Si films for TFT applications. Since that time, around the early 80's, many other 
techniques have emerged, aiming to improve the film quality and TFT characteristics to 
enable new, more demanding display applications. 
Excimer laser annealing has significantly improved and matured as a crystallization technique 
over the past 20 years. It is the only technique that has the potential of producing poly-Si 
TFTs with performance levels rivaling those of single-crystal Si. This high level of 
performance, however, has a high price tag and it is not necessary for every display 
application. RTA technology by itself offers very uniform, albeit modest performance levels 
which, however, are sufficient for certain applications (such as AMOLEDs). The development 
of mass production RTP equipment, compatible with glass substrates, has paved the way for 
the implementation of this technology in crystallization applications over the whole spectrum 
of display products. Either on its own, or in combination with other crystallization methods, 
RTA is expected to play an important role in the new poly-Si display era. 

+ 

SPC ELA SPC+ELA Adv. ELA 

Figure.8 TFT mobility range versus poly-Si crystallization technique. 
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1.Introduction 
Poly-crystalline Si (poly-Si) Thin-Film Transistor (TFT) Liquid-Crystal Displays (LCDs) 

are very attractive for applications to apparatuses such as projectors, digital still cameras and 
personal computers [1-3]. As the electron mobility of poly-Si TFTs is 100 times higher than 
that of amorphous-Si (a-Si) TFTs, high-performance driver circuits can be monolithically 
integrated onto a panel [4]. Recently, to realize higher-performance poly-Si TFTs, several 
crystallization technologies, such as metal induced solid phase crystallization, metal induced 
lateral crystallization, metal imprint technology, excimer laser annealing (ELA) and stable 
scanning CW laser lateral crystallization have been developed [5-14]. However, no reports 
have yet been made on a high-temperature process that combines ELA and solid phase 
crystallization (SPC) and an activating technology for dopant using rapid thermal annealing 
(RTA). 

In this paper, we report on a high-performance poly-Si TFT obtained by using a novel 
high-temperature (HT) process combined with SPC and ELA, and on the characteristics of a 
poly-Si TFT LCD light valve with fully integrated circuits fabricated using the resulting TFT. 
We also report on a novel activation process under low-temperature (LT) conditions combined 
with RTA and an ion doping (I/D) method, which is required to mass-produce the LT poly-Si 
TFT LCDs. 

2.£xperiinents 
2-1 TFT process flows 

Fig. 1 shows the process flows of top-gate TFTs. The left and right sides shows the HT 
process and the LT process, respectively. In the HT process, amorphous Si (a-Si) films were 
formed on fused quartz substrates. The a-Si films were crystallized by ELA and/or SPC 
methods. Then, poly-Si films were annealed by various methods, as shown in Table I. After 
patterning the poly-Si films, gate insulating films (Si02) and a gate electrode (n+ poly-Si 
films) were formed on the poly-Si films. Ion Implantation (I/I) was performed after patterning 
the gate electrode. To activate the dopants, a ftimace annealing method was applied. Then, an 
insulating layer was deposited on the poly-Si film using the LPCVD process and contact holes 
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Formation of M electrodes 

Symbols (a) - (e) shows samples which are prepared by several annealing process in Table I. 

Fig. 1 Process flows for top- gate TFTs 

were formed by the dry etching method. Finally, Al electrodes were deposited by the 
sputtering method [15]. 

Compared with the HT process, the LT process has two mail differences. One is the 
crystallization of the a-Si films by the ELA method. Another is the activation of the dopant 
due to form the source and drain. The conditions for these processes are described in the 
following section. 

The surface roughness of the poly-Si films was measured using atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) method. The crystallinity of poly-Si films was investigated using electron spin 
resonance (ESR), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and the transmission electron 
diffraction (TED) methods. 

2-2 High temperature process 
Poly-Si films were prepared by using various annealing processes, as shown in Table I . 

Samples (a), (b), (cl), (c), (d) and (e) were prepared by combining SPC and the thinning 
process; combining ELA and the PHT process; combining SPC, ELA and the thinning 
process; combining SPC, ELA, the thinning process and the PHT process; SPC; and ELA, 
respectively. TFTs were fabricated using the processes shown in Fig. l.The a-Si films were 
formed on fused quartz substrates using a low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) 
method at a deposition temperature of 450T for all samples. The source material was Si2H6 
gas. SPC was done to crystallize the a-Si films at 600T in ambient of N2 for 20 hours. The 
thinning process was introduced to reduce the defects in the inter-grain. The process was 
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Table I Annealing methods for forming poly-Si 

Samples 

(a) 

(b) 

(cl) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

Annealing methods 

SPC + thinning 

ELA+PHT 

SPC + thinning + ELA 

SPC + thinning + ELA + PHT 

SPC 

ELA 

performed in ambient of O2 at 1000°C for 0.5 hours. The ELA process was used to reduce the 
potential barrier height enhanced by the crystallization defects at the grain boundary and/or 
inter-grain. The process was performed using KrF excimer laser with the substrate at room 
temperature in a vacuum chamber. The beam size was 0.5x50 mm and the overlap of the 
beam was 90%. The energy density of the ELA ranged from 200 to 400 mJ/cm^. A post-heat 
treatment process (PHT) was carried out in ambient of N2 at 1000°C for 2 hours. The PHT 
process is applied to reduce the surface roughness and crystalline defects of poly-Si films that 
were enhanced by the ELA process [15]. 

Fig. 2 shows the TEM images, and the TED patterns of poly-Si films for samples (a), (b), 
(c) and (d), respectively, are shown in Table I. Each TED photograph shows typical patterns 
that were observed at the inter-grain of the samples. The observed location is shown by the 
arrow in the TEM image. The ELA energy density was approximately 350 mJ/cm^. The TEM 
images show that the grain size of samples (a), (c) and (d) were almost the same and large. On 
the other hand, sample (b) is characterized by a small grain size (<0.07 jiim) and is very 
different from samples (a), (c) and (d) in the TEM image. From the TED patterns of (a) and 
(c), we found that the number of crystalline defects with the inter-grain was drastically 
decreased by introducing the ELA and PHT processes. 

Table II summarizes the characterization of poly-Si films (a) to (e) in Table I. The energy 
density of the ELA process was approximately 350mJ/cm^.'From the results of spin densities 

r 0 lum 

(b) ELA+PHT 

Fig.2 EM images and TED patterns of poly-Si films 

(c) SPC + thinning 

+ ELA+PHT 

(d) SPC 
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Table II Characteristics for poly-Si films 

Samples 

(a) 

(b) 
(cl) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

Sp 

(> 
n densities 

aO'^cm"^) 

<1.0 

5.0 

32 

<1.0 

34 

30 

Grain size 

(urn) 

2.0 

0.07 

2.0 

2.0 

2.0 

0.07 

Rrms 

(nm) 

1.0 

1.0 

5.0 

1.0 

1.0 

6.0 

for sample (a) and (d), the thinning process was very useful for obtaining poly-Si films with 

low crystalline defects. In this experiment, we tried to obtain higher-quality poly-Si films. 

From the characteristics of sample (c), we found that high-quality poly-Si films were 

successfiilly fabricated by a novel process that combines SPC, thinning, ELA and PHT. The 

characteristics of sample (c) were the same as those of sample (a) in Table I . However, the 

quality of sample (c) was better than that of sample (a), from the results of TED patterns in 

Fig.2 (a), (c). We found that the PHT process was very useful for reducing surface roughness 

and the crystalline defect in poly-Si films in comparison with sample (b) and (e) or (cl) and 

(c). 

Fig. 3 shows the IDS-VQS characteristics for the HT-processed poly-Si TFTs of samples (A), 

(B) and (C), which were fabricated from poly-Si films (a), (b) and (c) in Table I . IIFE, VJH 

and S show the field effect mobility, threshold voltage and sub-threshold swing for the TFT, 

respectively. The performance of TFT (C) was much better than that of samples (A) and (B). 

Taking into account the fact that the TFT processing procedure of this experiment was 

basically the same, the crystalline quality of poly-Si film (c) is superior to those of poly-Si 

films (a) and (b). From these results, we found that a method combining the ELA and PHT 

process was very useful in obtaining high-performance poly-Si TFTs [15]. 

2-3 Low temperature process 

In the LT process of poly-Si TFTs, the process for activafing the dopants has been 

^ 1X10-^ f I TFT(C) 

10 15 20 
Gate-source voltage, VGS(V) 

TFTs 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

MFE 

( cmWs) 

150 

72 

325 

VTH 

(V) 

0.92 

0.87 

0.15 

S 

(V/dec.) 

0.30 

0.12 

0.08 

Fig.3 IDS-VGS characteristics of poly-Si TFTs 
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1000 

Substrate temperature, Ts (°C ) 

Fig.4 Sheet resistance for P-doped poly-Si films prepared by the I/D and I/I methods versus 
substrate temperature during activation process by RTA 

important for obtaining high-performance poly-Si TFTs. The dopants have been mainly 
activated using the ELA method. However, this results in low êr throughput and low êr 
uniformity than the RTA method. On the other hand, RTA method required a higher process 
temperature than ELA method, and could not be applied to activate dopants in poly-Si films 
prepared on glass substrates. 

Recently, we have developed a novel activation technology combined with RTA and the 
ion doping method for LT-processed poly-Si TFT. Phosphorus (P)-doped poly-Si films with a 
lower sheet resistance, which are suitable for poly-Si TFT LCDs, could be obtained on glass 
substrates using this novel process. This process is very useful for obtaining poly-Si TFTs 
with uniform performance on a glass substrate with large area. 

Amorphous-silicon (a-Si) films (thickness: 50 nm) were formed on Coming #1737 glass 
substrates with a SiOi buffer layer using an LPCVD method at a growth temperature of 400°C. 
The a-Si films were crystallized by ELA at an irradiation power of 300 mJ/cm^. P-ion doping 
was done at an ion beam energy of 20 keV. P-ion implantation was also done at a beam 
energy of 80 keV through a 100 nm thick oxidization film. The amount of the dose in the 
poly-Si films was 7x10̂ "̂  cm"̂ . 

The RTA apparatus was mainly constructed of two Xe arc lamps with focusing reflectors 
and pre-heating plates. The focus point of the reflectors brought onto the surface of the glass 
substrate to increase the annealing effect. The temperature of the glass substrates was 
observed by pyrometers. The transfer velocity of the substrates was 12 mm/sec. The sheet 
resistance for the Si films was examined by the four points probe measurement. 

Fig. 4 shows the relationship between the sheet resistance of P-doped poly-Si films (Rs) 
and the substrate temperature (Ts) during RTA process. For phosphorus doping into poly-Si 
films, the ion implantation (I/I) or ion doping (I/D) method was used. The shrinking of the 
Coming #1737 glass substrate happened at about 850°C in this experiment. The sheet 
resistance of the P-doped poly-Si films decreased with an increase in the substrate 
temperature during RTA process. The sheet resistance of the ion doped poly-Si films was 
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Diffraction angle, 2^(deg.) 
(a) 

Diffraction angle, 2<9(deg.) 
(b) 

Fig.5 X-ray diffraction patterns for P-doped Si films as function of substrate temperature during 
activation process by RTA. X-ray diffraction patterns (a) and (b) are for P-doped Si films 
prepared by the I/D and I/I method, respectively. 

more than 10 times lower than that of films by the I/I method, and obtained 180 Q/D by RTA 
method at 750°C. The substrate temperature that resulted in poly-Si films with a sheet 
resistance of 3 kQ/D was 620T for the films doped by the I/D method and 850°C for the 
ion implanted films. 

Fig. 5 shows the X-ray diffraction patterns for P-doped Si films prepared by the I/D (a) and 
I/I (b) method as a function of the substrate temperature during RTA process. With an increase 
in the substrate temperature, P-doped amorphous or microcrystalline Si films were converted 
into a (111) plane oriented polycrystalline structure. The crystalline temperature for the P-
doped Si films prepared by the I/D method was about 230T lower than that for the I/I method. 
We believe that the activation of the P-doped films and the crystallization were effectively 
achieved at low temperature by combining RTA and the I/D method. 

Fig. 6 shows photographs of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) for the P-doped 
poly-Si films having a dose of Ixio'^cm"^ by the I/D and the I/I methods. These films were 
not subjected to RTA. The doped Si films prepared by the I/I method were related to the 
amorphous films from the polycrystalline films, as shown in Fig. 6 (b). On the other hand, the 

(a) (b) 

Fig.6 TEM photographs for P-doped Si films having a dose of IxlO'̂ cm'̂  Photograph (a) and (b) 
are P-doped Si films prepared by the I/D and I/I method, respectively 
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Fig.7 IDS-VGS characteristics for n-ch poly-Si TFT with LDD structure 
doped films prepared by the I/D method were observed, in which the polycrystalline structure 
remained in the films, as shown in Fig. 6 (a). From these results, we think that the activation 
of the P-dopant and the crystallization at lower temperature were accelerated by the 
polycrystalline nucleus that remained in the Si films. We thus found that P-doped poly-Si 
films could be obtained with low resistance without shrinking for the glass substrates. 

Fig. 7 shows the IDS-VGS characteristics for low-temperature processed poly-Si TFT with a 
lightly doped drain (LDD) structure of TFT (E), which was fabricated from the poly-Si film 
(e) in Table I. The length of the LDD was 1.0 fim. The activation of the source and drain 
region for this TFT was carried out with the novel RTA described in this section. We obtained 
good transfer characteristics in the TFT using ELA and the novel RTA. This performance was 
sufficient to create TFTs for the pixels of an LCD [16]. 

2-4 Application of poly-Si TFTs 
In this section we introduce the application of high-temperature poly-Si TFTs. Fig. 

Drain shift register 

Divided 
video 
lines 

Fig.8 Circuit diagram of an LCD light valve for HDTV 
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ITE chart 

Fig.9 Projected image of LCD light-Valve 

Panel (C) Panel (A) 
(SPC + thinning + ELA) (SPC + thinning) 

shows the circuit diagram of an LCD light valve for high-definition television (HDTV) 
fabricated using HT-processed poly-Si TFT [18]. The data and scanning drivers are 
monolithically integrated onto a fused quarts substrate. The data lines were operated by driver 
circuits that consisted of shift registers and analog switches. To sample an HDTV video signal, 
the 1440 video lines were divided into eight phases. This is why the bandwidth of the TFTs is 
about lOMHz. Each line was connected to the data lines through analog switch TFTs. The 
TFTs for analog switches conducted the sampling and holding of the video signal. The shift 
registers in the data and scarming drivers consisted of C-MOS inverter circuits. The structure 
and panel process for this light valve have been reported elsewhere [17]. 

Fig. 9 shows screen-displayed images of projectors using two different panels. The panel 
(A) and (C) were fabricated from poly-Si films (a) and (c) in Table I , respectively. The ghost 
in panel (C) was smaller than that in panel (A). In general, ghosts depend on the steepness of 
the video signal, the delay time in the data driver, and the switching speed of analog switches. 
Therefore, we believe that the delay time in the data driver and the switching speed of analog 
switches are drastically improved using high performance TFTs [18]. 

Light valve 

Display size 
Number of pixels 

Pixel pitch 

Peripheral drivers 

Number of video 
input 

Scan mode 

Aperture ratio 

Contrast ratio 
Horizontal 
resolution 

Mirror inversion 

6.35cm (2.5") diagonal 
1440 (H)X 1024 (V)(1.5M) 

38.5 (H) X 30.5 (V)^m 

Both scanning and data drivers 

8 

Two lines simultaneously and 

cross inversion driving (CID) 

35% 

>900:1 (on panel) 

810 TV lines 
Bv chaneine scan direction of 

Fig. 10 High-definition poly-Si TFT LCD Hght valve module 
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Fig. 10 shows a high-definition (1.5 mega-pixels) poly-Si TFT LCD light valve module. 

The display size and the number of pixels were 2.5" (diagonal) and 1440 (H) x 1024 (V) (1.5 

mega-pixels), respectively. The pixel pitch is 38.5 (H) x 30.5 (V) |Lim. The shape of the 

display area was 16:9, which is suitable for the display of HDTV. We also achieved a high 

contrast ratio of 900:1 and resolution of 810 TV lines using high-performance poly-Si TFT. 

3.Conclusion 

We have obtained high-quality poly-Si films by a novel high-temperature processed 

crystallization process, which combines the SPC, ELA, and PHT processes. High-

performance TFTs were fabricated using this method. The field effect mobility, threshold 

voltage and sub-threshold swing for the poly-Si TFTs were 325 cm^/Vs, 0.15 V and 0.08 

V/dec, respectively. We applied these high-performance TFTs to an HDTV projector, and 

showed that the reduction of ghost can be realized. 

We have also successfully developed a low-temperature activating technology, which was 

combined with the RTA and I/D method. P-doped poly-Si films with a sheet resistance of 3 k 

Q / n were obtained at a substrate temperature of 620°C without shrinking of the glass 

substrates. The process temperature of the novel technology was 220°C lower than that for the 

conventional process. We could obtain a low-temperature processed poly-Si TFT with LDD 

structure using the novel activating technology. The field effect mobility of the TFTs is as 

high as 70 cm^/ V-s. This value is enough to fabricate simple driver circuits for LCD. 

We hope that LCDs known as "System on a Panel" will be developed using technologies 

based on our proposed process in the near future. 
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1.Introduction 
The mobile display market has been changing with the evolution of the information 

technology. The display is trying to be more compact and more by integrating new functions. 
The Low Temperature Poly Silicon (LPS) TFT is one of the most expected technologies to 
realize the integrated circuits on the display panels. The gate insulator formation is one of the 
key technologies for low temperature Poly-Si TFTs. The gate insulator for the Poly-Si TFT 
needs to form less than 600°C and to cover on the large glass substrate compared with the gate 
insulator for LSI. The Si02 gate insulator, which is deposited by PECVD method using TEOS 
gas source, is most popular. However, Si02 films using TEOS gas needs annealing at about 
600°C, 2h to improve the film density after deposition. The interface characteristics of 
Si02/Si are not enough to get the small deviation of the threshold voltage. 

The oxidation process can form the excellent Si02/Si interface, because the interface is 
formed inside the original Si. However, the thermal oxidation cannot apply to the low 
temperature Poly-Si TFTs because the thermal oxidation rate is too slow under 600°C. 
Therefore, the low temperature oxidation is important for Poly-Si TFTs. Fuyuki et al. 
proceeded the oxidation using the oxygen radical by remote plasma [1]. Ohmi et al. proposed 
Kr/02 plasma oxidization [2]. The characteristics of the Kr/02 plasma oxide do not depend on 
the crystal orientation. Therefore, this method is fit to Poly-Si TFT. Also, photo oxidation was 
researched, but the oxidation rate is low [3]. These oxidation methods are researched for the 
application to LSI and total film thickness are less than 5 nm. However, these thin films 
cannot apply to Poly-Si TFTs because Poly-Si surface has large roughness and the area of 
glass is more than 9 times larger than Si single crystal wafers. Therefore, the objects of this 
R&D are to get the excellent interface characteristics of Si02/Si and gate insulator at low 
temperature and eliminate the annealing process after the gate insulator formation. 
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2.Combination of Photo Oxidation and PECVD 
We propose the combination process of the low temperature photo oxidation and PECVD 

for the gate insulator for Poly-Si TFTs to obtain the excellent interface and the sufficient film 
thickness to cover the large glass substrate at low temperature. The photo oxidation has the 
big advantage of no ion bombardment compared with the plasma oxidation. Si single crystal 
wafers were used to evaluate the Si02/Si characteristics. As shown in Fig. 1, Si wafer were set 
and the chamber was evacuated. Oxygen gas was introduced and was kept the constant 
presser. The 172 nm lights from Xe excimer lamp was irradiated to the oxygen gas to make 
the active oxygen radicals 0(1D). They were generated directly and efficiently without the 
process of the ozone. The oxygen radicals are very active and make the Si02 efficiently. 

There is the optimum oxygen gas pressure to obtain the maximum photo oxidation rate. 
The generation of the oxygen radical is reduced in the case of low gas pressure. In the case of 
high gas pressure, the 172 nm light is absorbed at the quite near the lamp and far from the 
substrate and oxidation rate is reduced. 

After 3nm photo oxidation, the second Si02 films were deposited by PECVD from SiH4 + 
N2O gas. The excellent Si02/Si interfaces with the interface trap density of 2-3E+10/cm^/eV 
was obtained by the photo oxidation at 200-300°C. 

This interface trap density is the same as it of the thermal oxidation at 950°C and about 
1/4 of TEOS Si02 with 600°C, 2h anneal. However, in the case of PECVD second films from 
SiH4 + N2O, the flat band voltages (Vfb) were changed by the stress test. It may be caused by 
the remaining nitrogen in the film. 

In order to improve the reliability without nitrogen impurity, the second Si02 films were 
deposited by PECVD from TEOS (Tetra Ethyl Ortho Silicate) + O2 after 3 nm photo oxidation. 
The Vfb and Wfb shift after stress test are shown in Fig. 2. As the total film thickness was 
reduced, Vfb and Vfb shift were reduceed according to the ordinal rule. The stacked film of 
3 nm photo oxide and 40 nm PECVD film from TEOS without anneal has the same Vfb and 
Vfb shift of 100 nm PECVD film from TEOS with 600°C anneal, in spite of the half film 
thickness. The film has the excellent interface trap density 3E+10/cm^, as sown in Fig. 3. Also, 

X 

Photo On. Ouanber 

Fig. 1 Equipment for Photo oxidation and PECVD. 
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the film has the leak current less than IE-10 A/cm^ and the breakdown electric field more than 
8MV/cm as shown in Fig. 4. 

3.Conclusions 
The Si02 stacked insulators, whose 2nd layers were deposited by PECVD after forming 

the good Si02/Si interface layer by photo oxidation at low temperature, were studied. 
As the results, the following conclusions were obtained. 
The excellent Si02/Si interfaces with the interface trap density 2-3E+10/cm^/eV was 

obtained by the photo oxidation using Xe excimer lamp at 200-3OOC. This interface trap 
density is the same as it of thermal oxidation at 950°C and about 1/4 of current TEOS Si02 
with 600°C, 2h anneal. 

The staked film of 3 nm photo oxide and 40 nm PECVD film from TEOS without anneal 
has the same characteristics, such as leak current, breakdown electrical field and reliability, of 
100 nm PECVD film from TEOS with 600°C anneal, in spite of the half film thickness. 
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Fig.4 I-V Characteristics of Photo oxidization + PECVD 
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This photo oxidation and PECVD combination process make the low temperature high 
quality gate insulator for Poly-Si TFTs under 300°C. This technology leads the Poly-Si TFTs 
to not only high performance but also high mass production yields with small deviation of 
threshold voltages in order to realize the system display integrated the high functions. 
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1.Introduction 
Phosphorus (P) doped polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si) thin films are used as gate or 

capacitor electrodes for ultralarge-scale integrated circuits (ULSls) and source/drain 
electrodes for thin-film transistors (TFTs) for active-matrix liquid-crystal displays (AMLCDs). 
However, the deposition temperature for conventional low-pressure chemical vapor 
deposition (LPCVD) is around 600°C or higher. Further reduction of thermal budget is 
desirable for forming shallow junction in ULSls and for avoiding substrate damages in 
AMLCDs. 

It is known that amorphous silicon (a-Si) films prepared by catalytic chemical vapor 
deposition (Cat-CVD) contain a few amounts of hydrogen (H) [1]. This is an advantage to 
transform a-Si films to poly-Si films by annealing since it is expected to eliminate H bubbling 
causing rough surface. Therefore, poly-Si films with both low resistivity and perfect flatness 
are expected using Cat-CVD process. 

In the present work, properties of P-doped poly-Si films prepared by Cat-CVD and 
successive rapid thermal annealing (RTA) were investigated. 

2.Experiments 
Figure 1 shows schematic diagram of the Cat-CVD apparatus. A tungsten (W) wire in 0.5 

mm(|) and 1650 mm-length was used as a catalyzer. It was set at an area of 125x125 mm .̂ The 
distance between the catalyzer and the samples was fixed at 40 mm. Film thickness was 
controlled by adjusting deposition time with a shutter located between the catalyzer and the 
samples. The catalyzer temperature was monitored based on the resistance of the W wire and 
also radiation power observed by an infrared pyrometer. The substrate-holder temperature 
monitored by a thermocouple was controlled by a heater inside the substrate holder. The 
process chamber was evacuated by a turbo molecular pump (TMP) below 8.0x10"^ Pa. The 
gas pressure was adjusted by the rotation rate of TMP during the process. A gas mixture of 
silane (SiH4) and phosphine (PH3) gases, diluted at 2% by helium (He), was used for the 
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Fig.l Schematic diagram of Cat-CVD apparatus. Fig.2 Process flow of the sample preparations. 

deposition of P-doped a-Si films. 
Figure 2 shows process flow of the sample preparations. Here, we chose the deposition 

condition of the P sheet concentration of 1.4x10*'* cm"̂ , which was realized at flow-rate ratio 
of PH3 to SiH4 of 0.1. In total-reflection X-ray fluorescence (T-XRF) measurements, the X-
ray penetrates into the films at about a 10 nm-depth. The integral of P sheet concentration 
from the surface to a 10 nm-depth should be detected by T-XRF, and thus, the three-
dimensional P concentration will be over 10̂ ^ cm"̂ . a-Si films were annealed by RTA in N2 
atmosphere at 1000°C for crystallization. Additionally, furnace annealing (FA) was also 
carried out in N2 atmosphere at 1000°C for 30 min to investigate for comparison. 

The films were characterized by Raman spectroscopy for estimation of the crystalline 
fraction. Cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) were used for the observation of the surface morphology. The grain size was evaluated 
by XRD. The resistivity was measured using coplanar electrodes for a-Si films and by the van 
der Pauw method for poly-Si films, because the resistivity of a-Si films was too high to 
measure by the van der Pauw method. Finally, metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect 
transistors (MOSFETs) were fabricated using these poly-Si films as gate electrodes to 
determine the feasibility of device application of the present poly-Si films. Gate-leakage 
current and capacitance-valtage (C-V) characteristics were also measured. In particular, C-V 
measurements were carried out at the frequency of 1 kHz and sweep rate of 0.1 V/s to 
estimate the level of the gate-depletion effect. 

3.Results and Discussion 
H contents in Cat-CVD a-Si films 

To investigate the feasibility of Cat-CVD a-Si films as precursor films for solid phase 
crystallization (SPC), the H contents in the films were estimated by Fourier-transform infrared 
(FTIR) method. Figure 3 shows FTIR spectrum. We used 2.1x10*^ cm'̂  for Si-H wagging 
vibration at 640 cm'* [2]. The H content in the films was estimated to be 1.1 at.% and it is 
much lower than that for PECVD a-Si films of over 10 at.%. Therefore, the films are expected 
to be suitable for SPC processes. Figure 4 shows optical microscopic photographs of surface 
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Fig.3 FTIR spectrum of Cat-CVD a-Si film. Fig.4 Surface morphology for films with 
different H contents (CR). 

of the poly-Si films after RTA at lOOO^C for only 5 s. a-Si films before RTA have H contents 

of 3.1 at.% and 1.1 at.%, respectively. No bubble exists on the surface of the film at 1.1 at.%, 

although some bubbles exist on the film at 3.1 at.%. It obviously shows that low H contents 

surppress the creation of bubbles and keep flat surfaces. 

Crystallinity and film structure 
Figure 5 shows Raman spectra for Cat-CVD Si films before and after RTA. By annealing 

at 1000°C for only 5 s, the films are crystallized and weak intensity of Raman signal for a-Si 

phase is observed. In any case, the peak positions for the signal due to the crystalline phase 

are located at 518-519 cm"̂  and the values are somewhat smaller than those for the single-

crystalline Si at 520 cm"'. However, the difference is not significant and the tensile stress is 

very small particularly compared with ELA poly-Si films, in which the peaks are located at 

approximately 515-517 cm'' [3] due to large tensile stress. 

Structure of the poly-Si films by RTA 

Figure 6 shows optical microscopic photographs of surface of the poly-Si films, after RTA 

at 1000°C for 5 s, and that after FA at lOOOT for 30 min, respectively. The surface after RTA 

is much smoother than that after FA. It is also known that the annealing at high temperatures 

lOOO'C 60 s 

lOOOr 30 s 

lOOO'C 15 s 

JBefore annealing 
as 

450 500 550 600 
Raman shift (cm') 

Fig.5 Raman spectra for the Si films before 
and after RTA. 

(a)lOOOr, 5 s {b)lcoot:. 30min 

Fig.6 Optical microscope images of the surface 
for poly-Si films after annealing by RTA at 
1000°C for 5 s (a) and in a furnace at 
1000°Cfor30min(b). 
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Fig.8 Cross-sectional SEM view for poly-Si films after 
RTA in N2 at 1000°C for 5 s (a) and the surface SEM 
view after Secco-etch treament (b). 

Fig.7 Surface RMS roughness for 
poly-Si films formed by RTA 
as a function of RTA time. 

for long time causes rough surface of poly-Si because of crystal growth and increasing of 

grain size. 

Figure 7 shows the root mean square (RMS) roughness, estimated from AFM 

measurements as a function of annealing time. The scanned area for AFM was 20x20 |am^. 

Even after RTA for 60 s, the roughness is only 2.2 nm. Thus, it is clear that flat surface is 

obtained due to short process-time of RTA. 

The structure of the poly-Si films was investigated detailedly by scarming electron 

microscope (SEM). Figure 8 (a) shows cross-sectional view of the film after RTA at 1000°C 

for 5 s and (b) shows surface view after Secco-etch treatment to make it easier to observe the 

grains, ft is clearly shown that the films are dense and composed of fine grains. From the 

photograph, the grain size is evaluated to be about 50 nm. The small surface roughness is 

probably attributed to the existence of the small grains. 

Electrical properties 

Figure 9 also shows the resistivity as a function of RTA time. The resistivity significantly 

Resistivity measurements 

O using coplanar electrodes 

X by van der Pauw method 
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(220) orientation 
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E 
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20 

10 20 30 40 50 60 
RTA time (s) 

Fig.9 Resistivity and grain size for poly-Si 
films by RTA as a function of RTA 
time. 
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Fig. 10 Mobility and grain size for poly-Si 
films by RTA as a function of RTA 
time. 
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Fig. 11 Structure (a) and Vg-Id and Vg-Ig characteristics (b) of the fabricated MOSFET with the poly-
Si film as gate electrode by RTA at 1000°C for 5 s. 

decreases to 0.004 Q'cm by the RTA for only 5 s and it is saturated at approximately 0.001 
Q-cm. Figure 10 shows the carrier mobility obtained using the van der Pauw method. The 
carrier concentration is 4.4x10^^ cm"̂  by the annealing for 5 s and almost all P atoms are 
activated by the RTA. The mobility is also likely to depend on the grain size. The saturation of 
both resistivity and mobility occurs after annealing for the duration longer than 15 s and the 
tendency is similar to that of grain size. These phenomena appear to imply that the rapid 
reduction of the resistivity after annealing is not only related to the impurity activation but 
also to the enlargement of grain size. 

Finally, to investigate the feasibility of their device application, MOSFETs were fabricated 
on single-crystal Si with the present poly-Si gate electrode as shown in Fig. 11 (a), and the Vg-
Id and Vg-Ig Properties are shown in Fig. 11(b). The MOSFET operates normally and ON/OFF 
ratio reached over 10 .̂ The gate-leakage current density is 1.8x10"'̂  A/cm^ at the gate voltage 
of -5.0 V and serious leakage is not observed. The C-V profiles showed no hysteresis loop. 
According to the results, it is clear that the crystallization of a-Si films by RTA does not 
induce serious damage in the thin gate oxide. The thickness of oxide estimated by the C-V 
measurements was 12.0 nm. Similar measurements were carried out using aluminum 
electrodes instead of the poly-Si films. In this case, the thickness was 11.2 nm. This means 
that the poly-Si films are slightly depleted up to only a 0.8 nm-depth in equivalent-oxide 
value. However, since the value is very small and negligible, the poly-Si gate electrodes are 
feasible for use in MOS gate electrodes. 

4.Conclusions 
In the present work, the following results are obtained; 
(1) P-doped Cat-CVD a-Si films with low H content at approximately 1 at.% are suitable 

for solid-phase crystallization (SPC) process. 
(2) RTA is effective to keep surface smoothness. 
(3) High crystallinity, smooth flatness around 2-nm-RMS roughness and low resistivity of 

0.004 Q-cm are all obtained using the RTA treatments of Cat-CVD a-Si films at 
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1.Introduction 
As the performance of silicon transistors is improved by lateral and vertical scaling, there 

is an increasing demand for thin epitaxial silicon or silicon-germanium layers in ULSI 
fabrication. Applications of epitaxial layers include the base region of the hetero-junction 
bipolar transistor (HBT), the channel region of complementary metal oxide semiconductor 
(CMOS) transistors, and the elevated source and drain regions of CMOS transistors. Among 
these devices, HBTs are already fabricated on production lines and many kinds of LSIs using 
silicon-germanium HBTs are commercially available. The silicon-germanium HBT has great 
potential for applications in high-speed telecommunication systems and wireless 
communication systems [1,2]. Silicon-germanium epitaxial growth, which is a key process in 
HBT fabrication, has reached mass-production level [2, 3], however, a method to evaluate the 
process quality, especially one for evaluating the crystallinity of the grown layers, has not yet 
been established. 

The crystallinity of silicon epitaxial layers is usually evaluated by defect etching, lifetime 
measurement, and so on. These methods can be used to evaluate thick (more than a few 
microns) epitaxial layers. However, in recent applications of epitaxial layers in silicon LSIs, 
the thickness of the epitaxial layers is below 100 nm. Hence, new analytical techniques for 
evaluating the crystallinity of thin epitaxial layers are needed. 

To meet the above-mentioned requirement, we have developed a non-destructive method 
for detecting defects in the near-surface region of a silicon substrate [4, 5]. The equipment, 
called an optical shallow defect analyzer (OSDA) estimates the size and depth of the defects 
by measuring two scattered light beams from each defects at two wavelengths. In this study, 
we used the OSDA to evaluate the crystallinity of thin strained silicon-germanium layers. 

2.Experiments 
Silicon-germanium Epitaxial Growth \^yjH,-^\^l IHt^lHl/llll J^^UVt^lt^l K-ll %JYV i n 

Silicon-germanium epitaxial layers were grown by one-wafer-type ultra-high-vacuum 
mical vapor deposition (UHVCVD). The experimental conditions are listed in Table 1. 
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Table. 1 Process conditions 

Cleaning 

SiGe growth 

Temp. 

Flow rate 

Pressure 

Time 

Temp. 

Flow rate 

Ge content 

Growth time 

Th i ckness 

H2 annealing Si2H6 gas etching 

750°C 
H2: 4 L/min Si2H6: 2 ml/min 

1300 Pa < 1 P a 

10min 15 s 

550°C 

Si2H6:2 ml/min 

GeH4: 0 - 4.8 ml/min 

0, 5. 10. 15, 20% 

6 - 55 min 

50 nm 

Two methods for cleaning the wafer surface were used: hydrogen annealing and Si2H6 gas 
etching [6]. Hydrogen annealing is a popular method for conventional atmospheric or low-
pressure epitaxial growth and is also effective for UHVCVD [7]. Fifty-nanometer-thick 
silicon-germanium layers with various germanium contents were grown on 8-inch silicon 
epitaxial wafers. Epitaxial wafers are suitable for separating the defects in thin epitaxial layers 
from those in the substrate since they include a much lower number of defects than those in 
Czochralski (CZ) wafers [5]. 

Optical Shallow Defect Analyzer 
The optical shallow defect analyzer (OSDA) is schematically shown in Fig. 1. The incident 

lights, each with a different wavelength (532 or 810 nm), are scattered from each defect in the 
silicon wafer and are detected by two photomultipliers. Silicon has different absorption 

8-inch wafer 

Fig. 1 OSDA measurement system. 
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(a) CZ wafer: 19.1 defects/cm^ (b) Epi wafer: 0.2 defects/cm^ 

Fig.2 Evaleation of defects in an epitaxial water and Czochralski water.Each dot represents detected 
defect. 

coefficients (k) at the two wavelengths (k=0.045 at 532 nm, 0.006 at 810 nm). The penetration 
depths where the intensity of lights decays down to 1/e are 2 m for the 532-nm wavelength 
and 20 m for the 810 nm. The intensity of two scattered lights beams from a defect decreases 
exponentially with the depth of the defect according to the Lambert-Beer theory, and it is 
proportional to the 6th power of the defect size according to Rayleigh scattering theory. Depth 
Z and size d of the defect are determined from these theories with the following equations [4, 
5]. 

Z = C, In + C, (1) 

\n{d) = \^\n{l,,,yc, (2) 

Where, /gio and 7532 are the intensities of the scattered lights at 810 nm and 532 nm, and Ci, C2, 
and C3 are constants that depend on the OSDA. To quantify the defect size, polystyrene 
particles with known size were used as a standard. (This is a well-known method used in a 
particle counter on an LSI production line.) 

3.Results and discussions 
Wafer evaluation 

First, the defect densities in the CZ and epitaxial wafers were evaluated by the OSDA. 
The structure of the epitaxial wafer consisted of a 3- m p-type epitaxial layer on a p-type 
substrate. A lot of defects were detected from the CZ wafers. These defects are grown-in 
defects generated during the pulling up of the silicon ingot [4, 5]. In contrast, the epitaxial 
wafer included a small number of defects, indicating that defects in a thin epitaxial layer can 
be analyzed by using epitaxial wafers because the number of defects in a wafer can be 
neglected. 
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Fig.3 SIMS profiles. 

Effect of Wafer Surface Cleaning 
Contamination levels at the interface between the epitaxial layer and the substrate of 

samples cleaned by different surface-cleaning methods were evaluated by secondary ion mass 
spectroscopy (SIMS) and are shown in Fig. 3. It is clear that hydrogen annealing effectively 
reduces carbon and oxygen concentrations at the interface to below the detection limit of 
SIMS; however, carbon contamination could not be removed by Si2H6 gas etching. The 
OSDA defect maps of the samples are shown in Fig. 4. The thickness of the samples was 50 
nm and germanium content was 15%. Each dot represents a defect. The defects detected in the 
hydrogen-armealed sample are probably particles that were mixed with the film during growth. 
In the case of the Si2H6-gas-etched sample, we could not measure the whole wafer because 
there were too many defects. Because of the lack of depth resolution of the OSDA, we cannot 
conclude that these defects arose from carbon contamination at the interface. However, we 
believe this contamination is the main reason for the many defects. The difference between 
the crystallinities of the two samples shown in Fig. 4 could not be identified by other 
analytical methods such as the transmission electron microscope (TEM) or Rutherford 
backscattering spectroscopy (RBS). It is clear that OSDA can detect defects that cannot be 
detected by other methods and that it can also detect defects in thin epitaxial layers. 

(a) H2 annealing. Sigs Geis 
9.1 defects/cm^ 

Fig.4 

(b) Si2 H6 gas etchine,Si85 Geis 
1939 defects/cm^ 
(only data at peripheral are shown) 

OSDA defects 
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Fig.5 OSDA defect density vs. Ge content. 

Effect of Germanium Content 

Fifty-nanometer-thick silicon-germanium epitaxial layers with various germanium 

contents were grown on an epitaxial wafer following hydrogen annealing, and their defect 

density was analyzed by OSDA (Fig. 5). Samples with germanium concentrations of 5, 10, 

and 15%, were grown and measured several times in order to evaluate the measurement 

accuracy. The variations are fairly small as shown in the figure so the accuracy of the data is 

considered to be sufficient. It is clear from the figure that the density of the defects increases 

the germanium concentration increases. Moreover, TEM photographs showed that there were 

no dislocations caused by strain relaxation in the samples. We thus conclude that the detected 

defects must be particles, clusters of vacancies, or other phenomena. Further study will, 

however, be needed to identify them precisely. 

4.Summary 

An optical shallow defect analyzer was used to measure the density of defects in thin 

strained silicon-germanium epitaxial layers. Its sensitivity was sufficient to clarify the 

difference in the crystallinities of samples cleaned by different surface-cleaning methods. The 

OSDA showed that the defect density increases with increasing germanium concentration. 
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We report the crystallisation of the ferroelectric perovskite phase of modified lead titanate 
(mPT) from a sol-gel layer at a maximum temperature of 550°C using ultraviolet-assisted 
rapid thermal processing (UV-RTP). This compares well to the temperature of 650°C required 
to develop the perovskite phase of modified lead titanate using purely thermal rapid thermal 
processing. The reduction in the maximum processing temperature achieved by UV-assisted 
rapid thermal processing opens the possibility for wider applications of ferroelectrics on 
thermally sensitive substrates and structures. 

1.Introduction 
This paper describes a novel processing technique termed UV-RTP, which is used for reduced 
temperature crystallisation of ferroelectric thin-films. These materials are attracting 
significant research interest in applications such as pyroelectric sensors and micro-electro-
mechanical systems due to their superior properties. Furnaces and Rapid Thermal Processing 
(RTP) units find a wide range of application in semi-conductor manufacturing, for example 
oxidation, nitridation, annealing and glass-reflow processing. Although conventional furnace 
technology has been established for much longer than RTP technology, RTP has a number of 
attractive features, which offer advantages over furnace processing. For example, there is no 
time delay in heating and cooling in RTP. Also the lower thermal budget of an RTP system 
means that even a single wafer system can have competitive throughput. 

It is the associated rapid temperature ramp that is of most interest in the area of ferroelectric 
materials development. Ferroelectrics are materials that have a spontaneous electric 
polarisation, the direction of which can be reversed by the application of an external electric 
field. They display dielectric properties, along with piezoelectric (electrical polarisation 
related to mechanical stress) and pyroelectric (spontaneous electric polarisation which is 
temperature dependant) properties. Consequently, ferroelectric thin films find use in a wide 
range of applications, such as non-volatile-memories, detectors, integrated capacitors and 
optical waveguides. 
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Ferroelectric thin film fabrication involves the following steps: 
- Precursor selection and preparation 
- Deposition of sol-gel onto substrate 
- Crystallisation of single phase thin film 

The majority of ferroelectric materials possess a perovskite crystal structure seen here in 
figure 1: 

The spontaneous electric polarisation associated with ferroelectric materials occurs as a result 
of a small lattice deformation of the perovskite structure below the Curie temperature (Tc). 
Below this, ferroelectric materials have a characteristic hysteresis loop [P vs E plot], but 
above this temperature are termed paraelectrics. 

However, the formation of single-phase perovskite material from an amorphous precursor 
occurs via a transient, meta-stable pyrochlore phase. This pyrochlore, if stabilised, is non-
ferroelectric and its presence in the film will limit the overall ferroelectric properties. This 
transient phase occurs in the temperature range 350°C^00°C or during nucleation. To 
prevent stabilisation of this phase, prolonged time at the temperature range 400°C-500°C is 
avoided. This is where the use of RTP has been most successful. In practice, it has been found 
that RTP of deposited precursor materials is the most efficient means of obtaining single-
phase material, as the temperature is ramped through the 350°C-450°C range, typically at a 
rateof~50°Cs"^ 

When an external electric field is applied to an untreated ferroelectric material, all domains 
tend to be polarized along the applied field direction. At sufficient field, an almost single 
domain state is effectively achieved. This is termed saturation polarization Ps. When the 
applied field is removed, there is residual alignment to the original applied field direction, 
termed remanent polarization (Pr). At a certain voltage, termed the coercive field, Pr can be 
reversed by application of a reverse field, which can be further increased with greater voltage. 

In spite of recent advances in the area of ferroelectric thin film technology, it is still necessary 
to further develop and optimise the processing involved. The major concerns in industrial thin 

Fig. 1 Perovskite Crystal Structure. (Face centred cubic) 
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film fabrication for a ferroelectric manufacturing process are related to stoichiometry and 
uniformity control, reproducibility and deposition efficiency. Outside of these concerns, the 
biggest issue associated with the wide-scale use of ferroelectric materials is the high 
processing temperature. For a standard ferroelectric process, it is impossible to reduce the 
processing temperature to below 650°C and in some cases, the temperature has to be 
increased to 800°C to give the correct crystal phase. This limits the potential substrates as the 
development process of the films damages all temperature-sensitive substrates. Also, the 
incorporation of CMOS-type structures under the film is prevented due to thermal damage of 
the devices above 470°C. This is the singular issue which has limited the potential 
applications of the ferroelectric technology. 

Recently, a new generation of ultra-violet lamps has been developed which are capable of 
producing high-power radiation from the near UV (354nm) to the vacuum UV (108nm). The 
operation of these lamps relies on the radiative decomposition of excimer states created by a 
barrier discharge. The development of these low-cost, high power and large-area UV and 
VUV sources promises enormous potential for materials' processing and several applications 
have already been demonstrated. The use of a variety of excimer lamps for low temperature 
deposition of metals or metal oxides via decomposition of spin-on coatings of metalorganic 
precursors or sol gel solution has been demonstrated. It has also been demonstrated that UV 
annealing can significantly improve the properties of these films. 

Unlike most other lamps, excimer UV sources provide intense UV radiation at specific 
wavelengths. This narrow-band UV radiation can initiate chemical reactions, break molecular 
bonds or modify surface properties. Like other UV sources, excimer lamps can also be used to 
induce photo-polymerisation of certain monomer or oligomer and sol-gel systems. 

Due to the benefits of UV excimer lamp processing of thin-film deposition, it was decided to 
investigate the effect of UV processing in sol-gel derived ferroelectric thin film formation. A 
sol is a colloidal suspension of solid particles in a liquid. In sol-gel processes, precursors 
consist of a metal or metalloid element surrounded by various ligands, i.e. organic groups. 
Sol-gel technology is attracting immense attention at present due to its easy doping, superior 
functionality and low-cost mass-production, particularly in the area of stoichiometrically 
controlled mixed oxide production. 

The use of UV technology in processes such as cross-linking of polymers etc., is very 
different to the application proposed in this work. The formation of the perovskite crystal 
phase cannot be achieved by means of UV-irradiation alone. A thermal process is required to 
initiate nucleation and crystallisation of this crystal phase from the amorphous dried sol-gel 
precursor. The combination of the standard RTP process with these UV lamp systems formed 
the basis for this work. In general, temperatures of 650°C are necessary for the formation of 
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quality single-phase perovskite material from a suitable sol-gel precursor system. With this 
technology, the processing temperature is significantly reduced with no forfeit in film quality. 

2.Experimental 
UV-RTP processing of these samples was performed in the "JIPELEC JetClip sg" reactor. The 
design of a conventional furnace was altered to allow the incorporation of the UV lamp 
system along with the IR system. The UV-RTP chamber design can be seen in figure 2, below: 

The chamber consists of two cooled KrCl* high-power excimer lamps on the upper quadrant 
and a standard 24 lamp IR system on the lower surface. These IR lamps are capable of heating 
from ambient temperatures to 1000°C at a rate of at least 50°C/s. The environment within the 
chamber is controlled by means of mass-flow controllers and vacuum pumps. Processing is 
controlled by a PC, which also allows monitoring of the temperature and UV power during 
processing. 

For the purposes of this study, a calcium modified lead titanate sol-gel system was used as a 
precursor for the ferroelectric thin-film formation. The modified lead titanate thin films were 
developed from a previously reported sol-gel solution, with the nominal compositions of 
Pbo.76Cao.24Ti03̂ . This was deposited on a special Si/Si02/Ti02/Pt/Ti02 substrate at 2000rpm 
and pyrolysed at 150°C-250°C for 5 minutes. 
A variety of test processes were performed in the JetClip sg UV-RTP system to determine the 
conditions required to give high quality ferroelectric material, using UV irradiation and 
reduced processing temperatures. 

Structural analysis was performed by glancing angle XRD. Electrical characterisation was 
then performed on single-phase perovskite samples. This consisted of measurement of the 
dielectric constant and loss followed by the pyroelectric coefficient for these films. This was 
used as a measure of the overall properties of the films, given that the pyroelectric values are 

Pyrometer 

Excimer lamp 

Quartz protecting tube vacuum 

Valve 

To vacuum pump 

Crossed Infrared Lamps Furnace 

Fig.2 UV-RTP furnace. 
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indicators of the polarisation perpendicular to the surface. Further to this the polarisation of 
the samples and piezoelectric values were also measured. 

3.Results and Discussion 
Crystallisation of single-phase perovskite from a dried sol-gel precursor system usually 
requires thermal energy for the nucleation and growth of the crystal phase. Using 
conventional processes, a maximum temperature of 650°C is required for modified lead 
titanate thin films. This temperature is higher for other systems such as strontium bismuth 
tantalate, which requires temperature in the order of 800°C. 

Samples were processed by the standard 650°C RTP cycle in the UV-RTP system to assess the 
properties developed at a temperature of 650°C, seen in figure 3: 

The calcium-modified lead titanate (Ca-mPT) film prepared according to this recipe was 
found to have a dielectric constant of-160, dielectric loss of less than 0.06 and a pyroelectric 
coefficient of-24.9 x 10"̂  C cm'"̂  K ^ These are the basic result which would be desirable for 
any reduced temperature film developed by UV-RTP 

Further parameters commonly measured for these films are the piezoelectric coefficients. The 
texture and orientation of a thin film will affect the piezoelectric measurements, with a 
random orientation giving a zero piezoelectricity. The d33, otherwise known as the longitudinal 
coefficient, can only occur along the polar direction and develops parallel to an applied stress. 
It is found to be high for (111) oriented films after polarisation and here has a value of 40 
pmA .̂ Formation of the (111) type film gives a value of 0.4 C cm'̂ . 

Initial UV-RTP studied the ability of the UV exposure to enhance the growth and development 
of the crystal phase. The recipe used a maximum temperature of 550°C, and incorporated the 
UV exposure at this temperature. The UV power is written in figure 4 as 75% UV power, a 

75% UV power 

YVNl^vl 550«C, 
„^^ ^ I 420 seconds\ 

Qgnor* / seconds 
I 60 seconds ^^ \ 
I seconds 

IQQQ 13 seconds 

rooid ^ o m lOO^C 
temperature temperature 

Fig.3 The RTP process requires rapid heating Fig.4 UV-RTP recipe for process 1, with 
to 500°C and further annealing to 650°C maximum processing temperature 
for crystal phase development. and UV irradiation at 550°C. 
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notation indicating the75% of the full power of the lamps was used (the full power is 
considered as 120mW/cm ,̂ so 75% is still 90mW/cm^) 

XRD analysis was completed for the Ca-mPT prepared by UV-RTP according to the recipe 
described above. The XRD data shown in figure 5 indicates that the material produced by this 
process incorporates the non-ferroelectric, pyrochlore crystal phase. 

As expected, when electrical characterisation was performed, the samples were found to have 
poor electrical properties. The dielectric constant was very low ,8' = 100, while the dielectric 
loss was too high, tan6 = 0.12. The pyroelectric coefficient was found to be 7.5 x lO'̂ C cm"̂  
K'\ which leads to the conclusion that UV irradiation at 550^C will not give suitable film 
quality. 

With the incorporation of the UV irradiation at a lower temperature, as depicted in figure 6, 
complete precursor decomposition is facilitated. 

Samples prepared by this process were measured by XRD and proved to be single phase, 
perovskite materials with a mixed orientation. The dielectric constant was 166 while the loss 
tangent was 0.08, both values comparing well to the RTF sample mentioned previously. The 
maximum pyroelectric coefficient was 16 x 10'̂  Ccm"^K'\ comparable to the RTF result and 
suitable for most pyroelectric applications. 
A comparison of the polarisation curves was recorded for both the RTF sample and sample 
from the process in figure 6. 

From this graph, the remnant polarisation values (Fr) were then obtained. Fr for the RTF 
sample was recorded at28|LiC cm'̂ . While UV-RTF process 2 resulted in a value of 22 |iC cm"̂ , 
The square, centred loop of the RTF sample is indicative of a good quality material with rapid 
reversal. The thin loop means that the required voltage for saturation is lower for the RTF 

75% UV power 

Pytociilore 

29 
temperature 

Fig.5 XRD data showing secondary phase Fig.6 UV-RTF process 2. 
development. UV is used for bond cleavage, while 

the thermal process at 5SOT is used 
for development of the perovskite 
crystal phase. 
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UV-RTP process 2 (550°C). 
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sample in this case, while the reversal of the UV-RTP is marginally slower than for the RTP 

sample. Overall, however, the results compared well for the sample processed at 550°C. 

Piezoelectric properties, in this case dsa, were then performed on the same samples. The data 

obtained are shown in figure 8, with the RTP giving the slightly higher value of 45pm/V. 

The UV-RTP sample gives a value of 38pmA^, which is still significant. This result, in 

combination with all the other results indicates that processing at 550°C can achieve 

ferroelectric properties comparable to those achieved at 650°C, through the use of UV-RTP. 

This recipe would seem to be worth further analysis, particularly in the reduction of the 

processing temperature to 470°C, the maximum temperature for incorporation of these films 

on CMOS device structures. 

4.Conclusion 

Good quality calcium-modified lead titanate was prepared at reduced temperature of 550°C by 

a novel UV-RTP method. Single-phase perovskite with good electrical properties was 

produced. It was found that UV irradiation performed only at a high temperature was not 

sufficient to cause the formation of single-crystal perovskite material. A low temperature UV 

exposure combined with a moderate temperature step gave place to ferro-piezoelectric films, 

whose properties are indicative of their feasibility to be used in piezoelectric applications. 
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Rapid thermal annealing (RTA) of (l-x)Ta205-xTi02 thin films formed on a Si substrate 
by metalorganic decomposition (MOD) at different temperature, time and ambient have been 
investigated. RTA time and ambient do not seem to have a strong effect on the film thickness, 
crystallinity, and insulating properties. As-deposited films were in the amorphous state and 
were completely transformed to crystalline after post-deposition annealing above 600°C. A 
thin interfacial Si02 layer was confirmed at the interface between the substrate and dielectric 
layer. Thin films with 0.92Ta2O5-0.08TiO2 (x=0.08) composition at 900°C in the N2 ambient 
for 2 min exhibited superior insulating properties. The main reason for the improvement in the 
insulating properties of Ta205 could be the charge compensation of excess oxygen by the Ti02 
additive. The measured dielectric constant and dissipation factor at 1 MHz were 16 and 0.016 
respectively for films annealed at 900°C. The interface trap density was 4.5x10^^ cm'^eV'\ 
and flatband voltage was range from -0.09 to -0.39 V. A charge storage density of 42.5 
fC/fim^ was obtained at an applied electric field of 3 MV/cm. The leakage current density was 
lower than 1x10'̂  A/cm^ up to an applied electric field of 3 MV/cm. The Poole-Frenkel 
conduction dominates the current-voltage characteristics. 

1.Introduction 
For MOSFETs scaling into the deep submicron, there is a strcHig need to reduce the gate 

oxide. Silicon dioxide (Si02)-based gate dielectrics raise a number of fundamental problems 
for fiirther oxide thickness scaling. The most critical ones are in increasing defect density and 
tunneling current, resulting in reduced dielectric reliability especially enhanced in decreasing 
oxide thickness to approximately 20A. Therefore, scaling of the gate oxide must end or an 
alternate high-dielectric material showing sufficiently low leakage current must be used. A 
high-dielectric material with low leakage current is necessary for fiiture generations of 
dynamic random access memory (DRAM) devices. Tantalum oxide (Ta205) such a material 
that is compatible with gate insulator and DRAM cell capacitors. Tantalum oxide thin films 
are attractive for scaled down capacitor in ultralarge scale integrated (ULSI) circuits because 
of their high dielectric constant, lower leakage current, lower defect density and high 
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breakdown field strength [1-5]. Extremely reliable Ta205 films with high temperature stability 
are strongly required for successful integration into ULSI devices. However, the dielectric and 
insulating properties of Ta205 films have been reported to be strongly dependent on the 
fabrication method, nature of substrate and electrode material, and post deposition annealing 
treatment condition [6-9]. Ta205 based composites have been studied for improving the 
dielectric and insulating properties [1-3,10-11]. We have recently shown that the dielectric 
and insulating properties of Ta205 can be dramatically increased through an 8% substitution 
of Ti02 [12]. The major focus rapid thermal annealing of (l-x)Ta205-xTi02 thin films research 
has been to improve the leakage current characteristics of crystalline Ta205 thin films 
deposited on Si substrates. Several fabrication methods such as reactive sputtering [7], 
thermal oxidation [13], plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) [9], low-
pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) [14] have been employed to fabricate good 
quality Ta205 thin films. 

In this paper, we report the rapid thermal annealing of (l-x)Ta205-xTi02 thin films formed 
by metalorganic decomposition (MOD) technique. Recently MOD technique has been 
extensively used in thin film technology. There are several advantages of the MOD technique 
such as easier composition control, good homogeneity, low processing temperature, low 
equipment cost, nonvacuum process, longevity, and uniform deposition over a large substrate 
surface area [15-16]. The post-deposition annealing of the films was carried out in a rapid 
thermal annealing system. The RTA process has been widely used in the semiconductor 
industry for various applications [17-18] like oxidation, nitridation, junction formation, and 
doping. RTA has emerged as a very attractive technique to overcome some limitations of 
conventional furnace anneals. Among these are: control of doping [19], control of out-
diffusion of ultra-shallow junctions [20], control of analog precision resistors and capacitors 
[21], and inter-conductor dielectric densification and leveling [22]. A very short annealing 
time and its relative process simplicity of RTA method as compared with conventional furnace 
annealing are the great advantages. The objective of short processing time is basically the 
control of dielectric-silicon interface, bulk structure and carrier transport of the thin dielectric 
films [6,23]. 

2.£xperimental 
Substrate materials used in this study were boron-doped (9-12 Qcm) Czochralski (CZ)-

grown, p-type (100) silicon wafers, which were cut into 1.2 cm x 1.2 cm squares. These wafers 
were first rinsed in deionized water and methyl alcohol and then cleaned by a standard RCA 
method prior to RTA. Thin films of (l-x)Ta205-JcTi02 were formed by metalorganic 
decomposition technique using pentaethoxy tantalum (Ta(OC2H5)5) and tetraethoxy titanium 
(Ti(OC2H5)4) as precursors. The composition x was controlled by varying the volume content. 
2-methoxyethanol (CH3OCH2CH2OH) was selected as solvents. Then, the MOD solution was 
directly deposited onto the Silicon wafers by the two-step spin-coating technique at 2000 rpm 
for 5 s and then 4000 rpm for 20 s. Varying the 2-methoxyethanol content controlled the 
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viscosity of the MOD solution. Adjusting the viscosity of the MOD solution and spin speed 
controlled the thickness of the films. After spinning onto various substrates, the films were 
baked in air on a hot plate at 120°C for 10 min in order to remove the volatile matter. Post-
deposition rapid thermal annealing of the films was carried out under various process 
conditions e.g., varying temperature, time, and ambient using rapid thermal processing 
apparatus. The film thickness and composition were examined by spectroscopic ellipsometry. 
The crystallinity of the films was evaluated by X-ray diffractometry (XRD) using Cu Ka 
radiation at 40 kV. The surface morphology and microstructure of the films were analyzed by 
atomic force microscopy (AFM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) respectively. 
The (l-x)Ta205-xTi02 films were electrically characterized by applying capacitance-voltage 
(C-V) and current-voltage (I-V) measurements. For this purpose, metal-insulator-
semiconductor (MIS) capacitors with an Al gate electrodes of 0.5 mm diameter deposited over 
the area of the films by vacuum evaporation. After gate patterning, the backside of the wafers 
were etched to expose silicon substrate and metallized with aluminum to reduce the series 
resistance. Dielectric loss (tan5), dielectric constant and charge storage density values were 
measured on MIS capacitors. 

3.Results and Discussion 
Figure 1 shows the effect of RTA temperature on film thickness. Although RTA time does 

not seem to have a strong effect on the film thickness, a little bit change in film thickness for 
RTA temperature and ambient. The film thickness of oxygen ambient is thicker than that of 
nitrogen ambient and also increased with increasing RTA temperature. It may be the cause for 
more diffusion during annealing with oxygen ambient. 

The as-deposited films were found to be amorphous, and post-deposition annealing was 
required to develop crystallinity. Figure 2 shows the XRD patterns of the (l-x)Ta205-xTi02 
(x=0.08) films, annealed in an N2 ambient by the RTA process, as a function of annealing 
temperature, while the annealing time was kept at 2 min. All the films thickness was about 32 
nm. The XRD patterns indicate the peaks originating from (101), (107), (116), (0016) and 

30 

600 1000 700 800 900 
RTA temperature (°C) 

Fig. 1 Effect of RTA temperature on the 
(l-x)Ta205-JcTi02 film thickness at 
different ambient. 

3 0 40 50 
2e (deg) 

Fig.2 XRD patterns of 0.92Ta2O5-0.08TiO2 
(jc=0.08) films as a function of RTA 
temperature. 
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(a) 600°C (b)700°C (c) 800°C (d) 900°C 

Fig.3 AFM photographs of 0.92Ta2O5-0.08TiO2 (JC=0.08) films as a function of RTA temperature 
annealed in N2 ambient for 2 min. 

(105) orientations and was identified to be the P-TaiOs by JCPDS (No.21-1199) data. 

Apparently, the peak intensity of (107) orientation had been prominent over other orientations. 

The XRD data also showed that crystallization occurs above 600°C. As the annealing 

temperature was increased, the peaks in the XRD pattern became sharper and the full width at 

half-maximum (FWHM) decreased except (116) orientation indicating better crystallinity and 

an increase in grain size with increasing annealing temperature. A well-crystallized phase is 

obtained at an annealing temperature of 900°C. No diffraction peaks in XRD patterns were 

observed for the films annealed below 600°C indicating that the films were amorphous. 

During the crystal growth of the film, the reaction starts at the Ta205/Si interface. After the 

annealing, the structure changes finally to Ta205/Si02/Si multilayered structure. Above 900°C, 

an enhancement of Si02 layer at the Ta205/Si interface was observed by spectroscopic 

ellipsometric measurement. Thus, the Ta205 film structure seems to depend critically on the 

presence of underlying Si02 layer [24], but RTA time did not seem to have a strong effect on 

structure and equivalent oxide thickness. In our previous report, we found that the peak 

intensity of XRD pattern also depends strongly on the composition x and the highest peak 

intensity was obtained for jc=0.08 composition [12]. 

The effect of the post-deposition RTA temperature on the surface morphology of the 

(a) 17 nm (b) 32 nm (c) 50 nm 

Fig.4 AFM photographs of (a) 17 nm, (b) 32 nm, and (c) 50 nm thick 0.92Ta2O5-0.08TiO2 (jc=0.08) 
films annealed by RTA process at 900°C in N2 ambient for 2 min. 
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Fig.4 Transmission electron micrograph (TEM) of 0.92Ta2O5-0.08TiO2 (jc=0.08)film annealed by 
RTA process at 900°C in N2 ambient for 2 min. 

0.92Ta2O5-0.08TiO2 (x=0.08) films are shown in Fig.3. The surface structure of the films was 
smooth, with no cracks and defects. The films exhibited a dense microstructure and fine grain 
size. The average surface roughness was found to increase with increase in armealing 
temperature. The average values of the surface roughness were 4.06nm, 5.04nm, 7.62nm, and 
10.30nm at 600°C, 700°C, 800°C, and 900°C respectively. The surface structures of the films 
were changed with changing annealing temperature. Up to 700°C, the surface structures of the 
films was smooth with very small grain sizes indicating the film surfaces were not well 
crystallized with no cracks. Above 700°C, the grain sizes were increased with increasing 
annealing temperature (Fig.3 (c) & (d)) with a dense microstructure indicating well 
crystallized which is consistent with the XRD studies indicating an increase in peak intensity 
with annealing temperature. The average grain size of about 50 nm in diameter for films at the 
temperature of 900°C. From the technical point of view, larger grain sizes are highly expected 
with increasing annealing temperature for higher surface mobility thus allowing the films to 
decrease its total energy by growing larger grains and decreasing its grain boundary area. 

The grain size of the films was also found to be thickness dependent as shown in Fig.4. At 
smaller thicknesses, the grain size was found to be small and it is increased with increasing 
film thickness indicating the grain growth was not complete. Similar thickness dependence of 
the grain size has been reported for thin films of other dielectric material [25]. 

Transmission electron micrographs (TEM) of 0.92Ta2O5-0.08TiO2 films confirm the 
structure. A typical image displays a very narrow interface layer (white line) between the 
substrate and dielectric film shown in Fig.5. Above the interfacial Si02 layer, a darker and 
crystallized layer can be observed, which is the tantalum oxide layer. 

The C-V characteristics of 0.92Ta2O5-0.08TiO2 (JC=0.08) films, annealed at various 
temperatures in N2 ambient for 2 min by RTA, at a frequency of 1 MHz are shown in Fig.5. 
With increasing temperature, the C-V curves show an increase in the accumulation 
capacitance. Above 900°C, the capacitance, however, decrease in the C-F curve. This might 
be due to the formation of interfacial Si02 layer as shown in Fig.4. The C-V curves shifted 
parallel to the negative bias direction due to the interface trap charge and oxide charge [26]. 
There was no appreciable change in the capacitance curve for RTA time and ambient. The 
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shift in the C-V curves, called the flatband voltage, FFB, defined by 

^FB = ^m. 
C,„ (1) 

where ^^^, g / , Q^, Q^^ and C^̂  denote the difference in work function between the 

metal and the semiconductor, oxide fixed charge, mobile ionic charge, oxide trap charge and 

capacitance of the oxide respectively. The flatband voltage VFB, in the 0.92Ta2O5-0.08TiO2 

film, lies on the slope of the C-F curve between the maximum and the inversion region, which 

is range from -0.09 to -0.39 V. The negative values reveal that the presence of positive charge 

in the oxide film. The interface trap density {Du ) was about 4.5x10^^ cm'^eV"^ which was 

calculated from the C-V data, using the Terman method [27] at a frequency of 1 MHz. The 

charge storage density was calculated from C-K characteristics as eq. (2). 

g c ^ e o S r ^ , (2) 

where 8o is the permitivity of free space, s r is the dielectric constant of the film, and E is 

the applied electric field. The charge storage density, Qc was calculated to be 42.5 fC/|im^ at 3 

MV/cm. The C-K characteristics curve of (l-x)Ta205-jcTi02 films with various composition at 

the temperature of 900°C has also been studied in our previous report [12]. The accumulation 

capacitance was increased with increasing x, and the maximum capacitance is obtained for the 

composition of x=0.08. The maximum dielectric constant for the (l-x)Ta205-xTi02 films was 

about 16 for x=0.08 composition at 900°C in N2 ambient for 2 min. The dielectric constant is 

less than that of Ta205 films deposited on metal substrates [5]. It is possible that the poor 

crystallization of (l-x)Ta205-xTi02 films decreases the dielectric constant is also due to 

formation of an Si02 layer between the silicon and (l-x)Ta205-xTi02 film. 

A dielectric material with frequency and thermal stability is required for the reliability of 

integrated capacitor applications. Figure 6 shows the dielectric constant and dissipation factor 

of 32-nm-thick 0.92Ta2O5- 0.08TiO2 films annealed at 900°C by RTA as a function of 
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Fig.5 C-V characteristics of the 0.92Ta2O5-
0.08TiO2 film as a function of 
annealing temperature. 
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Fig.6 Dielectric constant and dissipation 
factor of 0.92Ta2O5- O.OSTiOs films 
annealed at 900°C by RTA as a 
function of frequency. 
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Fig.7 Dielectric constant and dissipation factor of 0.92Ta2O5- 0.08TiO2 films annealed at 900°C by 
RTA as a function of measurement temperature. 

frequency. The dielectric constant showed no appreciable dispersion (very little dispersion) 

with frequency up to 1 MHz indicating that the values of dielectric constant were not masked 

by any surface layer effects or electrode barrier effects in this frequency range. On the other 

hand, the loss factor was found to be slight changed with changing frequency. The values of 

dielectric constant and dissipation factor at a frequency of 1 MHz were about 16 and 0.016 

respectively. Figure 7 shows the dielectric constant and dissipation factor of 32-nm-thick 

0.92Ta2O5- 0.08TiO2 films annealed at 900°C by RTA as a function of measurement 

temperature. The dielectric constant and the dissipation factor results show, there is no 

appreciable change with measurement temperature in the range 20-100°C indicating good 

thermal stability. The change in dielectric constant relative to dielectric constant at 20°C was 

found to be lower than 1.15% up to 100°C. The dissipation factor was found to increase from 

0.008 to 0.014 as the temperature was increased from 20-100°C. 

For the suitability of a dielectric material for MOSFET applications, the leakage current 

characteristics are very important. Figure 8 shows the JIE-E^''^ plot for the 0.92Ta2O5-

0.08TiO2 thin film. The behavior shown with this plot indicates that the leakage current 

mainly originates from the Poole-Frenkel conduction. The leakage current density of the film 

Fig.8 J-E 
E"\ 
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characteristics plotted as JIE versus 
Inset shows the J-E curve. 
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function of composition. 
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was as low as 1x10"^ A/cm^ at 3 MV/cm. It is considered that oxygen vacancies are flilly 

compensated by Ti"*̂  ions which are substitutional^ incorporated into Ta^^ sites in the films 

[3]. Figure 9 shows the leakage current density and dielectric constant of (l-x)Ta205-xTi02 

films as a function of various composition at the temperature of 900°C by RTA in N2 ambient 

for 2 min. It is shown that the 0.92Ta2O5-0.08TiO2 (JC=0.08) film is the lowest current density 

of about 1x10"^ A/cm^ and highest dielectric constant of about 16 which is suggest the suitable 

for MOSFET applications. 

4.Coiiclusioii 

Rapid thermal annealing of (l-x)Ta205-xTi02 thin films with crystalline structure were 

successfully prepared by metalorganic decomposition. RTA time and ambient do not seem to 

have a strong effect on structural and electrical properties. The composition of x=0.08 was 

found to be the best for obtaining the good crystallinity and insulating properties using RTA. 

A crystalline P-Ta205 phase was obtained. The surface morphology of the films was smooth 

and it was found to increase the grain size with increase in RTA temperature and film 

thickness. The insulating properties of 0.92Ta2O5-0.08TiO2 thin films were found to be much 

improved compared to reported Ta205 thin films [3,5]. The flatband voltage, VFB was range 

from -0.09 to -0.39V. Interface trap density of 4.5x10^^ cm'^eV"' was calculated for the 

sample annealed at 900°C. A charge storage density of 42.5 fC/|im^ was obtained at an 

applied electric field of 3 MV/cm. The measured dielectric constant and loss factor at 1 MHz 

were about 16 and 0.016. The MIS capacitors exhibited good thermal stability. The leakage 

current density was as low as 1 x 10"̂  A/cm^ up to an applied electric field of 3 MV/cm. The 

Poole-Frenkel conduction dominates the current-voltage characteristics. The high dielectric 

constant, low leakage current, low interface trap density, low loss, good thermal stability, and 

high charge storage density indicate that 0.92Ta2O5-0.08TiO2 thin films are encouraging for 

the possibility of dielectric layer in fully scaled ULSI devices. 
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1.Introduction 
The gate oxide thickness of metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) devices is being reduced 

step by step to match the reductions in integrated circuit scale [1]. The minimum gate oxide 
thickness is limited by the maximum allowable leakage current and device reliability. It is 
quite important to understand the degradation mechanisms of ultrathin gate oxide films if we 
are to design robust MOS devices [2]. 

For oxide films thicker than 3 nm, it is known that the time-to-dielectric-breakdown 
depends on electric field applied to the film. Degradation mechanisms have been classified 
into analog-mode soft breakdown, digital-mode soft breakdown, and hard breakdown 
(HBD)[3]. Weibull plots are widely used to assess thin-oxide reliability physics since they 
well integrate cumulative degradation data from many samples. Recent reports suggest that 
Weibull plots can be made in some cases for oxide films thinner than 2 nm, and that only 
HBD will be observed in most cases [4]. 

This paper compares HBD events in constant-current stressed 2.2-nm-thick SiOi films 
formed by various techniques. Background physics of the HBD events are also discussed to 
interpret phenomena observed. 

2.Device fabrication 
To examine hard breakdown mechanisms, we fabricated MOS capacitors on n-Si (001) 

substrates. 2.2-nm-thick oxide films were formed on bare silicon by the rapid thermal 
oxidation (RTO) technique or the conventional furnace tube oxidation (FO) technique. To 
create the RTO films, surface oxidation was carried out at 900 C in a dry-oxygen atmosphere 
for 12 sec. Surface oxidation was carried out at 950 C in a dry-oxygen atmosphere for 23 sec 
to create 3.3-nm-thick oxide RTO films. 2.2-nm-thick FO films were created by carrying out 
surface oxidation at 700 C for 20 min for in a dry-oxygen atmosphere. Next, phosphorus-
doped poly-Si film was deposited by the low-pressure chemical-vapor deposition technique. 
The effective gate area was 3xlO'̂ |Am .̂ Since the poly-Si electrode patterns were formed by 
wet-etching to minimize process-induced damage, we could evaluate the intrinsic properties 
of ultra-thin oxide films without any extrinsic influence. MOS capacitors have no aluminum 
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electrode. 

3.Results and discussion 
Gate voltage (Vg) dependencies of initial gate current, stress-induced leakage current 

(SILC), and post-HBD gate current for several 2.2-nm-thick films are shown in Fig. 1. SILC 
was observed after constant-current stress (CCS) of 32 A/cm^ (47 MV/cm) had been applied 
to the film for 6 hours, while soft breakdown was not observed after additional CCS. Gate 
voltage was almost constant during CCS. HBD occurred when additional CCS, 100 A/cm^ (80 
MV/cm) for 10 msec, was applied to the film after measuring the SILC characteristics. HBD 
event was defined by 50% step decrease in gate voltage. The fundamental aspects of gate 
current characteristics shown in Fig. 1 were reproduced by 100 samples. Regarding these 
observations, three significant experimental results were noted, (i) Although CCS of 32 A/cm^ 
(47 MV/cm) was applied to a 2.2-nm-thick oxide film for 10 hours, HBD was not observed, 
(ii) When CCS of 40 A/cm^ (52 MV/cm) was applied to a 2.2-nm-thick oxide film for 10 
msec, HBD was always observed, (iii) HBD was not observed when CCS of 32 A/cm^ (47 
MV/cm) was applied to the oxide film for 10 min, followed by CCS of 50 A/cm^ (60 MV/cm) 
for 10 min. 

Results (i) and (ii) suggest that the HBD of 2.2-nm-thick oxide films is strongly related to 
electric field stress because CCS conditions for (i) and (ii) are almost identical. So, we 
investigated the HBD-event probability as a function of electric field stress. The dependence 
of HBD-event probability on electric field stress is shown in Fig. 2; 10 samples were tested 
for each stress condition. When the electric field stress is below 50 MV/cm, HBD does not 
occur, even if CCS under 38 A/cm^ is imposed for more than 10 hours. This finding is 
independent of the oxidation technique used. 

In the case of 2.2-nm-thick FO films, electric field stress higher than 50 MV/cm always 
triggers HBD within 10 msec. In the case of 2.2-nm-thick RTO films, the electric field stress 
must be higher than 57 MV/cm to trigger HBD. For electric field stress ranging from 50 

D initial 

A after 350-min stress 

O after HBD event 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Gate Voltage, Vg (V) 

Fig. 1 Gate voltage (Vg) dependence of gate current density (Jg) for 2.2-nm-thick Si02 film. 
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MV/cm to 55 MV/cm, the HBD-event probability has a finite value ranging from 0 to 1; it is 

considered that this reflects the non-uniformity of oxide quality, including surface roughness. 

Thus, the critical electric field with regard to HBD is found in Fig. 2. 

We must investigate gate voltage behavior under CCS from point of view of film 

robustness. So, gate voltage dependence on time under the CCS condition of 20 A/cm^ is 

shown in Fig. 3 for the RTO film; several devices were tested. It is clearly found that the 

device does not show the HBD event even after CCS for 3000 sec. So, we have to conclude 

that 2.2-rmi-thick SiOi film is inherently robust. Recently, H. S. Momose et al demonstrated 

the reliability of 2-imi-thick Si02 films [5], where electrical stress of about 16 MV/cm was 

applied to devices and they showed very short lifetime. This should be interpreted that 

process-induced damage has reduced film lifetime. We also inspected the feature of voltage 

fluctuation seen in Fig. 3. Fourier transform of voltage fluctuation is shown Fig. 4. The 

fluctuation power shows typical 1/f̂  spectra, which strongly suggests that there exist specific 

defects characterized by a single energy level. 

On the other hand, results (ii) and (iii) suggest that breakdown-immunity is improved 

1000 3500 

Fig.3 

1500 2000 

Stress Time (sec) 

Gate voltage dependence on time under CCS for 2.2-nm-thick RTO film. Constant current for 
stressing is 20 A/cm .̂ 
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Frequency (Hz) 

Fig.4 Fluctuation power dependence of gate voltage on frequency under CCS. 

when a stress, which is not strong enough to trigger HBD, is applied to the oxide film as a 

first step. The relationship between stress method and the occurrence of HBD for RTO films 

is summarized in Fig. 5. In method (A), one-second CCS of 67 A/cm^ (64 MV/cm) was 

applied to the oxide film; HBD was always observed. 

In method (B), one-second CCS of 67 A/cm^ (64 MV/cm) was applied to the oxide film after 

the applicafion of CCS of 36 A/cm^ (49MV/cm) for 10 min; at this point, however, HBD was 

not observed. Next, one-second CCS of 100 A/cm^ (80 MV/cm) was applied to the film; after 

that HBD was always observed. In method (C), after CCS of 36 A/cm^ (49 MV/cm) for 600 

sec, CCS of 67 A/cm^ (64 MV/cm) was applied to the oxide film for 5 sec. After that, an 

optional CCS of 100 A/cm^ (85 MV/cm) was applied to the oxide film for 40 sec; this method 

seemed to prevent HBD completely. Similar results were obtained for FO films. Comparing 

method (C) to method (A) clearly shows that applying a weak initial stress, which does not 

lead to HBD, improves the films' breakdown-immunity. Comparing method (C) to method (B) 

indicates that this immunity is improved as the duration period of the weak initial stress 

increases. 

Method (A) 

67A/cm-, (64 MV/cm) 
1 sec 

HBD is observed 

Method (B) 
36A/cnr,(47MV/cm) 
600 sec 

u. 
67A/cm^ (64 MV/cm) 
Isec 

n 
100A/cm-,(85MV/cm)| 
Isec 

HBD is observed 

Method (C) 
36 A/cm", (47 MV/cm) 
600 sec 

^ 
67A/cnf,(64MV/a-n) 
5sec 

^ 
100 A/cm", (85 MV/cm) 
40 sec 

^ 
HBD is not observed 

Fig.5 Relationship between stress methods and occurrence of HBD for RTO film 
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Fig.6 Gate voltage (Vg) dependence of gate current density (Jg) for 3.3-nm-thick Si02 film. 

So, we discuss the influence of low stress current because weak CCS seldom triggers HBD. 
When CCS of 38 A/cm^ (50 MV/cm) is applied to the oxide film, the energy of 660 J/cm^ is 
dissipated per second by the stress current. Assuming that the present MOS structure is 
expressed as a parallel circuit composed of a resistor and a capacitor, the capacitance value is 
equal to 4.6x10"'̂  F, the tunnel resistance value is approximately equal to 1 kQ and so the 
charging (or discharging) time constant is estimated to be about 5x10"̂  sec. When we assume 
that a 5-V step-up is observed at the HBD event, the electrostatic energy of 5.8x10-̂  J IS 
emitted through the capacitor over a period equal to the above time constant (5x10' sec) [6]; 
the electrostatic energy of about 4x10^ J/cm^ should be emitted per second. The energy 
dissipated by the stress current (660 J/cm^ per sec.) is much smaller than the electrostatic 
discharge energy. This suggests that the low stress current probably makes traps in the Si02 
film, but seldom triggers HBD. 

In addition, we examined the difference between the breakdown mechanisms of about 2-
nm-thick oxide films and over 3-nm-thick oxide films. We consider why the breakdown 
immunity is improved by applying a weak initial stress to the film. In order to estimate the 
trap density of thin Si02 films, the simple method proposed by D. J. DiMaria et al. is utilized 
[7]. When we consider the case of a 2.2-nm4hick Si02 film (RTO) to which CCS of 38 A/cm^ 
(49 MV/cm) has been applied for 6 hours (Fig. 1), the estimated magnitude of created trap 
density is about 3.7 (arbitrary units). For comparison, gate voltage (Vg) dependencies of initial 
gate current, stress-induced leakage current (SILC), and post-HBD gate current for 3.3-nm-
thick film (RTO) are shown in Fig. 6. SILC was observed after constant-current stress (CCS) 
of 330 mA/cm^ (13 MV/cm) had been applied to the film for 360 sec. In this case, the 
estimated magnitude of created trap density is about 0.058 (arbitrary unit). This is much 
smaller than the value for the case of a 2.2-nm-thick Si02 film, which seems to be a 
discrepancy. However, this is resolved by the following consideration. 

It can be argued that many local traps created in the 2.2 nm film release the stored 
electrostatic energy fast by trap-assisted tunneling because the effective tunnel resistance of 
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2.2-nm-thick Si02 film is small, which prevents HBD. In the 3.3-nm-thick Si02 film, on the 

other hand, local traps created in the film release the stored electrostatic energy very slowly 

by trap-assisted tunneling because the effective tunnel resistance of 3.3-nm-thick Si02 film is 

large; relatively high electrostatic energy is stored across the film. Consequently, a local weak 

spot, in the 3.3-nm-thick Si02 film, readily induces the HBD [8]. 

4.Conclusion 

This paper mainly discussed the hard breakdown of 2.2-nm-thick Si02 films. It has been 

shown that the hard breakdown event of a 2.2-nm-thick Si02 film greatly depends on the 

applied electric field. It is strongly suggested that the local weak spots created by applying a 

low initial stress to a 2.2-nm-thick Si02 film resist the onset of hard breakdown. In other 

words, it is anticipated that the stored electrostatic energy is fast dissipated by trap-assisted 

tunneling in 2.2-nm-thick Si02 film. Consequently, it is strongly suggested that 2.2-nm-thick 

Si02 films are intrinsically quite robust. 
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1.Introduction 
The Rapid Thermal Metal Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition technique (RT MOCVD) 

appears to be very attractive technology in the microelectronics industry for fabrication of 
thin and high quality semiconductor films with abrupt interfaces [1]. RT MOCVD uses rapid 
and precise changes in the substrate temperature driven by switching of halogen-tungsten 
lamps, to control layer growth rather than applying the gas phase switching technique 
normally used in the standard MOCVD technique. The differences between the two concepts 
are shown in Fig.l. The main advantages of RT MOCVD system compare with regular 
MOCVD are as following: -elimination of the pre-processing long temperature wafer 
exposition step; -the ability to control the growth of abrupt interfaces; and the possibility to 
realize in-situ several steps of semiconductor device processing. 

Selective area epitaxy is an effective tool for the fabrication of optoelectronic integrated 
circuits. We demonstrated recently a novel mask-less method for the selective epitaxy [2], 
which uses enhanced deposition of lattice-matched material on a single crystalline surface and 

MOCVD CONCEPT 

300-700 

Time (min, hr) 
Temperature 
Gas Flow 

RT MOCVD CONCEPT 
250 C/sec Temperature ramp 

Time (sec, min) 
WEFER LOAD 

Fig.l Schematic presentation of the MOCVD and the RT-MOCVD conceptual process schedule. 
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growth inhibition on ion implanted amorphous surface. One of the expected advantages of 
this technique is the possibiHty to anneal the ion implantation damage in-situ and to continue 
with second growth process. 

The goal of this work is to study the possibility of single Rapid Thermal MOCVD system 
for carry out various process steps for future InP-based laser devices. 

2.Basic Growth Technique 
InP and InGaAs were grown on Fe-doped, semi-insulating and S-doped (100) InP 

substrates by the RT-MOCVD technique using A. G Heatpulse CVD 800 system. This is a 
low pressure, load lock, horizontal, and laminar flow reactor, heated by two sets of high 
power halogen lamps (20 lamps of 1.5kW each). Prior to growth, the InP substrates were 
cleaned using standard process, and immediately loaded into the reactor. TMIn, TMGa, TBA 
and TBP have been used as materials sources for growth of InP and InGaAs layers. Purified 
hydrogen was used as the gas carrier. 

In the growth of heterostructures as InP/InGaAs it is necessary to prevent mass transport 
from InP wafer during initial heat-up before growing InGaAs layer, because during this stage 
InP wafer is exposed to TBA atmosphere. Usually such preservation has been reach either by 
rapid heat-up or by introducing of small quantities of As4 [3] along with arsine during the 
heat-up. Our RT MOCVD system is an ideal facility for rapid heat-up of the wafer but the 
possibility of using the As4 in growth ambient of TBA instead of arsine must be proved. 

In the preservation experiments the generation of As4 vapor was produced by a GaAs 
single crystal wafer, which was placed on the susceptor immediately upstream of the wafer to 
be preserved. 

Figure 2 shows SEM microphotographs of InP wafers after heat treatment in TBA ambient. 
It is seen that in atmosphere of only TBA ( Fig. 2a) InP wafer surface has been attacked by 
TBA and degraded to some extent. Fig. 2b shows the degradation-free surface, which is a 
consequence of using As4 for InP preservation. This surface preservation technique was used 
for InGaAs layer growth. 

a) b) 

^ '̂̂  •' ' ^V ' \ i^ ^ ~-̂ '̂/:r1^^ î.'̂ .-: ^^^ '"'' 

Fig.2 SEM microphotographies of InP wafer surface heat treated in: a) TBA ambient; and b) TBA + 
As4 ambient. 
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Fig.3 X-Ray diffractometry of undoped InGaAs layer grown on (100) InP. 

3.Epitaxial Growth of Undoped InP and InGaAs Layers 
At the first step the optimum growth conditions for undoped InP and InGaAs were 

identified through a set of growth runs, through which the key growth parameters were 
modified. The temperature was varied in the range 500 - 650°C, the chamber pressure in the 
range 2 - 25 Torr, growth duration in the range 2 - 20 min and metalorganics flow rates in the 
range 0.1-100 seem. High quality InP and InGaAs films (fig. 3) were grown and exhibited an 
excellent morphology with narrow X-ray full width at half-maximum peak of-15 arcsec of 
the InP layer and -30 arcsec of the InGaAs layer on InP, reflecting a lattice mismatch of 
0.02% [4]. The featureless layers were measured to have n type background doping levels of 
Nd=5*10^^cm"̂  and 300K mobility of 3500 cm^A^*s. 

4.RT Growth of Quantum Well Structures 
Following the optimization the RT-MOCVD conditions for growth of the single layers of 

Heal M ' Co*! * 1nGA.\i i Hc.it InP Gx I 
gjctv̂ -d̂  Heat gfO\«h Coo! grywO-f 

Fig.4 Schematic flow chart of Rapid Thermal -MOC VD growth of InGaAs/InP quantum wells. 
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Fig.5 77K photoluminescence spectrum of IQW InGaAs/InP. 

InP and InGaAs, quantum well structures were grown. Figure 4 shows the schematic flow 
chart for growing InP/InGaAs quantum well structure, deposited on ~0.1 jim thick InP buffer 
layer grown on exactly (100) oriented semi-insulating InP substrates. 

Typical 77K PL spectrum for 100 A width InGaAs/InP single quantum well is shown in 
Fig. 5. It is seen that the quality of InGaAs/InP quantum well structures grown by RT-
MOCVD system is similar to the widely reported quantum well properties grown by regular 
MOCVD process. 

5.RT Growth of Fe-Doped InP 
Semi-insulating (SI) InP layers are of great interest for electronic and opto-electronic 

devices, particularly as current blocking layers in numerous opto-electronic devices, including 
lasers detectors and modulator or as a base material for implanted structures. 

The RT-MOCVD technique, which has been realized successfully for the growth of 
undoped InP layers, was used for the epitaxial growth of a Fe-doped InP layers. Beside TMIn 
and TBP, ferrocene was used as the iron source. The optimum growth conditions in our 
particular system were found to be at temperature of 650°C, a pressure of 4 Torr, for duration 
of 15 min at growth rates of up to 2|^m/h. The optimum TBP flow rate was 70-80 seem with 
TMIn flow rate of 0.15 seem and ferrocene flow rate of 15 seem. SIMS depth profile shows 
uniform Fe incorporation in InP for samples grown in optimum conditions with atomic 
concentration of about 10̂ ^ cm"̂ . The specific resistivity of the grown semi-insulating InP 
layer was measured to be p >5xlO^ Qcm (fig. 6), about the same order of magnitude as for the 
best commercial SI InP substrate. Details of growth conditions and electrical characterization 
technique can be found in [2]. 
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6.Selective RT-MOCVD Growth 
Selective growth of InP and related materials on patterned planar and non-planar 

substrates is one of the key steps in the fabrication of discrete and integrated optoelectronic 
devices. In this work we continued the study of ion implanted mask-less technique for 
selective growth [2]. This technique makes use of the fact, that the growth of InP on the 
amorphous implanted area is inhibited due to the lack of lattice constant definition. We 
combined the above technique to form buried layers by the following processing sequence 
steps: a) Ion implantation for mask-less selective area growth definition, b) First selective 
growth of InP layer on the non-implanted features, c) Growth of the second selective InGaAs 
layer on the top of the first InP layer, d) In- situ Rapid Thermal annealing of ion implantation 
damage, e) Fe doped InP re-growth over the whole area. Thus, the first, selective growth is 
completely covered by the burying re-growth layer. 

At the first step the optimum conditions for ion-implanted amorphization of InP surface 
were investigated. Fe ion looks promising for both: as an effective heavy ion for modification 
of the unmasked surface areas, and as an ion for semi-insulating doping for further 
semiconductor structure fabrication. The Fe ion implantation was performed at room 
temperature with doses between IxlO'"^ to 4x10'"̂  ions/cm^ at energy of 100 and 200 keV and 
a constant current density of O.ljiA/cm^. Implant damage in InP can consist of either 
amorphous layers or extended crystalline defects such as dislocations and stacking faults, 
depending on the ion, the dose, the dose rate and the implant temperature [4,5]. For the doses 
we used in this work the InP surface reached the amorphization conditions [5]. 

In our experiments we used implantation masks as a parallel stripes with filling factor (the 
percentage of masked area to all area of the surface) -50%. Fig. 7 shows microphotography of 
the selective InP growth on Fe- implanted InP substrate. It is seen, that there is no growth on 

974.2 

-974.2 
-5.0 

R=5.4-10Q 

0 5.0 
Bias [volts] 

Fig.6 Measured I-V curves for the Fe-doped InP layers. 
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Fig.7 SEM microphotography of the selectively grown InP layer on Fe-ion implanted InP substrate. 

the implanted areas. The variation of the ion implantation dose showed that selectivity is 
achieved in full-investigated range but it is better to use the minimum dose needed to 
amorphization to facilitate future Rapid Thermal Annealing [2]. 

We studied a range of selective growth runs through which the main selective growth 
parameters were varied. The optimum values of temperature and pressure for selective growth 
of InP and InGaAs layers were about the same as for regular RT MOCVD growth (see above). 
The key parameters for receiving better selectivity are TMIn and TMGa flows and growth rate. 
According to our experience, the low metalorganics flow rate leads to a better selectivity. If 
for regular growth we were using 60-75 seem of TMIn, for selective growth the best results 
were achieved at 30-35 seem of TMIn; instead of using 10-15 seem of TMGa for selective 
growth ~5 seem of TMGa is optimal. The growth rate for selective InGaAs growth must be 2 
times more compare to regular RT MOCVD growth. Fig. 8 shows the microphotography of 
the second selective InGaAs layer grown on InP selective layer. 

The optimum values of temperature and pressure for selective growth of InGaAs were 
about the same as for regular RT MOCVD growth of InGaAs as described above. 

Fig.8 Microphotography of selectively grown InP/InGaAs heterostructure. 
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7.RT-Annealing 
The re-growth of semi-insulating InP:Fe around mesas for current confinement has to be 

rapid enough to avoid excessive quantum well mixing and unwanted dopant diffusion. An 
attractive option of the RT-MOCVD technique is to bury the first selective growth structure 
by a second non-selective processing step. For achieving this step the implanted amorphous 
region layer should be annealed and re-crystallize. For reducing of ion-implanted damage in-
situ Rapid Thermal Annealing (RTA) technique was used. It is known that recrystalization and 
implant activation in implanted InP and related materials requires temperature above the 
incongruent evaporation point. This means that some kind of surface protection must be 
employed during the RTA process [5,6]. This protection supplies in this work by the TBP 
overpressure in the RT-MOCVD chamber. 

The optimum RTA conditions in our RT MOCVD system were achieved at temperature of 
~750°C, for 15 seconds with temperature ramp of 200°C/s, pressure of ~ 80 Torr in 
atmosphere of 200 seem of TBP. In such conditions we reached complete recrystalization 
and implant activation without wafer surface damages [4]. 

S.Regrowth of a burying semi-insulating InP layer 
The last stage of this study is an effort to combine the three steps that described above: /) 

ion implanted mask-less selective growth of InP/InGaAs heterostructure //) in-situ rapid 
thermal annealing of ion implantation damage and ///) in-situ re-growth of burying Fe doped 
semi-insulating layer all over the sample. Following ion implantation and sample preparation, 
the whole process was done in three successive steps in one growth process at the same 
conditions that described in the above paragraphs. 

Fig. 9 shows the microphotography of the selectively grown InGaAs layer and the final 
regrown Fe-doped burying InP layer following the rapid Thermal Annealing. 

Regrown Fe-doped InP 

Selective grown InP 

Fig.9 Microphotography of the regrown Fe-doped burying In? layer following RT Annealing. 
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Selective maskless Fe-
lon implantation 

Rapid Thermal MOCVD chamber 

First InP layer Growth I 

T 
In situ surface preserving 

I 
Active layer growth 

I 
RT Annealing 

I 
Fe-doped InP regrowth 

Contacts processing 

Fig. 10 Single chamber technique for future InP-based device fabrication. 

4.Conclusions 

We have demonstrated the potential of RT MOCVD technique for carry out the various 

processes associated with the integrated processing of InP-based devices. As an conclusion 

we would like to present the following schematic (fig. 10) describing future InP- based device 

processing by means of single chamber RT MOCVD system. 
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1.Introduction 
Sb is promising as dopant for shallow junction formation in scaled down devices because 

of its low diffiisivity. Recently, 0.1 [im MOSFETs with ultra-shallow source and drain 
extensions fabricated by Sb implantation have been reported [1]. In another report, it has been 
described that pile-up of Sb at the Si02/Si interface results in dopant loss during the solid 
phase epitaxial growth of amorphized layer formed by the implantation[2]. However, 
fundamental data of Sb diffusion are shorter than other dopants. In addition, many annealing 
steps in the LSI fabrication process and reactions at Si surface have great influences on 
shallow junction formation. Therefore it is necessary to collect and analyze fundamental data 
of Sb diffusion for accurate diffusion modeling. 

The purpose of the present study is to clarify the Sb pile-up phenomenon during a drive-in 
process after predeposition using a diffusion source and to measure the diffusion coefficient 
ofSbinSi. 

2.£xperimental Procedure 
Substrates used were p-type (100) Cz Si wafers with resistivity of 0.1-1 Q cm. The Sb 

predeposition was carried out at 1000°C for 30 min in N2, using SOG (spin-on-glass 
composed of Si02 and Sb203) source which was baked at 120 °C for 1 hr in air. After removal 
of the source by HF, the drive-in diffusion was carried out at 1000°C for various times in N2, 
O2, and wet O2 atomospheres. During the drive-in diffusion, oxide layers were formed not 
only in O2 and wet O2 but also in N2, as described below. Sample preparation and 
measurements are illustrated in Fig. 1. Sb depth profiles in both Si and oxide were obtained 
by the secondary-ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS: CAMECA IMS-4f) analysis. The primary 
beam was Cs^ and its energy and current were 10 keV and 20 nA, respectively. The sputtered 
depths were obtained by measuring the crater depth with a stylus profilometer assuming that 
the sputtering rate remained constant. The Sb profiles in Si were measured after the oxide 
layers were removed by HF dipping. For measurement of profiles in oxide, the oxide was 
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<Sample preparation> 

Diffusion source coating 

HI 
Baking 

J: 
Predepotition diffusion 

I 
Removal of diffusion source 

<MeasuremenP-

_ ^ SIMS (A), 4-point probe method 

Drive-in diffusion 

_ ^ SIMS (B), Ellipspmetry 

Removal of surface oxide 

_ ^ SIMS (C), 4-point probe method 

Fig. 1 Sample preparation and measurement 

etched down to the thickness of about 0.1 |Lim to prevent charge-up effect. Sheet resistance of 
diffused Si was measured by the 4-point probe method. Thickness and refractive index of the 
oxide layers formed at the Si surface during the drive-in diffusion were measured by 
ellipsometry. 

3.Results and Discussion 
3.1 Pile-up ofSb at the interface 

Figue 2 shows Sb depth profiles in Si for predeposition for 30 min and drive-in diffusions 
for 30 min in N2, O2, and wet O2 (SIMS (A) and (C) in 1, respectively). After the drive-in 
diffusion, the surface concentration decreases dramatically in all atmosphere. In addition, the 
depths for O2 and wet O2 drive-in diffusions were shallower than the depth for predeposion 
diffusion. Table I shows sheet resistance and Sb total amounts in Si obtained from the depth 
profiles in Fig. 1. The total amount of Sb in Si after the drive-in diffusion decreases with 
increase in the oxide thickness shown in Table II Compared with predeposition, the Sb 

1.E+19 

+3 

I 
o o 
o 1.E+17 

, 0 ^ 

PredeoO Predepo: lOOO °C 30 min in N2 
Drive-in: 1000 °C 30 min in Nj, Oj, wet Oj 

\ , ^M ^^-^ Nodrive-in 

•-1^—02drive-lTv* 
'•.% 

' > ^ w e t p z d r i v e - i ^ i ^ ^ •; .% • V 

0.05 0.15 0.2 
Depth(A'm) 

Fig.2 Sb depth profile in i (SIMS (A), (C) in Fig. 1). 
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Table I. Sheet resistance and total amounts of 
Sb in Si obtained from the depth profiles 
of Fig. 1 

Predq)osition 
2 drive-in 

O2 drive-in 
wet O2 drive-in 

Sheet resistance 
(Q/D) 

1730 
1880 
1990 
2500 

Sb amounts in Si 
(cm-2) 

3.12x10'̂  
1.65x10'̂  
1.17x10'̂  
3.03x10'̂  

Table 11. Thickness and refractive index of the 
oxide layer on Si surface after drive-in 
diffusion in N2, O2 and wet O2 

2 drive-in 
O2 drive-in 
wet O2 drive-in 

Oxide thickness 
(urn) 

0.0097 
0.065 
0.27 

Refractive index 

1.47-i0.12 
1.47 
1.47 

amount loss in Si is 27% and 64% and 91% for N2, O2 and wet O2 drive-in diffusion, 
respectively. This result corresponds well to increase in sheet resisitance. 

Table II shows thickness and refractive index of the oxide layers on the Si surfaces after 
the drive-in diffusion for 30 min in N2, O2 and wet O2. Oxide thickness for the N2 drive-in 
diffusion was 9.7 nm. The reason for the oxidation in N2 drive-in is explained as follows; the 
Si surface is slightly oxidized during loading/unloading of the wafer into the diffusion furnace 
because of O2 pulling-in from the air. Only for the N2 drive-in diffusion, refractive index has 
an imaginary part, which suggests the presence of elemental Sb in the oxide layer. 

In order to investigate the cause of decrease in the total amount in Si and increase in sheet 
resistance, we obtained Sb depth profiles in oxide layers by SIMS. 

Figure 3 shows Sb depth profiles in the oxide (SIMS (B) in Fig. 1) combined with those in 
Si (SIMS (C) in Fig.l). For the wet O2 drive-in, the oxide thickness is reduced to about 0.1 
|im by etching. The position of the interface between oxide and Si (shown by the dashed line) 
is determined according to the oxide thickness shown in Table II. When we estimate the value 
of Sb concentration in the oxide, we cannot assume that the secondary ion yield of Sb in the 
oxide is the same as that in Si because of the matrix effect. So, to obtain Sb depth profiles in 
the oxide, ion intensity of Sb was normalized by that of Si and was converted to the Sb 
concentration assuming that Sb did not out-diffuse into the ambient during the drive-in 
diffusion. This assumption may be valid, because the oxide grows at the Si surface so that 
out-diffusion of Sb is prevented. From Fig. 3, Sb pile-up is clearly observed at the oxide side 

51.E+18 

N2 drive-in 

i 1 * 1 

1 1 

H Si i Si 
l ! ^ 1 ^ 

Drive-in: 1000 °C 30 min in N ,̂ Oj, wet 0^ 

drive-in ^ 1\ 
^ . 1 wet O2 drive-ir 

^ A 1 

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 

Depth( u m) 

Fig.3 Sb depth profiles combining those in the oxide (SIMS (B) in Fig. 1) and those in Si (SIMS (C) 
in Fig. 1). 
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Fig 4 Time dependences of the Sb drive-in diffusion (SIMS (C) in Fig. 1). Diffusion 
atmospheres are (a) N2 and (b) O2. 

of oxide/Si interface in all the ambient. From Figs. 2 and 3, it is found that the Sb pile-up 
disappears after dipping in HF. Therefore it is expected that Sb piles up in a form soluble in 
HF and not in Si. This pile-up in oxide causes large decrease in Sb amount in Si and increase 
in sheet resistance during the drive-in diffusion. In addition, Sb peak concentration of the pile-
up layer is of the order of 10*̂  cm"̂ . Since the Sb surface concentration in Si is of the order of 
10̂ ^ cm'̂ , Sb concentration of the pile-up layer is much larger than surface concentration in Si. 

The present results are striking because it is well known that the segregation coefficient of 
Sb reported previously is much larger than unity (concentration in Si / concentration in Si02 > 
1) [3], i.e., the Si02 layer is expected to reject Sb. Furthermore, recently. It has been reported 
that the pile-up is observed only for samples with implanted Sb concentrations above 10̂ ^ cm"̂ , 
larger than the solid solubility limit [2]. However, in this preset study, Sb is doped into Si in 
the predeposition process but not ion-implantation, and thus its concentration never exceeds 
the solid solubility. From these experimental results, it is confirmed that during the drive-in 
diffusion, Sb is extracted from Si and piles up in the oxide side of the interface, irrespective of 
doping method and Sb concentration. 

3.2 Sb diffusion in Si 
Figure 4 shows Sb drive-in diffusion profiles in N2 and O2 (SIMS (C) in Fig. 1). The 

drive-in diffusion was carried out at 1000 °C for 10, 30, 60, 90 and 120 min. For the N2 drive-
in shown in Fig. 4(a), the oxide thickness formed during the drive-in diffusion was about 100 
A, which was independent of diffusion time. The Sb depth profiles in Si show Gaussian shape 
except for the near-surface region. While, the profiles for the O2 drive-in in Fig. 4(b) show 
little expansion. It is well known that Sb diffuses with vacancy mechanism [4] and therefore, 
Sb difflisivity is suppressed by injection of interstitial Si due to surface oxidation. The shift of 
the oxide/Si interface with surface oxidation also results in decrease in the apparent diffusion 
depth. Figure 5 shows diffusion time dependences of sheet resistance and Sb amount in Si 
obtained from the depth profiles shown in Fig. 4. The Sb amount in Si decreases during initial 
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30 min and then remains almost constant in both atmospheres. This fact shows that the Sb 
pile-up layer is formed during initial 30 min. 

In the present diffusion condition, the Sb diffusion is performed under the intrinsic 
condition (i.e., the Sb concentration is lower than the intrinsic carrier concentration at 
1000 °C). Therefore, the diffusivity of Sb is expected to be constant in the concentration 
region. The Sb amount in Si remains almost constant beyond 30 min in both atmospheres, as 
described above. Thus, we can assume that the Sb diffusion profile beyond 30 min shown in 
Fig. 4 is expressed by the Gaussian distribution. Generally, the Gaussian distribution is 
expressed by the following equations, 

C ( x , t ) = v; =exp 
Dt 

\ 

4Dt y 
(1) 

Dt = Dp,,tp,, + Dd,itdH (2) 

where Q is the dopant amount in Si, Dpre and Ddn are the diffusion coefficients for the 
predeposition and drive-in diffusion, tpre and tdri are the time of the predeposition and drive-in 
diffusion, respectively. Here Dpre is estimated to be 6.0 x 10"'̂  cm /̂s by fitting the measured 
profile in Fig.l to the erfc distribution. Figure 6 shows the comparison of the experimental 
(symbols) and simulated (lines) profiles for the N2 drive-in diffusion. From this figure, the 
Gaussian profiles can be fitted well to the experimental profiles beyond 30min. In this fitting, 
Ddri is estimated to be 1.85 x lO"̂ "̂  cm^/s. Sb amount in Si continues to decrease within 30min 
due to the pile-up formation as shown in Fig. 5. Thus, we can not assume that the depth 
profiles at 10 and 30 min are expressed by the Gaussian distribution. If the depth profiles at 

o.E+00 

Fig.5 Diffusion time dependences of sheet resistance (dashed lines) and Sb amount in Si 
obtained from the depth profiles of Fig. 4(solid lines). 
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Fig.6 Comparison of the experimental (symbols) and simulated (lines) profiles for the N2 drive-in 
and predepotision diffusion. 

10 and 30 min is simulated by Gaussian distribution, the diffusion coefficient will become 

much smaller than that beyond 30 min. 

From these experimental results, we can simulate the diffusion profiles of the N2 drive-in 

diffusion beyond 30 min at 1000°C using Gaussian distribution. The diffusion coefficient 

beyond 30 min shows several times larger than that of predeposition. It is possibly considered 

that the different diffusion coefficients are caused by decrease in the vacancy concentration in 

Si by injection of the interstitial Si during the oxidation, i.e., Sb diffusion is suppressed by 

injection of interstitial Si. For the predeposition process, the elemental Sb is generated at the 

Si surface by the following interface reaction and at the same time, the Si surface is oxidized. 

l /2Sb ,0 , + Si - ^ Sb + SiO. (3) 

For the N2 drive-in process, about 100 A-thick oxide is also formed during initial period as 

described above. These surface oxidation processes are considered to be one of the origins of 

the decrease in diffusion coefficient. 

4.Conclusion 

We investigated the Sb pile-up phenomenon and the diffusion coefficient during the N2 drive-in 

diffusion. Sb piles up rapidly within 30 min at oxide side of the oxide/Si interface during drive-in 

diffusion in N2, O2 or wet O2 irrespective of doping methods, i.e., implantation or thermal diffusion. 

The Sb pile-up is generated even for concentration below solid solubility of Sb. The pile-up is a major 

cause of decrease in diffused amount of Sb in Si and increase in sheet resistances. The pile-up amount 

of Sb is dependent upon diffusion ambient. 

The diffusion coefficient of the N2 drive-in diffusion increases rapidly within 30 min and then 

saturates. The diffusion coefficient beyond 30 min shows several times larger than that of 

predeposition. 
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1.Introduction 
Optical interconnection between large-scale integrated circuits is important to minimize 

the time lag of signal transportation in the interconnection circuits. Recently Sasaki et. al. 
reported practical free-space optical interconnection circuit which is 40 mm long, 10 mm 
width and 3 mm thickness [ 1 ]. 

For the optical interconnection circuit, Wada and Kimering discussed a new approach to 
use a high-index contrast optical wave-guide and a photonic crystal wave-guide in order to 
minimize the optical system [2]. The high-index contrast optical wave-guide is a conventional 
optical wave-guide, but the refractive index of wave-guide must be large as possible as it can 
be formed in order to minimize the curvature. The material also must be transparent at the 
wavelength. With using Si core and air clad, they realized a curvature radius of 3 jam at 0.5 dB 
level. However the light propagation loss will increase with increasing the refractive index 
and decreasing a curvature radius. It is supposed that the phtonic crystal overcomes the 
difficulty. The photonic crystal wave-guide can be realized according to the photonic band-
gap (PBG) in the periodicity of refractive index material [3,4]. 

Large refractive index and optically transparent materials are necessary for a photonic 
crystal fabrication. Widely using materials are GaAs, Si02 and related materials. However 
some of them are not suitable for plasma etching process and some of them are not high 
refractive index material. Presently fabricated photonic crystals are usually using air clad [5] 
because the high refractive index materials have not good process compatibility and also there 
are few materials to fulfill high refractive index contrast. Therefore we proposed C-S-Au 
composite film as a new large refractive index material [6, 7] and amorphous hydrocarbon 
film as a small refractive index material, however the most of composed atoms become 
volatile under oxygen plasma treatment. Only Au is chemically inert, but Au is also known to 
be physically etched slowly in the plasma [8]. Whereas it will be concluded that the proposed 
materials have process compatibility. 

In this paper, C-S-Au composite film formation will be reported and the optical properties 
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and processes for 2-dimentional photonic crystal (2-D PC) fabrication will be also discussed. 

2.Experiinental 
Co-operation process of plasma CVD and sputtering was used for the C-S-Au composite 

film formation with using a parallel discharge electrode system at 13.56 MHz. The upper 
electrode is made of graphite to eliminate contamination from the electrode because the upper 
electrode is negatively biased under the RF plasma condition and the electrode material is 
sputtered during the plasma CVD. C-S compound will be formed with using CH4, SF6 and Ar 
mixture gas. When Au plate with area of 5 X 5 cm^ is set on the upper discharge electrode, Au 
atom is mixed into the film on the lower electrode by sputtering from the upper electrode. As 
substrates, Coming 7059 glass and Si wafer were used for the characterization of the film. 

The films were characterized by measuring thickness, ESCA, optical transmittance, and 
refractive index at a wavelength of 632 nm. The etching rate was also measured as a function 
of the discharge power by using RIE apparatus at 0.1 Torr, an O2 gas flow rate of 10 SCCM 
and a frequency of 13.56 MHz. 

3.Results and Discussions 
C-S and C-S-Au composite films were prepared at a fixed condition of gas pressure of 0.1 

Torr, discharge power of 100 watt and discharge duration of 30 min, where gas flow rates of 
CH4, SF6 and Ar were controlled independently. Initially the films were formed at a fixed flow 
rate of 10 SCCM for Ar, 10 SCCM for CH4 but SF6 flow rate was changed from 2 to 25 
SCCM. The atomic compositions of the films evaluated by ESCA measurements were shown 
in Table 1. The atomic compositions of hydrogen and fluorine were neglected because they 
were very small compared to other atoms. However Au atom content was listed in Table 1 
even if the content is smaller than 1 atomic % because the contribution of Au on the refractive 
index is significantly large compared to hydrogen and fluorine atom [7]. 

From Table 1, we concluded that CH4 and SF6 were dissociated to C and S atom by 
forming HF during the plasma CVD process and the hydrogen and fluorine atom were 
eliminated from the reactor in the form of HF by the pump. However there are large deviation 
from the stoichiometry of reaction in the gas composition of CH4 and SF6. The deviation is 
supposed that intermediate products like as C2HX and SF4 are also stable in the plasma and 
evacuated from the reactor. 

Refractive indexes of C-S and C-S-Au film at about 0.6|am are plotted in Fig. 1. 2.4 is the 
maximum value for C-S film and 3.7 is the maximum value for C-S-Au film. Compared to 
diamond refractive index of 2.38 [9], the values are larger. Refractive index of GaAs is know 
to be 3.4 at an optical wavelength of 1 ]im [4]. 
Therefore the value of 3.7 is not small as a photonic crystal material. The polymer and plasma 
polymerized film showed 1.5-1.6 as refractive index usually [10]. Therefore the index contrast 
between the C-S-Au and carbonaceous (aC) film is about 2.1, which is profitable value for the 
photonic crystals. 
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Table 1 Atomic composition of C-S and C-S-Au films 

Flow 
Rate 

ofSF6 

2 

5 

10 

15 

20 

25 

C 

98.8 

93.1 

93.2 

90.6 

85.2 

79.3 

Atomic Composition (%) 

C-S film 

S 

1.12 

6.90 

6.80 

9.40 

14.8 

20.7 

Au 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

C 

96.0 

96.0 

93.4 

88.3 

85.9 

81.0 

C-S-Au film 

S 

1.86 

3.22 

5.84 

11.6 

14.0 

18.7 

Au 

2.1 

0.7 

0.7 

0.0 

0.1 

0.1 

Co-operation processes of plasma CVD and sputtering were studied by Biederman, 

Martinu, Kay and other [10]. They observed the metal was contained in the film in the form of 

clusters. Martinu measured the refractive index to be 2.7 at 0.7|im for fluorinated polymer 

with Au clusters. The refractive index was calculated theoretically, where the metal clusters 

were expected to cover by dielectric layer. 

The large refractive index of our film cannot be explained by Martinu's model on metal 

cluster covered by polymer. Electronic polarizabilities of atoms in the film were evaluated 

with using the refractive indexes measured and the atomic composition in the film [7]. The 

large refractive index of C-S-Au composite film was referred to the atoms with the large atom 

number, namely S and Au atom. Then our C-S-Au composite film was expected that Au atom 

was not clustered and was distributed atomically in the film. However there is a question why 

Au atom was uniformly distributed in our film instead of cluster formation. One possibility 

isthat the atomic density is very small compared to that Martinu reported. Another possibility 

is referred to chemical bond between S and Au atom because S and Au can be bonded weekly 

even if Au atom is inert material [11, 12]. 

Next problem is optical transmittance of C-S-Au film. Optical transmittance of aC, C-S 

and C-S-Au film are shown in Fig. 2. The aC is almost transparent in the measured 

wavelength range. However the C-S and C-S-Au film were colored in yellow and red and the 
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Fig.l Refractive index of C-S & C-S-Au 
composite films (An : 10 SCCM, CH4: 
10 SCCM, Pressure 0.1 Torr, 
Discharge duration 30 min). 
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Fig.2 Optical transmittance of aC (600nm), 
C-S (1200) and C-S-Au (1100) film. 
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Fig.3 Optical Transmittance of Au film(Thickness 25 nm) 

C-S-Au film showed absorption significantly at the shorter wavelength range than 400 nm. In 
Fig. 3, optical transmittance of gold film was measured. The Au film is transparent at the 
larger wavelength than 300 nm. Therefore the large absorption of C-S-Au film at the short 
wave length is referred to chemical bond between Au and S [11, 12]. To utilize the C-S-Au 
film for optical devises the deposition condition must be optimized to minimize the 
absorption. 

Two-dimensional photonic crystal (2-D PC) was aimed to fabricate in this work as shown 
in Fig. 4, which will work at a visible light wavelength range of 500 nm. Where dot patterns 
have 500 nm pitch in a triangle structure. Therefore the gap distance between the dots is very 
small like as 200 nm so on. 

Initially the etching rate of C-S-Au film by O2 RIE plasma was measured as shown in Fig. 
5. The etching was performed at 0.1 Torr, 10 SCCM of O2 gas flow rate as %. parameter of 
discharge power. The etching rate was very small. Therefore, to realize 2-D PC, it was 
concluded to adopt double layer resist system of evaporated aluminum (Al) and conventional 
resist. The resist must be high-resolution chemically amplified negative resist. The 2-D PC 
pattern of C-S-Au will be etched by O2 RIE plasma through Al mask pattern formed by 
electron beam lithography. Where Al layer works as O2 plasma etching stopper. 

4.Conclusions 
A new large refractive index material was fabricated by co-operation process of plasma 

CVD and sputtering with using CH4 and SFe and Ar mixture gas and Au plate on the upper 

ISOntn 

Fig.4 2-D PC pattern work at 500 nm. 
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Fig.5 Etching rate as a function discharge power for C-S-Au film at 0.1 Torr and 10 SCCM of O2. 

electrode. C-S-Au composite film was formed and showed 3.7 as a refractive index. The 

value is suitable for the photonic crystal. The etching rate was measured to fabricate 2-D PC. 

Because of small etching rate, two layers resist systeBm of Al and resist were considered to 

be necessary to fabricate 2-D PC. 
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1.Introduction 

During the last few years there has been an increasing interest in RTA systems that are not 

based on radiative heating [1-4, 6]. In these systems the wafer is placed in a resistively heated, 

isothermal, environment, where heating takes place through a combination of radiation and 

gas conduction. The driving forces for this trend are several: simple, thermocouple-based 

temperature control, no overshoot of wafer temperature, reduced dependence on wafer 

emissivity, low power consumption, etc. Further, as lamp-based systems have difficulties 

operating at temperatures < 400°C, specific furnace-based RTA systems are developed for 

low-temperature applications. In this paper the Levitor 4000 is discussed: an isothermal 

system, that can be used over the entire spectrum of RTA applications, i.e. from spike anneals 

(~ls, 1100°C) to low-temperature BEOL applications, i.e. annealing of ECD Cu and low-k 

dielectric films (>10s, < 400°C). 

2.Basic Considerations 

In isothermal systems, the wafer heat-up rate depends on the wall temperature, the distance 

between wafer and wall(s), and the gas ambient. In figure 1 a calculation is shown on the 

^Wn 

Radiation 
6 = 0.3 e = 1 

0.01 0.1 1 10 
Gap between wall(s) and wafer (mm) 

100 

Fig. 1 Comparison of radiative and conductive heating in isothermal systems. The assumption is that 
the wafer is placed in between two hot walls both kept at 1000°C. 
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1.E+00 

Fig.2 Wafer temperature and energy fluxes during wafer heat-up in helium to 1000°C. The gap 
between the wafer and both walls is 0.15 mm. 

contributions of radiative and conductive heating, immediately after the wafer is placed in the 
system. As is clear from the figure, the gap between the walls and the wafer, and the gas 
ambient are critical in terms of the dominant heating mechanism. Systems with gaps >lmm 
[1-3] operate in a mixed radiation/conduction regime whereas the Levitor system [4,6], in 
which the gap between the wafer and the walls is 0.15 mm, operates in the conduction-
dominated regime. In helium the fraction of energy transferred through conduction is ~ 95%. 
In figure 2 the conductive and radiative contributions are shown all through heat-up of the 
wafer to the final (i.e. wall temperature). The heating turns out to be dominated by gas 
conduction throughout the entire heating process. This has important implications: heating 
through gas conduction, as takes place in systems with small gaps, is independent of wafer 
surface emissivity (device-type, patters, films, etc.). Further, very high heat-up rates are 
accomplished. In helium a maximum heat-up rate of ~ 900°C/s is realized; in nitrogen this is 
~ 300°C/s 

3.Levitor System 
In the Levitor 4000 system, the wafer is inserted in between two blocks kept at constant 
temperature. Prior to loading the wafer, the blocks are at a typical distance of ~ 20 mm. 
Immediately after positioning the wafer in between the blocks, these are moved towards the 
wafer to a final and uniform wafer-block distance of 0.15 mm. During the entire wafer 

Radial bearing 1 ;̂ ;̂  1 "^"^ 

tt 
I GasB 
I Axial bearing 

rr 

Gas A I I Gas B 

Fig.3 Basic lay-out Levitor 4000 system 
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Fig.4 Typical time-temperature plot in the Levitor annealing system. The hot and cold blocks are 
closed during the 'anneal' and 'cool-down' times, respectively. In this example heat-up is done 
in helium, whereas cool-down takes place in nitrogen. During 'transfer', the wafer is 
transferred from the hot to the cold station. This takes typically 1.5-2.0 s. 

loading sequence, gas is injected through narrow channels in both blocks, flowing radially 

outwards between wafer and blocks. The wafer floats stable on this gas bearing, see figure 3. 

Once the wafer is heated, the blocks are kept closed for as long as the recipe requires. When 

sufficient annealing has taken place, the blocks are opened and the wafer is taken out. To 

avoid the formation of slip, the so-called guard ring, see figure 3, is transported with the wafer. 

As this guard ring is heated to the same temperature as the wafer, it will shield the wafer edge 

from cooling down faster than the rest of the wafer during unloading. This eliminates the 

formation of crystal defects (slip). The wafer and the ring are transported to a cool-down 

station where the same principle is applied: wafer (and guard ring) are placed in between two 

water-cooled blocks that, upon loading of the wafer, are brought to a distance of 0.15 mm 

from the wafer surfaces. This results in a very efficient cool-down of the wafer, with rates of 

the same magnitude as are obtained during heat-up. Again, the dominant energy transfer 

mechanism is heat conduction through the thin gas layers. The overall process cycle is 

depicted schematically in figure 4. 

Two variations of this set-up have been developed: in the first one, used for high-temperature 

anneals, both blocks are kept at the same temperature. As mentioned above, the wafer is 

heated rapidly to process temperature, with no overshoot. In the second version the blocks 

have different temperatures. The wafer temperature can be varied rapidly by either moving the 

wafer up or down in the thermal gradient, or by switching the type of gas above and below the 

wafer from a highly conductive type (He) to a less conductive type (N2,), see figure 5. 

[ T = 350 °C 

N2 300 °C 

[ T = 20 °C 

He 

^ 

T = 350 °C 

N 2 7 Q OQ 

T = 20 °C 

Fig.5 Levitor LT: two blocks with temperature gradient 
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Moving the wafer up and down in the thermal gradient is accomplished by varying the 
relative gas flows through the blocks on either side of the wafer. The advantage of this set-up 
is the relative simplicity, and the absence of a wafer transfer in between heating and cooling. 
The wafers are brought in cold, are heated up to the anneal temperature, and are cooled-down 
again without leaving the Levitor module. 

4.Levitor 4000, Formation of Ultra-shallow junctions 
To explore the performance of the system for the formation of Ultra-Shallow Junctions, 
various spike anneal processes were carried out on low-energy B implants. In one set of 
experiments the time the blocks are closed was kept constant at 1.3 s (= 'anneal' in figure 4) 
while the block temperature was varied. In the second set, the block temperature was kept 
constant at 1100 °C, and the time the blocks are closed was varied. In figure 6, the resulting 
junctions are shown. It is clear that the annealing process behaves as expected: the sheet 
resistance goes up at shorter block-closing times and at lower temperatures, while the junction 
depth is reduced. The combinations of sheet resistance and junction depth that are found in 
these experiments match the semi-theoretical limits for ultra-shallow junction formation as 
indicated by Huff et al [5]. 
It should be noted that for these experiments only 'conventional' Si substrates were used; no 
enhancement techniques such as the implantation of BF2̂  ions, co-implantation of other ions 
and/or pre-amorphization are included. Such techniques result in even shallower junctions 
than the ones produced with the above-mentioned technique. 

a;Tpiate=1100X 

b;Tp!ate=1075''C 

c:Tpiate=1050''C 
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c:1100''C,34lQ/sq. 

"^ 
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'-̂  
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b Ski 
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Fig.6 The formation of Ultra-shallow junctions with the Levitor 4000 system. In all cases 500 eV B̂  
ions were implanted with a total dose of 1x10'̂  cm"̂ . In the top two figures the block closing 
time ('anneal' time in figure 4) was kept constant at 1.3 s, while in the bottom two figures the 
block temperature was kept constant at 1100 °C. 
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Table 1 Backside-dependence of sheet resistance. 1 keV, 1.25E15 cm"̂  B implants; anneal in He 
with blocks at 1100 °C, closed during 0.5 s. 

Type Backside film Rs (Q/sq.) 

160 nm Th.oxide, 90 nm Poly-Si 432 
500 nm Th. oxide, 90 nm Poly-Si 437 
300 nm Th. oxide, 130 nm Si3N4 441 
420 nm PE-TEOS oxide 416 

One of the advantages of conductive heating is the emissivity-independent heating of the 

wafers. To evaluate this, wafers with four different backside films were annealed in helium. 

The specific film combinations were chosen such that a reasonable variation in emissivity was 

obtained. The resulting sheet resistance values are summarized in table 1. It should be realized 

that the different wafers were processed in 'open loop' conditions; the temperature of the 

individual wafers was not measured, and no set point adaptations were applied to compensate 

for possible variations in emissivity. It can be concluded that the variation of sheet resistance 

for different backside films is a few percent at most. This indicates that the heating is indeed 

independent of emissivity for the films that were investigated. 

5.Levitor-LT, Low-temperature anneals 

In the low-temperature Levitor system [6], the wafer is inserted in between two blocks that 

are kept at different temperatures. Depending of the distance between the wafer and each of 

the blocks, and the gases present on each side, the wafer reaches a specific temperature. By 

varying the relative distances and gases, see figure 5, the wafer temperature can be made to 

vary between e.g. 60 and 300 °C, in either direction, in a matter of seconds, see figure 7. The 

(local) wafer temperature is measured in two ways: Firstly, thermocouples are pressed lightly 

against the top surface of the wafer. As these thermocouples enter the system through the hot 

block, the measured temperature will always be to high. At the same time the actual wafer 

temperature was determined by measuring the resistance of thin film temperature-dependent 

E 

•z 
i 

0 ' —• 
0 50 100 150 200 250 

Time (s) 
Fig.7 Wafer temperature (at three radii R) in system in which the position of the wafer in between 

two blocks is rapidly varied, as well as the gases on either side. The wafer reaches a high (low) 
temperature when the gas above (below) the wafer is helium, while nitrogen is present at the 
other side. Rapid temperature changes can are induced when the type of gas is switched, while 
at the same time the wafer position is shifted from close to the bottom block to close to the top 
block. 
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Fig.8 The temperature of the wafer as a function of the pressure above and below the wafer, and the 
type of gas present above and below the wafer. In principle, all points from the chart are 
accessible within seconds. 

(Ti) resistors that are integrated on the wafer surface at radii 0, 45 and 95 mm. It is not 
completely clear whether the small temperature difference between r = 0 and 45 mm on the 
one hand and r = 95 mm on the other hand is caused by incorrect calibration of the Ti resistors, 
or by 'rest' bow being present in the wafer. 
A particular benefit of this set up is that the gas that flows in the gas bearings above and 
below the wafer prevents diffusion of unwanted impurities from the outside inwards. Because 
of the relatively high flow, in combination with the narrow gap, the wafer is fully 'protected' 
while the blocks are closed (and the bearing gases are flowing). As in a typical process 
sequence, the wafer is loaded/unloaded on/from the cold plate, the blocks will always be 
closed when the wafer is hot, i.e. in the annealing phase. This is advantageous in e.g. Cu 
annealing: oxidation of the Cu film is completely avoided, despite the fact that the system is 
placed in air. Consequently, a gate valve separating the annealing module from the outside 
world is not required. 
Experiments on Cu annealing, carried out with this module showed that BCD Cu films are 
fully annealed to bulk resistivity values in a wide regime of temperatures and armealing times 
(200-350°C, 15-60 s). More details on Cu annealing process results can be found in 
Graimeman et al. [6]. 

Conclusions: 
It has been demonstrated that wafers can be heated up and cooled down very rapidly by 
utilizing conduction heating (cooling), rather than radiation. When the wafer is placed in 
between two blocks kept at well-defined temperatures, at a distance of 0.15 mm from each of 
the blocks, energy transfer for the blocks to the wafer and vice versa through conduction is 
very fast. By floating the wafer in gas bearings the wafer does not touch the blocks, and is 
flattened by the forces exerted by the gas flows. 
It has been demonstrated that this technology can be used for spike annealing processes, to 
produce advanced, ultra-shallow junctions. Further, the same principle can be applied towards 
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low-temperature applications such as Cu annealing. In the latter case the two blocks are 

operated at different temperatures. By switching gases (He, N2) above and below the wafer, 

and by varying the position of the wafer in between the two blocks, fast heat-up and cool-

down is realized without removing the wafer from the module. It is to be expected that this 

technology will be applied in additional processes in the future. 
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1.Introduction 
SiGe is an attractive material for advanced high-speed devices. SiGe has been applied for 

a base region of hetero-junction bipolar transistors (HBTs) [1]. SiGe is also useful for CMOS 
devices, such as SiGe gate structures, elevated source/drain structures and strained Si channel 
devices. SiGe films have been formed by single wafer equipment because the single wafer 
equipments have achieved precise process control. 

A batch system is able to treat a large number of wafers at a time. However, gas flow 
states are complicated and it has been unknown that precise and abrupt profiles could be 
achieved. We analyzed the steady and transient gas flows in the batch reactor and found that 
the process conditions for sub-nanometer scale process control was available by the vertical 
batch reactor. 

2.Simulation method 
A three-dimensional (3D) computer aided design (CAD) data was made based on the 

actual batch reactor as shown in Fig. 1. The conservative equations of mass, momentum and 
energy were calculated in each cell of the 3D CAD. The number of cells was 270,000. The 
temperatures, pressures and gas velocities were obtained in each cell. Binary diffusion 
coefficients between source gases and hydrogen carrier gas were calculated using eq. 1 and 2. 

Dl.=43E-3 ^^^ ' ' ("^/^ (1) 

D.:r=Dl. 
^ J^\ 

. T . 

fP ^ 
P 

(2) 

where Mi is mass weight, V/ is mole volume, T is temperature, P is pressure and m is 1.833. 
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Fig. 1 Schematic view of the simulated reactor. 

Table I Simulated process conditions 

Parameters 

Mass fraction 
H2:SiH4:GeH4:B2H6 
=0.77:0.2:0.02:0.01 

Quartz wall temp 500 C 

Wafer rotation \ Yn^n 

Reactor pressure 300 Pa -1 ami 

ILJ^HMJ • r r m 
TiO? cone. (g/m^) 

0 35 70 

Fig.2 Measured and calculated gas flow states after Ti02 injection. 

3.Results 

Gas has viscosity so that wafer rotation affects on the gas flow states. We investigated the 

method of gas flow simulation comparing the visualized gas flow data. The viscosity and the 

binary diffusion coefficients were calculated exactly by a kinetic theory using Lennard-Jones 

potential. The fine mesh structure was applied in the boundary layer. 

Fig. 2 shows the comparison of the experimental and calculated results. The experimental 

results were obtained by injection of the Ti02 and video recording. The transient behavior of 

Ti02 smokes was well analyzed by using the fine mesh structure and viscosity calculations. 

This model was expanded to the vertical reactor to predict the transient behavior of B2H6 gas. 

Fig. 3 shows steady gas flow states as a function of pressures in the SiGe reactor. The gas 

streams were straight from inlet to exhaust at the pressures below 12 kPa. The streamlines 

were disturbed by the wafer rotation above 50 kPa. 

Fig. 4 shows the steady gas flow states between the wafers. There were rotational motions 

at 12 kPa but one directional flows were formed at 0.3 kPa. 
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Fig.3 Simulated steady state gas flows in the reactor as a function of pressures. 
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Fig.4 Steady state gas flows between the rotating wafers as a function of wafer locations and pressures. 
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Fig.5 Transient behavior of B2H6 distribution after Fig.6 Transient behavior of B2H6 distribution after 
introducing the B2H6 gas. stopping the B2H6 gas. 
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Fig.7 Transient behavior of normalized B2H6 concentrations as a function of pressures. 

Fig. 5 shows the results of transient behavior of B2H6 gas after introducing the B2H6 gas. 

B2H6 gas was spread from the top of the reactor, and went down to the bottom of the reactor. 

B2H6 gas was filled uniformly after 9 seconds. 

Fig. 6 shows the transient behavior of B2H6 gas after stopping the B2H6 supply. The B2H6 

gas was purged out from the top of the reactor, and evacuated at the outlet that was located in 

the bottom of the reactor. B2H6 gas was purged after 5 seconds. 

Fig. 7 shows the transient time to fill and purge-out the B2H6 gas as a function of the 

pressures. Assuming the condition of sub-nanometer thickness control of SiGe base formation, 

B2H6 gas concentration must be controlled in less than 5 seconds. This rapid process was 

achieved by reducing the pressures to below 320 Pa. 

4.Conclusions 

The steady and transient gas flow states in the SiGe vertical reactor were analyzed based 

on the visualized gas flow data. The precise control of HBT base process was achieved by 

reducing the pressures to below 320 Pa. 
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1.Introduction 
Si and Ge are very prospective and widely used semiconductors in electronic and 

optoelectronic device fabrications. 4.2% lattice mismatch between Si and Ge limits its 
epitaxial growth. However, this lattice mismatch can be accommodated by a finite degree of 
lattice distortion, which is called a pseudomorphic strained layer. This pesudomorphicity 
maintains up to a thickness called critical thickness he. Several models have been reported on 
the critical thickness [1-4]. Above the critical thickness strain energy becomes too high to 
maintain more layers in stress. As a result strained layers goes to relaxation introducing high 
density of misfit dislocations. Extended part of misfit dislocations can come up to the upper 
surface, which is called threading dislocations. Threading dislocations in the active device act 
as leakage current channels or scattering centers for carriers. Due to these stray affects, the 
devices with defects lost its reliability and perfections, and drastically reduce the performance. 
For this reason, research on Sii-xGcx has got tremendous attraction. To achieve dislocation 
free Sii-xGcx layers, various types of sacrificial buffer layers such as thick Sii.yGcy (x>y)[5], 
graded SiGe, step graded Sii-xGcx buffers [6-10] and Sii-xGcx/Si superlattices [11-13] have 
been used. In our previous reports [14-16], we have used short-period superlattices with 
various steps for the growth of Sio.ysGeo 25 alloy layers and observed dramatic reduction in 
surface roughness. 

For device fabrication, the thinner buffer layer with lower thermal budget is essential. In 
this paper we report on the effect of growth temperature of (Sii4/Gei)2o and (Si28/Ge2)io short-
period superlattice (SSL) buffers on the growth of 2000-A -Sio 75Geo.25 alloy layers. 

2.£xperimental details 
In MBE system (ANELVA-620s), 2000-A-Sio 75Geo25 alloy layers were grown using 

(Sii4/Gei)2o and (Si28/Ge2)io SSL buffer layers on Si(OOl) substrates and we named these two 
series of samples as type-A and type-B samples, respectively. Details of sample preparation 
and MBE system are discussed in elsewhere [15]. Here, subscripts in the SSLs (with Si 14 
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the two types of samples and their corresponding buffer layers. 

and 28, with Ge 1 and 2) inside the first bracket denote the monolayers of Si and Ge, 
respectively, and the subscripts (20,10) outside the bracket denote the period of (Si/Ge) 
bilayers. Buffer layers of the two types of samples were grown at different temperature from 
300 to 450^C i.e. within the low-temperature MBE limit. On this buffer compositionally 
uniform 2000-A -Sio.75Geo.25 alloy layers were grown at 500 ^C. Schematic diagram of two 
types of samples are shown in Fig. 1. 

Residual strain in the alloy layers was estimated from the XRD data using Cu Ka x-rays. 
The surface morphology was observed by atomic force microscope (AFM) and the surface 
roughness was characterized by root-mean-squared (rms) surface roughness of the AFM 
images. Orientation of dislocations are investigated by cross-sectional transmission electron 
microscopy (XTEM). 

3.Result and discussion 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) observation 

X-ray diffraction data of all the samples showed very clear Si(004) and Sio.75Geo.25(004) 
alloy peaks (data is not shown). We have chosen the alloy layer thickness above the critical 
thickness according to some well-known reports [1,2]. Residual strain Si, perpendicular to the 
growth plane in the alloy layers was estimated from XRD data using procedure discussed in 
[14]. Estimated residual strain is plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of the growth temperature of 
the buffer layers. In A-type samples with Ge-1-monolayer mode SSL, it is seen that the 
residual strain decreases monotonically with decreasing of the growth temperature of the 
buffer layers and reached a value of about -0.08% at 300^C. Lower growth temperature of 
buffer layers may have better layered structures, because Ge segregation is lower for lower 
growth temperature. In our previous study, we have observed that substantial intermixing 
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Fig.2 Residual strain of type-A and type-B samples as a function of the growth temperature of the 
buffer layers. 

occurs at the interface of the Si-Ge SSL prepared at 500^C[17]. But Ge surface segregation at 
500^C has been found to be suppressed with an increase of the Si deposition rate [18,19]. 

It is known there are upper limits on the number of strained-layer regions, which can be 
accommodated elastically on a given substrate [20]. For Ge grown epitaxially on Si, the 
maximum number of Ge MLs can be deposited is six [21]. But in the present experiment we 
have used only one ML and two MLs mode deposition. Another point is worth noticeable; 
when Si is deposited at lower temperature it introduces a large number of point defects. The 
strain in the SSL layers can deflect the dislocations and point defects can capture threading 
dislocations. As a result the upper layers not only become relaxed but also become smooth. 
The residual strain in B-type samples with Ge-2-monolayer mode in SSL layers seems to 
show decreasing trend, but it is higher than that of A-type samples. The reason of higher 
residual strain of this type of samples is not clear at this time. 

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) Observation 
AFM images of some samples of both types of samples are shown in Fig. 3, where 2(a-b) 

are samples (A-type) with SSL buffers grown at 450 and 300 ^C, respectively, 2(c-d) are the 
samples (B-type) with buffers grown at 450 and 300®C, respectively. All the images show the 
cross hatch patterns, which is related to the underlying grid of misfit dislocations. From the 
figure, it is seen that the height of troughs and crests of cross hatches is low. 
Root-mean-squared (rms) surface roughness of all the samples is shown in Fig. 4 as a function 
of growth temperature of the buffer layers. Without SSL buffer layer, the rms roughness of 
2OOO-A-Sio.75Geo.25 alloy is high (about 40 A, data is not shown here), whereas samples with 
SSL buffer layer show dramatic reduction in roughness. From Fig. 4, it is seen that the 
roughness of type-A samples is independent of the growth temperature of SSL buffer layers 
and gives about a constant value (-12 A). As the strain energy increases with decreasing of 
the growth temperature, which can effectively deflect the threading dislocation, may be the 
cause of the constant rms roughness and smooth surface of the alloy layers. In the case of 
type-B samples rms roughness pattern is as like type-A samples but its roughness value is 
higher that that of type-A samples. Two-monolayer mode Ge deposition may cause island like 
pattern in the SSL structure. As a result, it may go to partial relaxation and ultimately can not 
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deflect threading dislocations. So roughness increases. Some spots on the type -B samples is 
the evidence of the unfiltered threading dislocations. 

Cross-sectional Transmission Electron Microscopy (XTEM) Observation 
Some cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (XTEM) images of type-A 

samples are shown in Fig. 5, where 2000 A Sio.75Geo.25 alloy layer with (a) 500°C-grown, (b) 
450^C-grown and (c) 400^C-grown SSL buffer layers. From the figure, it is seen that the 
upper alloy layers of all the samples are clear and free from dislocations. A clear upper alloy 
is seen here, which is consistent with the lower roughness of AFM images. Different types of 
dislocations are seen in the images with different temperature growth buffers. In Fig. 5(a), 
dislocation half loops are seen in the substrate region. Dislocations are deflected from the 
strained layer superlattices. Pinning of dislocations in Si substrate has been explained by 
LaGoues et al.[22]. V-shaped dislocations (Fig. 5c) also shows the filtering of dislocation. 

(a) T„=450T 

<100> 

(c) r^ 45(rc (d) T, 300'C 

<100> 

Fig.3 AFM image (20 |im x 20 îm) of the Sio75Geo25 alloy layers with (a) 450^C-grown 
(Sii4/Gei)2o SSL, (b) 300°C-grown (Si,4/Gei)2o SSL, (c) 450^Cgrown (Si28/Ge2),o and 
(d) 300^C-grown (Si28/Ge2)io SSL buffer layers. All the alloy layers were grown at 
500^C. 
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Fig.4 Root-mean-squared (rms) surface roughness of type-A and type-B samples as a function of the 
growth temperature of their respective buffer layers. In all the samples the alloy layers were 
grown at 500 ""C 

4.Conclusion 

2000 A Sio.75Geo.25 alloy layers were grown at 500 ^C using (Sii4/Gei)2o and (Si28/Ge2)io 

SSL as buffer layers, where buffer layers were grown at different temperatures from 300-450 

^C. In the first buffers, Ge was deposited as Ge-1-monolayer mode and in the second buffers, 

it was Ge-2-monolayer mode. Effects of growth temperature of these two buffer layers on the 

top alloy layers were characterized. From XRD data it was seen that the residual strain 

decreases with decrease of growth temperature of Ge-1-monolayer mode deposited SSL 

layers and reached a lower value of about -0.08%. The samples with these buffers also 

.:BulTerTs-400 Ci 

Fig.5 XTEM micrographs of samples 2000A -thick Sio75Geo25 alloy layers with (a) 500°C grown 
SSL, (2) 450°C grown SSL and (c) 400°C grown SSL buffer layers. 
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showed a smooth surface with about a constant rms roughness (-12 A) irrespective of growth 

temperature of the SSL buffer layers. The samples with Ge-2-monolayer mode SSL buffers 

showed higher residual strain and higher rms roughness than those of the Ge-1-monolayer 

mode samples. XTEM image of the sample with Ge-1-monolayer mode SSL buffer showed 

that the top alloy layer is free from dislocations and all the dislocations are in both SSL buffer 

and substrate. So, we can say that the short-period (Sii5/Gei)2o SL buffer grown at 300^C is 

better for the growth of relaxed and smooth Sio.75Geo.25 alloy layers. 
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1.Introduction 
Atomically controlled processing such as layer-by-layer growth is attractive for creating 

novel nano-structures and superlattice structures in Si technology. Silicon nitride films under 
atomic-order thickness control can be applied to tunneling barrier and very thin gate insulator. 
In our previous work [1,2], atomic-layer nitridation of Si(lOO) and possibility of subsequent 
Si epitaxy at lower temperatures were demonstrated using an ultraclean low-pressure 
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) system. In the present work. Si epitaxial growth conditions 
on the atomic-order nitrided Si(lOO) surface has been clarified using the low-pressure CVD 
system. Furthermore, the thermal stability of the N atoms in the N delta-doped Si films has 
been investigated. 

2.£xperiment 
The ultraclean hot-wall low-pressure CVD system [3] used for Si epitaxial growth on the 

nitrided Si surface formed by NH3 is schematically shown in Fig. 1. The system was made 
ultrahigh vacuum compatible with gate valves and a turbo molecular pump. To minimize air 
contamination into the reactor during wafer loading and unloading, an N2 purged transfer 
chamber was combined at the reactor inlet. The substrates used were the p-type Si(lOO) 
wafers of 2-20 Q cm with a mirror-polished surface. They were cleaned in several cycles in a 
4 : 1 mixed solution of 98%-H2S04 and 30%-H2O2, and rinsed with deionized water. Then, 

Pressure 
Sensor Furnace 

Ultraclean 
Gas Delivery 

System 

\Nafers-^ 

Turbo 
Molecular 

Pump 

Dry Pump 

N2 Purged 
Transfer 
Chamber 

Fig.l Schematic diagram of the ultraclean hot-wall low-pressure CVD system. 
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(a) Si Buffer (b) Nitridation (c) Capping Si 
Growth Growth 

t25AJ 

65A 

Time (min ] 

Fig.2 Typical process sequence for deposition of the N delta-doped Si films with the ultraclean hot-
wall low-pressure CVD system. 

just before wafer loading, they were dipped into a 2%-HF solution followed by the deionized 
water rinse for removing native oxide. The surface structure and the crystallinity of the 
deposited film were evaluated by a reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED). 

The typical process sequence for the deposition of the N delta-doped Si film was shown in 
Fig. 2. At first, a 65A-thick Si buffer layer was grown on the Si(lOO) substrates at SOÔ C with 
a SiH4 pressure of 25 Pa for 20 min in order to prepare an atomically flat and contamination-
free Si surface (Fig. 2(a)). Atomic-order nitridation of the Si surface was performed by NH3 
exposure at the pressure of 124 Pa at 400°C [4] (Fig. 2(b)). Thereafter, in order to reduce 
residual NH3, H2 was purged for 30min at 550 ̂ C. Then, SiH4 exposure was carried out for 
20-60 min at the pressure 25 Pa at 500^C for capping Si growth (Fig. 2(c)). 

In order to obtain the depth profile of the N concentration for the N delta-doped Si film, 
XPS measurement and chemical etching for the N delta-doped Si film were repeated. Here, 
the chemical etching was done by dipping the sample in a 4:1 mixed solution of 98%-H2S04 
and 30%-H2O2for 15min and subsequently in a 2%-HF solution followed by the deionized 
water rinse shown in Fig. 3. The etching rate of Si(lOO) was 4.2A/cycle in average, which was 
measured by atomic-force microscope (AFM) using a partially Si02-covered Si(lOO) substrate. 
Substituting N Is intensities measured by XPS at each etching cycle to equation (1), we can 
determine the average N concentration in the etched region with taking the photoelectron 
escape depth (k) in Si into consideration and the overall conversion factor (P) which was 
calibrated by standard atomic-layer order nitrided sample. 

^ , -
/,-/,..exp(-^^Y^) 

>5AJl-exp(-^^V^) 
(1) 
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Fig.3 Typical measurement method for depth profile of the N concentration in the atomic-layer 
order N delta-doped Si films. 

3.Results and Discussion 

The Si Deposition on the Atomic-Order NitridedSi(lOO) Surface 

RHEED patterns taken from the N delta-doped Si film are shown in Fig. 4. Clear streaks 

and Kikuchi lines originated from a flat epitaxial Si(lOO) surface are observed even in the 

case at the initial surface N amount as high as 3.0xlO'^cm"^ (Fig 4(a)), although it is changed 

into the halo pattern originated from amorphous in the case at the initial surface N amount of 

6.0x1 Ô '̂ cm"̂  (Fig 4(b)). Furthermore, clear steaks are also observed for Si films with four N 

delta-doped regions (Fig. 4 (c)). This result indicates the possibility of epitaxial superlattice 

formation with Si nitride and Si. 

(a)Si/N(3x10 i*cm-2) (b)Si/N(6x10 i*cm-2) 

(c) 4-Layer (Si/N(1 xio i*cm-2)) 

300 

(0 
(A 

c 
o 

^ Capping 
r Si Thickness! 

Initial Surface 
.. ., N Amount 
%^ / (cm2) 

20 40 60 
SiH4 Exposure Time (min) 

Fig.4 RHEED patterns taken from the [Oil] 
azimuth for the N delta-doped Si film, in 
which the capping Si thickness is about 
25A. The initial surface N amount on the 
buffer Si surface is (a) 3.0x1 o'̂ cm"̂ , and 
(b) 6.0x1 O^^cml (c) the Si films with four 
N delta-doped regions separated by 25A-
thick Si spacer layer and the initial surface 
N amount is l.OxlO '̂̂ cm'̂  for each region. 

Fig.5 SiH4 exposure time dependence of the 
capping Si thickness on the atomic-order 
nitrided Si(lOO) surface at 500T. The 
SiH4 pressure is 25 Pa. 
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The SiH4 exposure time dependence of the deposited capping Si thickness on the atomic-

order nitrided Si(lOO) surface is shown in Fig. 5. An incubation period of Si deposition on the 

atomic-order nitrided surface is found, while the deposition rate after the incubation period is 

almost the same as that of the Si epitaxial growth without nitridation (about 3.3A/min). In our 

previous work,[5] it was observed with FTIR analysis that the thermal nitridation of Si(lOO) 

by NH3 proceeds with desorption of the hydrogen atom bonded to the Si atom, and the 

dangling bonds on the Si surface might be covered with the N atoms instead of the hydrogen 

atoms. [8] From these results, it is suggested that the incubation period is caused by 

suppression of SiH4 adsorption and/or reaction on the nitrided site rather than that on the pure 

Si site. 

The Depth Profile of N Atoms in the N Delta-Doped Si Films 

The depth profile of the N concentration in the Si film with two N delta-doped regions are 

shown in Fig. 6. Two N peaks are clearly observed inside Si away from the surface. Each N 

delta-doped layer can be resolved with the thickness of only 10 A. The total amount of N 

atom in each N delta-doped region is approximately 1.4xl0^^cm"'̂  and almost in agreement 

with that of the initial atomic-order nitridation. This indicates that the N atoms can be buried 

at the initial position without N desorption during the capping Si growth. 

Thermal Stability and Chemical State of the N Delta-doped Si Films 

The depth profile of the N concentration in the SxlO^^cm'̂  N delta-doped Si films with 
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(a) Measured depth profile of the N 
concentration for the deposited Si film 
with two N delta-doped regions. The 
total amount of N atoms is 
approximately 1.4xl0''*cm'̂  for each 
N delta-doped region. Calculated N 
concentration will include a detection 
error around 1 x 1 Ô ĉm ^ 
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total amount of N atoms is 
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Fig.8 XPS spectra of the N Is core level measured from (a) the as-deposited N delta-doped Si film 
and the sample with heat treatment in N2 ambient at ((b) and (c)) 750°C and (d) 900°C and (e) 
the Si3N4 film deposited with SiH4 and NH3 at 800°C on Si(lOO). The sample surface was 
etched by 20A for (a) and (b). 

heat treatment is shown in Fig. 7. The concentration in the initial N delta-doped region 
decreases, while the concentration at the outermost surface increases with the temperature 
during heat treatment. These results indicate that the N atoms in the delta-doped region tend 
to diffuse during heat treatment, and especially for the case of thermal treatment at 900^C, 
most of the N atoms pile up at the surface. 

The typical XPS spectra of N Is from the N delta-doped Si film before and after heat 
treatment at 750°C and the Si3N4 film are shown in Fig. 8. The binding energy of N Is for the 
surface agrees with that for Si3N4, but a 0.6 eV lower binding energy is observed at the 
surfaces of the as-deposited and the thermally treated samples etched by 20 A. It is suggested 
that N atoms delta-doped in the film have not Si3N4 structure. 

4.Conclusions 
The epitaxial growth of the N delta-doped Si film with the total amount of N atoms as 

high as S.OxlO '̂̂ cm"̂  for a delta-doped region, has been realized at 500^C by ultraclean low-
temperature low-pressure CVD. On the atomic-order nitrided Si(lOO), an incubation period 
for Si deposition is observed, while the deposition rate after the incubation period is the same 
as that on the Si surface without the nitridation. After capping Si layer growth, even in the Si 
film with two N delta-doped regions, most of the N atoms are buried in the initially nitrided 
region with the thickness of about lOA. By thermal treatment of the N delta-doped Si film, N 
atoms in doped region tend to diffuse, and especially for the case of thermal treatment at 
900°C, most of the N atoms pile up at the surface. The binding energy of N 1 s for the surface 
agrees with that for Si3N4, but a 0.6 eV lower binding energy is observed at the surfaces of the 
as-deposited and the thermally treated samples etched by 20 A. It is suggested that N atoms 
delta-doped in the film have not Si3N4 structure. 
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1.Introduction 

Atomic-layer doping is one of the important processes in order to fabricate the ultrasmall 

structure devices. There were some reports of atomic-layer doping by molecular beam epitaxy 

(MBE) [1]. However chemical vapor deposition (CVD) offers many advantages over MBE, 

such as high throughput, in-situ doping and selective deposition. Atomic-layer doping of P 

and B in SiGe epitaxy was achieved using rapid thermal CVD [2]. We have achieved the 

heavily P-doped epitaxial Si film by alternately supplied PH3 and SiH4 at 450°C as shown in 

Fig.I. In the present work, the P doping process and the thermal stability of the electrical 

characteristics of the multi-layer P-doped epitaxial Si films have been investigated. 

2.£xperimental 
Epitaxial growth of multi-layer P-doped Si was carried out by alternately supplied PH3 and 

Fig.l 

Cross-Sectional 
TEM Lattice Image Depth Profile by SIMS 

11111^ I I HUM 0 

PlAdsorptioi 
^Conditions \P:1.0AL 
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Cross-sectional TEM lattice image and the depth profile of the P concentration of the multi-
layer P-doped epitaxial Si film. The fillm is grown by alternately supplied PH3 at 300-450°C 
and SiH4 at 450°C. The 0.5, 1, 2 and 3 atomic-layer formation were done by PH3 exposure at a 
partial pressure of 0.26Pa at SOO'̂ C for 30min, and at 450''C for 3, 30 and 90min, respectively 
[3]. SiH4 pressure was 220Pa. It should be noted that the P concentration shown in ref 4 and 5 
was over estimated by using wrong sensitive factor in SIMS measurement. 
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Fig.2 Ultraclean hot-wall low-pressure chemical vapor deposition system. 

SiH4 using an ultraclean hot-wall low-pressure CVD system, schematically shown in Fig.2. 
This system was made ultrahigh vacuum compatible, the details of which were described 
elsewhere [6,7]. 
The substrates used were the mirror polished p-type Si(lOO) wafers of 8.5-11.5 Q. cm. The 
substrates were cleaned for several cycles in a 4:1 solution of H2SO4 and H2O2, rinsed with 
high purity DI water, dipped in a diluted HP solution for oxide removal, and rinsed with DI 
water. Then the substrates were loaded into the reactor. A Si epitaxial layer of about 200nm 
was grovm on the Si substrates at 750°C using SiH4 and H2 gases to obtain a clean Si(lOO) 
surface before PH3 exposure. After the epitaxial growth of Si, those samples were cooled 
dovm to PH3 exposure temperature of 450^C in Ar. P layers at amount of 1.4x10̂ ^ and 
2.0x1 Ô ĉm'"̂  were deposited on the Si surface by PH3 exposure at a partial pressure of 0.26Pa 
for 30 and 90min, respectively [3]. In order to form the multi-layer P-doped Si films(capping 
Si / P / Si spacer / P ••• P / epi. Si / Si(lOO) substrate), alternative exposure to PH3 at 450''C 
and to SiH4 at a pressure of 220Pa at 450°C were done. 

To determine the surface P amount and the P amount inside Si, angle-resolved x-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) were used, 
respectively. Crystallinity of the deposited films were observed by reflection high-energy 
electron diffraction (RHEED). Electrical characteristics of the films were evaluated by the van 
der Pauw method. 

3.Results and discussions 
In the 2-layer P-doped epitaxial Si films, with the Si spacer thickness in the range of 2-

26nm, no degradation of the crystallinity is observed in the RHEED patterns of those films as 
shovm in Fig.3, although the total P amount of 2 layers decreases with decreasing the Si 
spacer thickness. 

The comparison between ?2p XPS intensities detected at the take-off angle (TOA) of 35^ 
and 90°, for the sample exposed to SiH4 after P layer formation, is shovm in Fig.4. The ?2p 
XPS intensities detected at TO A of 35° and 90° decrease with increasing the SiH4 exposure 
time. In the case of 22Pa SiH4 exposure, ratio of ?2p XPS intensity at TO A of 35° to that of 
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Fig.3 RHEED patterns of the 2-layer P-doped epitaxial Si films with the Si spacer thickness of 
26nm and about 2nm. Each film was grown by 2-cycles of alternative exposure to PH3 and to 
SiH4 at 450°C. 

90° is constant in spite of the SiH4 exposure time. This means that P desorbs without Si 

deposition by SiH4 exposure. Fig. 5 shows clearly that the surface P amount decreases with 

increasing the SiH4 exposure time. Since the thermal desorption of P was scarcely observed at 

450°C in H2 ambient of 1330Pa[3], it is considered that P layer formed on Si surface is 

reduced by SiH4. In the case of 220Pa SiEU exposure, the ratio of intensity at TOA of 35° to 

that of 90° increases with increasing the SiH4 exposure time. This means that Si is grown on 

the P layer formed surface, although the P may be reduced by SiH4 or segregates to the 

capping Si surface. It was reported that Si2H6 is produced due to the polymerization of SiH4 

and increases in proportion to the square of the SiH4 partial pressure [8]. In the case of 220Pa 

SiH4 exposure. Si deposition may be enhanced by the Si2H6 produced from SiH4. 

The depth profiles of the P concentration in the 2-layer P-doped epitaxial Si films, formed 

by alternately supplied PH3 and 220Pa SiH4, are shown in Fig.6. In the sample (a), with a Si 

spacer thickness of 26nm, P amount of Layer 1 and Layer 2 are in good agreement with each 
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other (4.4xl0^'^cm'^), although the P atoms distribute due to the resolution of SIMS 

measurement, as shown in the P tail towards to substrate side. Because surface P amount 

before Si deposition is 2.0xl0^^cm"^, it is considered that the P atoms of about 1.6xl0^^cm"^ 

desorb from the Si surface during Si deposition and P atoms of 4.4x10'^^cm'^ are incorporated 

into capping Si or Si spacer from the existence of P tail towards to surface side. 

It is found that the total P amount decreases slightly with decreasing the Si spacer 

thickness as shown in Fig.7. In the case of thinner Si spacer thickness below 20nm, it can be 

assumed that the P segregates to the surface of Si spacer from the P formed layer, and in the 

second P doping (Layer 2 in Fig.6.), P adsorbs on the P segregated surface of Si spacer. 

Therefore, the P atoms incorporated into capping Si must be 4.4x10'^^cm'^, because capping Si 

thickness is thicker than 20nm. Then, the P amount in Layer 1 decreases with decreasing the 

Si spacer thickness. By extrapolating the amount of Layer 1 at the Si spacer thickness of Si 
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atomic-layer (0.14nm) in the Fig.7, it is considered that the amount of P, existing on the initial 
surface without incorporation into Si spacer, must be 1-2x10'̂ ĉm"̂  order. 

Typical depth profile of the multi-layer P-doped epitaxial Si film, with average P 
concentration of TxlO^Vm"̂  and Si spacer thickness of 3.7nm, is shown in Fig.8. It is found 
clearly that 6 layers of P are doped in the film. In such heavily P-doped Si film, 60% of P is 
electrically active and the resistivity is 2.4x10'^Qcm. By heat treatment of the film at above 
550°C, the carrier concentration decreases and the resistivity increases, as shown in Fig.9. It 
was reported that electrically inactive SiP precipitates are formed in Si doped with P 
(7.5x1 O^̂ cm'̂ ) by heat treatment at above 500^C for SOOhours [9]. In the present case of the 
multi-layer P-doped epitaxial Si film, with high P concentration beyond lO^̂ cm"̂ , it is 
considered that SiP precipitates may be formed at above 550°C even for a short period of 
60min. After the heat treatment at above 550^C, the carrier concentration and the resistivity of 
the film become close to those of the P-doped epitaxial Si film, with P concentration of 
7xl0^^cm'\ formed by P diffusion from POCI3 source at lOOOT [10]. It is considered that 
more electrically active P atoms exist in the heavily P-doped Si film formed at 450^C 
compared with those in the P-doped Si films formed at higher temperature at the same P 
concentration. In the case of heat treatment of the Si epitaxial film, consisting of the heavily 
P-doped layer with P concentration of-lO^'cm"^ with a Si spacer thickness below Inm, at 
above 550°C, resistivity increased up to 4 times higher than that before the heat treatment and 
the degradation of crystallinity was observed [4]. It is considered that, in the heavier P-doped 
Si film, the more SiP precipitates are formed by heat treatment. These results suggest that the 
very low-resistive heavily P-doped epitaxial Si films can be achieved at very low-temperature 
around 450^C. 

4.Conclusions 
On the P formed layer surface, Si deposition is achieved by 220Pa SiH4 at 450^C although 

the P reduction by SiH4 occurs. In the 2-layer P-doped epitaxial Si films, P atoms incorporated 
into Si spacer decrease with decreasing the Si spacer thickness. It is suggested that P 
segregates to the surface of Si spacer from P layer formed surface during Si deposition. As a 
result, P of 1-2x10 '̂̂ cm'̂  is considered to be on the initial surface. By alternately supplied 
PH3 and SiH4 at 450^C, very low-resistive heavily P-doped epitaxial Si film is achieved. By 
heat treatment of the film at above 550^C, the carrier concentration decreases and the 
resistivity increases. It is considered that more electrically active P atoms exist in the heavily 
P-doped Si film formed at 450°C compared with those in the P-doped Si films formed at 
higher temperature at the same P concentration. These results suggest that the very low-
resistive heavily P-doped epitaxial Si films can be achieved at very low-temperature around 
450^C. 
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